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Zakah is a financial worship imposed by Allah (SWT), and it is considered 
within Muslims’ communities a major source for funding the poor and needy. 
However, the amount of zakah collected from businesses in Saudi Arabia is 
not satisfactory, nor is the level of compliance among sole proprietors. The 
main objective of this study is to investigate the factors that influence zakah 
business compliance behavior. The research framework was developed based 
on the theory of planned behavior (TPB), predominating factors in deterrence 
theory, and fairness from equity theory, as well as guided by past studies. 
Partial least squares structural equation modeling was used for relationships 
analysis. The questionnaires were distributed to survey sole proprietors in 
Saudi Arabia. Several statistical techniques for data analysis were used. The 
results of this study confirm the applicability of the TPB in the context of 
zakah on business in Saudi Arabia, more specifically suggesting that 
compliance intention and penalty magnitude predict compliance behavior 
significantly. Moreover, fairness, attitude, subjective norms, and penalty 
magnitude are significant predictors of compliance behavior through the 
compliance intention. Besides, business peers and religious leaders were 
found to be significant referent groups. Moreover, the influences of fairness 
and subjective norms on compliance intention were partially mediated by 
attitude. In addition, the zakah system’s perceived fairness was found to be 
multidimensional, consisting of eight dimensions. However, the detection 
risk found in this study insignificant. Overall, the model shows the 
significance of integrating audits and penalties perceptions with fairness, 
attitude, and norms in explaining and predicting zakah on business 
compliance behavior, which would be a guide for a successive compliance 
strategy that zakah authorities could implement. Implications for the literature 
and practice were discussed, and the limitations pertaining to the study 
outcome and suggestions for future research were discussed as well. 
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Zakat adalah satu ibadat kewangan yang dipertanggungjawabkan oleh Allah 
(SWT), dan masyarakat Islam menganggap ia sebagai sumber utama untuk 
membiayai golongan yang miskin dan memerlukan. Walau bagaimanapun, 
jumlah zakat yang dikutip dari perniagaan di Arab Saudi masih tidak 
memuaskan, begitu juga tahap pematuhannya di kalangan pemilik tunggal 
perniagaan. Objektif utama kajian ini adalah untuk menyelidik faktor-faktor 
yang mempengaruhi gelagat kepatuhan zakat perniagaan. Rangka kerja kajian 
telah dibina berdasarkan teori gelagat terancang (TGT), faktor-faktor utama 
dari teori pencegahan, dan keadilan dari teori ekuiti, serta berpandukan kajian 
yang lepas. PLS-SEM digunakan untuk menganalisis hubungan. Borang soal 
selidik diedarkan untuk meninjau pemilik tunggal perniagaan di Arab Saudi. 
Beberapa teknik statistik digunakan bagi menganalisis data soal-selidik. 
Keputusan kajian ini mengesahkan kesesuaian TGT dalam konteks zakat 
perniagaan di Arab Saudi, terutama sekali dengan mencadangkan niat 
kepatuhan dan magnitud penalti dapat meramalkan gelagat  kepatuhan secara 
signifikan. Selain itu, keadilan, sikap, norma subjektif dan magnitud penalti 
adalah peramal yang signifikan terhadap gelagat kepatuhan melalui niat 
kepatuhan. Di samping itu, rakan-rakan perniagaan dan pemimpin agama 
didapati menjadi kumpulan rujukan yang signifikan. Tambahan pula, 
pengaruh keadilan dan norma-norma subjektif terhadap niat kepatuhan 
dipengaruhi oleh sikap secara perantara sebahagian. Di samping itu, sistem 
zakat didapati keadilan terdiri daraipada pelbagai dimensi, iaitu lapan 
dimensi. Walau bagaimanapun, risiko pengesanan dalam kajian ini didapati 
tidak signifikan. Keseluruhannya, model kajian menunjukkan kepentingan 
integrasi audit dan penalti bersama dengan keadilan, sikap dan norma-norma 
bagi menjelas dan meramal gelagat kepatuhan zakat perniagaan, yang akan 
menjadi panduan kepada kejayaan strategi kepatuhan yang 
bolehdilaksanakan oleh pihak berkuasa zakat. Implikasi terhadap sorotan 
literatur dan amalan telah dibincangkan, dan batasan-batasan berhubung 
dengan hasil kajian dan cadangan untuk penyelidikan masa depan juga turut 
dibincangkan. 
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1.1 Background of the Study 
From an Islamic perspective, zakah has a very high position, as it is the third 
of the five pillars of the Islamic religion, and it is the second worship after 
prayer. It is mentioned in the Holy Quran about 30 times, and many verses 
mention it together with prayers (Dogarawa, 2010). Below is a verse from the 
Holy Quran on zakah:  
“Therefore, establish Salat, pay zakah dues and obey the Messenger; it is 
expected that you will be shown mercy” (Surat An-Noor: 56).  
In addition, in many of the Prophet’s (Peace Be Upon Him) sayings, zakah is 
given high importance. Narrated by Al-Bukhari, the Prophet (PBUH) said, 
“Islam is based on five: to testify that there is no God but Allah and 
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah, to establish (to perform) prayer, to 





Zakah has been defined by many Muslim jurists throughout the Islamic ages. 
After reviewing a number of definitions given by Islamic jurists, Yahya 
(1986) concluded that zakah is “an obligated financial worship social-related 
imposed by Allah on specified wealth for specified beneficiaries based on 
specified conditions in Islamic Law” (p. 18). Moreover, zakah is originally 
an Arabic term that means purity, growing, blessing, and commendation 
(Yahya, 1986). Because the terminology of “zakah” has a unique and 
significant meaning, translating it to other languages can change the meanings 
and the original context (Abu Bakar & Abdul-Rahman, 2007). Hence, in this 
thesis, the term “zakah” is used. 
In Islam, actions are given special importance, as they are recorded for the 
assessment of reward or punishment in the Hereafter. The Holy Quran says 
that: “This is Our Record which bears witness against you with truth; We 
record all what you did” (Al-Jaathiya: 29). In addition to behavioral actions, 
an individual’s intention to act is given special attention. Narrated by Omar 
bin Al-Khattab, the Prophet (PBUH) said, “The reward of deeds depends 
upon the intentions and every person will get the reward according to what 
he has intended” (Khan, 1997). 
According to Islamic jurisprudence, a Muslim’s behavior is subject to the 
rulings of Almighty God, and all acts revolve around the five classifications 
of rulings in Islamic law (i.e. “wajib” – prescribed or obligatory, “mustahabb” 
– recommended, “mubah” – permissible, “makruh” – disliked, and “haram” 
– unlawful or prohibited). Zakah falls under the prescribed or obligatory, 
specifically under “fard al-ayn”, which means that it is personally obligatory 
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for every individual who has met the zakah condition to pay zakah in 
accordance with the Quran, Sunna, and the fatwas of Muslim jurists. 
One of the main roles of zakah is to help the poor in a Muslim society. In fact, 
zakah delivered the first universal welfare system in human history that 
provides smooth consumption for the poor (Yusuf & Derus, 2013). Islam 
clearly specifies who is eligible to receive zakah. Called recipients or 
beneficiaries (Asnaf), they are categorized into eight groups, as mentioned in 
the Holy Quran:  
“Alms are for the poor and the needy, and those employed to 
administer the [funds]; for those whose hearts have been [recently] 
reconciled [to the truth]; for those in bondage and in debt; in the 
cause of Allah; and for the wayfarer. [Thus it is] ordained by Allah, 
and Allah is full of knowledge and wisdom” (At-Tawba: 60).  
It is worth noting that zakah is imposed on wealth and income, not on a 
person. In other words, not every individual Muslim is obligated to pay zakah. 
Zakah is imposed once an individual Muslim (except those not legally 
competent, such as children and the severely mentally ill, according to the 
majority of Islamic jurists’ opinions (Alsultan, 1986)) has wealth that covers 
his/her basic needs (e.g. food and residence) and meets the following 
conditions: (1) absolute ownership; (2) growth or potential growth; (3) 
reaching the quorum of zakah (Nisab); and (4) passage of a lunar year. Even 
though the four conditions are generally set as the basic perimeters on 
zakatable wealth, some of these conditions are not applicable to some types 
of wealth. For instance, passage of a lunar year is not applied to zakah on 
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fruits. In addition, some of the conditions have preconditions; for instance, 
reaching the quorum (Nisab) of zakah is subject to freedom from debt.  
Unlike the beneficiaries (Asnaf) of zakah, who are specified clearly in the 
Holy Quran, the wealth subject to zakah or zakatable wealth is not named 
specifically. However, it is generally known that zakah is imposed on 
merchandise, money, cattle, cereals, and fruits (Al-Masri, 2004). Muslim 
jurists agree that not specifying the zakatable wealth gives concessions for 
zakah legislative bodies to define what zakatable wealth is; if the types of 
zakatable wealth were defined specifically during the time of the Prophet 
(PBUH), many types of modern wealth, economic activities, and incomes 
may not fall under zakatable wealth (Al-Awadi, 2006). Consistent with this, 
the collection and distribution of zakah is therefore the responsibility of a 
Muslim ruler, and Muslims are required to comply with zakah collectors. The 
Holy Quran provides a clear statement that gives a Muslim ruler the authority 
to collect zakah, which means that he is duty bound to fulfill such a role:  
“Take, [O, Muhammad], from their wealth a charity by which you 
purify them and cause them increase” (At-Tawba: 103). 
The Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) sent Muath bin Jabl to Yemen and behest 
him to be justice in collecting and distributing zakah. The Prophet (PBUH) 
asked him to tell them that the zakah would be collected from the richer and 
distributed to the poorer among them, and he forbade him to take from the 
best of their wealth. These instructions indicating the importance of fairness 
in the administration of zakah were basically enacted for that reason (i.e. 
balancing justice within a community). This is considered the main objective 
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of zakah and is found in almost every book or article about zakah (Kahf, 
1999). 
Although there is a great similarity between zakah and tax such as mandatory 
payment to government, and no direct return to the payer (AlKanzi, 2016). 
However, there are substantial differences between them in concept, 
characteristics, rules, base, exemptions, wealth and persons subject to, 
distribution aspects. Following are some of the main differences: 
• Stability and continuity: As long as there are Muslims in the world, 
zakah will be there. Unlike tax which depends on economic and social 
situation thus governments enact its roles and regulations. 
• Determinations: rate, conditions, distribution and other roles of zakah 
are from the almighty God and can’t be changed by governments, 
while governments determine tax related roles and regulations 
(SOCPA, 2006). 
While zakah is imposed on individual Muslims, zakah is also imposed on 
business entities. Modern types of business entities, such as sole 
proprietorships, limited liability companies, and corporations, are considered 
in most zakah systems as zakatable. In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and 
according to the Department of Zakah and Income Tax (hereafter known as 
DZIT), all sole proprietors and companies engaged in business activities in 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia owned by Saudis or citizens of the Gulf 
Cooperation Council (GCC) are subject to zakah, as are the portions of Saudis 
or citizens of the GCC in companies partially owned by them (DZIT, 2014).  
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The Saudi economy is one of the biggest economies and ranked 19th in world 
in 2013; the portion of the private sector in the Saudi economy was 58.7% in 
2013 (Central Department of Statistic and Information, 2014). Sole 
proprietors constituted 92.5% of the total businesses in 2012 (General 
Organization for Social Insurance, 2013). The gross domestic product of the 
private sector from 2000 until 2013 is shown Figure.1. 
  
Figure1.1 
GDP for private sector 2000–2013 (millions SAR) 





Zakah revenue in Saudi Arabia suffers from severely low collection, and that 
is the main zakah issue right now in the country (Al-Hadlaq, 2011; 
Aleqtisadiah, 2014a). The issue is attributed to many causes: one of the most 
dominating is the low level of compliance among zakah payers (DZIT, 2012). 
Sole proprietors are one of the least compliant among zakah payers (Al-
Hadlaq, 2011). However, it has been previously said that improving zakah 
collection mechanism such as online registration and online zakah form 
submission, and e-government integration would solve this issue among 
small business and sole proprietors. Hitherto, after these projects 
implemented, the collected zakah did not reflect development in the country, 
profits, and capitals (H. Al-Fawzan, 2014).  
To know the amount of uncollected zakah, we need to calculate the zakah 
base. However, due to the lack of statistical data on private-sector assets, 
stock, profit, etc. that is necessary to calculate the zakah base, Jleadan (2013) 
made an estimation based on some indicators from the Saudi economy, such 
as GDP and cash in banks. He estimated that the zakah base for 2012 was 
SAR 1.5 trillion, which means that the zakah that should have been collected 
was SAR 37.5 billon while the collected zakah in that year was SAR 11 billon. 
This shows that the collected zakah from business in 2012 was less than 30% 




1.2 Problem Statement 
The collected zakah revenue from business entities in Saudi Arabia has 
increased in the past five years (see Table 1.1). This increase in zakah revenue 
has been due to the expansion of economic activities in Saudi Arabia and can 
also be attributed to the development of zakah collection tools (DZIT, 2012). 
As addressed earlier, the zakah on business suffers from low collection, and 
the level of zakah compliance in Saudi Arabia is unsatisfactory. In its 2013 
annual financial report, the DZIT reported the issue of zakah payers’  low 
compliance (Al-Balawi, 2013). However, to overcome this undesirable 
situation, the DZIT proposed increasing the level of compliance among zakah 
payers as the first step to overcome the obstacles that are facing zakah 
collection in Saudi Arabia (Al-Balawi, 2009). 
 Table 1.1 
Zakah revenue in Saudi Arabia 2009–2014 (SAR billions) 
Year Collected revenue* Expected revenue** Variance 
2009 6.6 22.5 15.9 
2010 8.8 30.0 21.2 
2011 10 34.1 24.1 
2012 11 37.5 26.5 
2013 12.8 43.7 30.9 
2014 14.2 48.5 34.3 
*Source: DZIT, 2014 
**Jleadan (2013) estimated how much expected zakah revenue for 2012, 
due to lack of statistics on this regard the expected zakah revenue for the 
rest of years calculated based on his estimation (collected zakah*100/29.3).  
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As stated by DZIT, 80 percent of revenue, for both zakah and tax, are coming 
from big compliant payers who regularly submit audited financial accounts, 
and according to them the majority of registered zakah payers do not submit 
audited financial accounts (Alzahrani, 2012). However, even with the fact 
that low compliance is a general issue among zakah payers, the sole 
proprietors group are the least compliant among business entities (Al-Hadlaq, 
2011; Al-Fawzan, 2014). Although zakah non-compliance has existed among 
sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia for years, there is a lack of studies identifying 
the factors that contribute to this phenomenon. 
Al-Ashqar, Yasein, Shober and Al-Ashqar (2004) agree that it is no wonder 
that zakah non-compliance occurs, as zakah payers feel a lack of system 
fairness. Principally, for achieving the noble zakah goals of providing welfare 
assistance to the beneficiaries, zakah payers should fully comply with the 
zakah authority on one hand, and on the other hand zakah authority should 
fulfill their entrusted duties (Alsultan, 1986). Indeed, this nature of zakah 
gives cause for zakah payers to concern about zakah authority practices and 
vice versa. However, H. Al-Fawzan, (2014) claims that the current zakah 
system discourages zakah payers from complying with the zakah authority. 
However, according to equity theory and distributive justice theory, the 
perception of justice or the perception of the fairness of distributions and 
distributional procedures drives individual behavior (Cook & Hegtvedt, 
1983). Likewise, Therefore, an investigation that gauges zakah payers’ 
fairness perceptions regarding the practice of the current zakah system is 
needed, including how such perception shapes their compliance behavior. 
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Even though there have been studies on zakah compliance behavior elsewhere 
(Idris, 2002; Ahmad, Md. Nor, & Daud, 2011; Bidin & Idris, 2007; Bidin, 
Idris, & Shamsudin, 2009; Huda, Rini, Mardoni, & Putra, 2012; Saad, Bidin, 
Idris, & Hussain, 2010; Saad & Haniffa, 2014), it is still hard to find studies 
in zakah literature on the zakah environment in Saudi Arabia (Johari, 
Ab.Aziz, & Ali, 2014). Despite of that, the zakah environment in Saudi 
Arabia is, in many ways, unique as for instance there is one body (i.e. DZIT) 
to assess and collect both zakah and tax from business entities, and another 
body for zakah distribution (i.e. Social Security Agency SSA).  Therefore, the 
study of zakah on business compliance in Saudi Arabia is needed.  
A well-known theory that attempt to explain and predict human behavior in 
social sciences is the theory of planned behavior (TPB). It is argued that TPB 
can be used to predict the compliance behavior of sole proprietors in Saudi 
Arabia in zakah on business because this theory has been applied in the 
context of zakah environments elsewhere (e.g. Huda et al., 2012; Saad et al., 
2010), and in other behavioral context in Saudi Arabia (Baker, Al-Gahtani, & 
Hubona, 2007) and elsewhere (e.g. Benk, Çakmak, & Budak, 2011; Bhatt, 
2012; George, 2004; Langham, Paulsen, & Härtel, 2012). According to the 
TPB, behavior is subject to intention, which is preceded or determined by 





In tax compliance literature, economic deterrence variable emerged from the 
concept of economic compliance offers risk of detection and magnitude of 
penalty associated with noncompliance behavior to predict compliance 
(Devos, 2014; D. J. Hasseldine & Bebbington, 1991). Hence, combining these 
two variables with social and fiscal psychology variables optimize the 
understanding of the compliance behavior (Devos, 2014). Therefore, such 
combination in the context of zakah compliance behavior assumed to offer 
better understanding and enrich the zakah compliance literature as such is 












1.3 Research Questions 
This study sought to investigate the determinants of zakah compliance 
behavior among sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia. It sought to answer the 
following questions:  
1. What are the underlying dimensions of zakah system fairness among sole 
proprietor zakah payers in Saudi Arabia? 
2. Is the zakah compliance behavior of sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia 
determined by zakah compliance intention and perceived behavioral 
control? 
3. Is the zakah compliance intention of sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia 
influenced by zakah system fairness, attitude toward zakah compliance, 
subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control? 
4. Does zakah system fairness influence attitude toward zakah compliance? 
5. Do business peers and religious leaders related to subjective norms? 
6. Does attitude toward zakah compliance mediate the relationship between 
fairness and zakah compliance intention? 
7. Does attitude toward zakah compliance mediate the relationship between 






1.4 Research Objectives 
The general objective of this study was to explain the factors that influence 
the compliance behavior of sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia. Meanwhile, the 
specific objectives of the study were as follows: 
1. To determine the underlying dimensions of zakah system fairness among 
sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia. 
2. To examine whether the zakah compliance behavior of sole proprietors 
in Saudi Arabia is determined by zakah compliance intention and 
perceived behavioral control. 
3. To determine whether the zakah compliance intention of sole proprietors 
in Saudi Arabia is influenced by zakah system fairness, attitude toward 
zakah compliance, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control. 
4. To determine whether zakah system fairness influences attitude toward 
zakah compliance. 
5. To determine whether business peers and religious leaders related to 
subjective norms. 
6. To determine whether attitude toward zakah compliance mediates the 
relationship between fairness and compliance intention. 
7. To determine whether attitude toward zakah compliance mediates the 




1.5 Motivation of the Study 
The purpose of this study, as mentioned earlier, was to understand zakah 
payers’ compliance behavior in Saudi Arabia by investigating its key 
antecedents via the help of the TPB and by examining the effect of fairness 
perception on zakah compliance behavior. Several motivations informed the 
current study.  
Firstly, is the missed opportunity of collecting a large amount of zakah funds 
in Saudi Arabia. Jleadan (2013) analyzed the Saudi economic outlook in 2012 
to investigate what the size of zakah in Saudi Arabia should be. The estimated 
collected zakah from business entities in 2012 was less than 30% of what 
should have been collected. Jleadan also noted a lack of statistical data on 
zakah evasion in the country.  
Secondly is the low level of zakah business compliance in the country, 
especially among sole proprietors (Al-Fawzan, 2014). In fact, this suggests 
that a scientific investigation is needed to explain and understand this 
phenomenon.  
Thirdly, the issue of the fairness of the zakah system has received very little 
attention in the zakah literature, especially in Saudi Arabia. However, the 
zakah system’s fairness is very essential, and obtaining zakah payers’ high 
level of compliance is somehow a function of the perceptions of fairness held 
by zakah payers. Indeed, understanding zakah payers’ fairness perceptions 
toward the zakah authority, in order to improve the current system and 
consequently gain the zakah payers’ compliance, is imperative. Therefore, 
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investigating the zakah system’s fairness perceptions among zakah payers 
and whether these perceptions influence the compliance behavior or not 
motivated this study.  
Fourthly, the DZIT in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is the only official body 
responsible for zakah on business. However, the zakah collected by the DZIT 
does not reflect the size of the growth in profit and capital of the business 
organizations (Al-Fawzan, 2014). Moreover, it is possible for the collected 
zakah to increase when private-sector figures, profits, the gross national 
product (GNP), and other financial figures are analyzed and scrutinized (Al-
Fawzan, 2012). Therefore, conducting a study to investigate zakah payers' 
perception toward zakah compliance with DZIT may well help to implement 
an efficient compliance strategy that could increase zakah revenue. 
Fifthly, the DZIT indicated in its 2013 annual financial report the existence 
of zakah payers’  low compliance, which is one of the key obstacles facing 
zakah collection in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Al-Balawi, 2013). 








The report pointed to some “worrisome” concerns by clearly indicating 
that the number of collected zakah “which is very high” does not 
represent the “real number” or “the number which is supposed to be 
collected”. Actually, the source of worry in the report is that the DZIT 
was able to collect zakah funds annually despite the continuation of 
challenges and obstacles facing its performance for years!!! The report 
clearly indicates a number of repeated obstacles, and the most 
prominent is the non-compliance of zakah payers. 
Islamic jurists have decided that the injustice of the Amil worker or 
administration undertaking the responsibility of zakah collection and 
distribution is an excuse for hiding zakah from the zakah administration, not 
evading paying zakah itself (Curricula of MEDIU, 2012, p. 235). Therefore, 
the presence of injustice in zakah collection and distribution can determine 
the level of zakah compliance with zakah authority. Even though, the 
literature of zakah suffers from a lack of empirical studies on the influence of 
zakah system fairness on zakah compliance with zakah authority.   
Last but not least, according to Aleqtisadiah, (2011) a number of zakah payers 
feel unclear about what their religious duties in regard to zakah on business 
and hence do not pay their due zakah to the DZIT, or when they do pay, they 
do so only for a zakah certificate from the authority. However, there is official 
fatwa replying to a zakah payer question in which it is commonly believed 
among zakah payers amount paid to DZIT not be considered zakah from a 
religious perspective. The fatwa confirm that this claim is invalid, and it is a 
zakah and no need to pay it twice (Ibinbaz, 2000). Still, many businessmen 
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pay their zakah on their own to the poor and needy and other charity 
institutions (Aleqtisadiah, 2014b).  This situation motivated the present study 
to investigate zakah payers' perception toward the current zakah system in 
Saudi Arabia.  
1.6 Significance of the Study 
Empirical evidence on zakah compliance behavior among owners of business 
entities in Saudi Arabia is scarce. The outcomes of the present study 
contributed to both practice and theoretical knowledge. 
From a theoretical perspective, this study contributed to the zakah compliance 
literature by developing and testing a model of zakah system fairness 
dimensions. Using the TPB as an underpinning theory, the influence of zakah 
system fairness on zakah on business compliance behavior examined in the 
context of zakah on business in Saudi Arabia simultaneously with the 
influence of attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control. 
The current study enriches zakah compliance literature by decomposing 
perceived behavioral control into detection risk and penalty magnitude. The 
study also contributed through identifying the normative structure of zakah 
on business compliance behavior in which business peers and religious 
leaders group of referents were examined in relation to subjective norms. 
Moreover, the mediating role of attitude in the relationship between fairness 
and zakah compliance intention, and the relationship between subjective 
norms and zakah compliance intention were tested.  
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Although all the measures employed in the present study have been used in 
previous studies, this contributes to the methodology by showing the validity 
and reliability of the measures of the variables in a different setting and 
context. 
From a practical perspective, it was also hoped that the findings of the present 
study would benefit zakah authorities, as the compliance model of the present 
study was guided by theories and the empirical findings of previous studies 
from multidisciplinary literature, including the field of zakah and other 
relevant fields, such as tax compliance. Therefore, zakah authorities could 
implement zakah compliance treatment strategies based on the findings of 
this study to increase the compliance level among zakah payers and in turn 
increase the zakah revenue, which would help in achieving noble zakah goals. 
In particular, the zakah authority in Saudi Arabia would be the most benefited 
authority because the study was conducted in the Saudi context. Contributions 
are discussed in more detail in section 6.4. 
1.7 Scope and Limitations of the Study 
The present study was conducted on sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia to 
investigate their compliance behavior. According to the DZIT, the majority 
of registered zakah payers are sole proprietors (Al-Djibril, 2011). Although 
zakah non-compliance exists among all types of businesses in Saudi Arabia, 
sole proprietors have the lowest compliance rate among zakah payers in Saudi 
Arabia (Al-Fawzan, 2014). The zakah collected from all business entities in 
2012 was SAR 11 billon, and as stated by the DZIT 80% of zakah revenue 
comes mainly from big companies. This indicate that the sole proprietors' 
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contribution to the actually collected zakah is within limit of 20%. Moreover, 
sole proprietor entities are, usually, the initial form or nucleus of medium and 
large company entities, accordingly investigating the compliance behavior of 
the sole proprietors group could provide a better explanation and prediction 
for the low zakah compliance phenomenon. Thus, the study is limited to 
individual sole proprietors zakah payers in Saudi Arabia. 
The model of zakah compliance utilized in this present study was developed 
based upon a zakah compliance model and a tax compliance model. Since 
there are similarities between tax and zakah, and zakah compliance literature 
has less empirical research (Johari et al., 2014). The possibility of 
constructing a zakah model based on a tax compliance model has been 
empirically proven (Ahmad et al., 2011). Therefore, this study of zakah 
business compliance behavior was limited to the predominating variables in 
economic deterrence, fiscal psychology, and social psychology models, 








1.8 Organization of the Study 
The present thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter One is the 
introduction, in which a brief overview of zakah from an Islamic perspective 
is provided, as well as a brief overview of the zakah situation in Saudi Arabia. 
Then, the research problem is highlighted through the identification of 
practical and theoretical gaps. Next, the research questions, research 
objectives, and study’s motivations are underlined. The significant 
contribution to theory and practice that the study offers is outlined. Finally, 
the scope and limitations of the study are stated.  
Chapter Two presents an overview of zakah administration in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia, and the current mechanism of business zakah collection and 
distribution in Saudi Arabia are presented, including zakah base calculation 
methods. Chapter Three consists of the literature review, wherein the 
underpinning theory of the study is discussed together with other theories that 
are related to the study’s dependent variable. This is followed by a discussion 
of previous studies used to help in the development and formulation of the 
research framework and hypotheses.  
Chapter Four presents the research framework and hypotheses, as well the 
research design. The specification of these explains how the study was 
practically conducted, in which the operational definition of the study’s 
variables along with its measurement items, population and sampling frame, 
size, and technique are illustrated. In addition, the scale, questionnaire, data 
collection procedure, and the results of the pilot study are presented in 
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Chapter Four. Moreover, information about the data analysis technique used 
in this study to analyze the obtained data is presented. 
Chapter Five reports the results of the data analysis, in which details about 
demographic variables are presented, followed by a descriptive analysis of all 
the study’s variables. Following this, the results pertaining to the measurement 
model, the structural model, and the hypothesis testing done by using Partial 
Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling PLS-SEM are presented, along with 
the results of the mediation analysis. 
Chapter Six discusses how the research findings contribute to explaining and 
predicting zakah business compliance behavior, especially in Saudi Arabia. 
This starts by providing a summary of the present study, followed by a 
discussion of the relationship between the study’s variables (based on the 
study’s objectives, where the results for each hypothesis are discussed) and 
the supporting theory and related previous studies. Based on this, the 
contributions and implications of the study for the literature and for practice 
are pointed out. Finally, the limitations of the present study and directions for 





ZAKAH ADMINISTRATION IN SAUDI ARABIA 
 
2.1 Introduction 
As addressed earlier in Chapter One, zakah is an Islamic pillar, and the task 
of collecting and distributing it is under the responsibility of a Muslim ruler. 
This chapter will provide an overview of the administration of zakah on 
business in Saudi Arabia, including some aspects of current collection and 
distribution procedures. Since the establishment of the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia, the Saudi government has been collecting zakah from apparent 
wealth, such as cattle, cereals, and fruits. However, unapparent wealth, such 
as money and merchandise, were left to the people to pay the zakah on by 
themselves as they preferred (Alsultan, 1986). Thus, zakah on business was 
not collected before 13 October 1950. 
To administer zakah collection, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has enacted 
regulations to carry out this responsibility. The issuance of the first zakah 
system was on 7 April 1951 by Royal Decree Number 17/2/28/8634. The 
royal decree stated that zakah must be collected in full in accordance with the 
provisions of Islamic law (Sharia) from all Saudi individuals and companies, 
beginning from 13 October 1950. Nevertheless, the royal decree was 
amended by other royal decrees, and citizens of the GCC who run a business 
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia were included in the zakah system. 
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Furthermore, the royal decrees indicate that the implementation of the zakah 
system is as recommended by the Minister of Finance. 
Presently, the DZIT is collecting zakah only from business entities registered 
with the Ministry of Trade and those on the Commercial Register, not from 
persons or personal wealth, shares, or any other types of zakah. The DZIT 
collects the full zakah rate (i.e. 2.5% from the zakah base, calculated based 
on the equity method).  
However, some zakah payers have asked the DZIT to implement the initial 
procedure of zakah collection before 1985, in which the rate of 1.25% was 
paid to the DZIT and 1.25% of the zakah was distributed by the zakah payers 
based on their favor (e.g. paying it to poor and needy relatives or neighbors) 
(AlQasim, 2009). Moreover, Alfiryaan (2012) mentions that, currently, some 
zakah payers are unofficially exempted from paying zakah to the DZIT and 
are allowed to pay it in any way they like.  
2.2 DZIT 
Between 1935 and 1951, the zakah duty was handled by a zakah office within 
the Ministry of Finance. The Ministerial Resolution Number 394 dated 14 
June 1951 was issued to establish a government agency called the Department 
of Zakah and Income Tax (DZIT), which reports directly to the Minister of 
Finance. Its head office is located in Riyadh. The DZIT is the only 
government body that is responsible for zakah collection in Saudi Arabia, and 
it has the duty of collecting zakah from business entities owned by Saudis and 
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GCC citizens running a business in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the 
portion of Saudis and GCC citizens in entities partially owned by them. 
2.2.1 Objectives of the DZIT 
The main objectives of the DZIT are (1) to assess and collect zakah from all 
business activities run by Saudis and citizens of the GCC, in accordance with 
Islamic law (Sharia). (2) Assess and collect tax from foreign taxpayers who 
are subject to tax, in accordance with relevant regulations and laws. (3) 
Improve the voluntary compliance of zakah payers and taxpayers who are 
subject to the DZIT by implementing fair treatment, having excellent 
performance, increasing awareness, and continuously improving delivered 
services. 
2.2.2 Responsibilities of the DZIT 
The core tasks and responsibilities of the DZIT are (1) assess and collect 
zakah from all Saudis and citizens of the GCC who run businesses, in 
accordance with Islamic law (Sharia) and relevant regulations and laws. (2) 
Assess and collect tax from foreigners (companies and individuals) who are 
taxable, in accordance with relevant regulations and laws, together with the 
collection of tax from companies operating in the field of oil and natural gas 
in Saudi Arabia. (3) Set up procedures for following up and collecting due 
zakah from zakah payers, as well as due tax from taxpayers. (4) Work toward 
achieving justice among zakah payers and taxpayers and improve voluntary 
compliance to ensure a high level of compliance. (5) Provide statistical 
reports regarding the number of zakah payers and taxpayers, their categories, 
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regions, businesses, etc. (6) Prepare an annual report to the competent 
authorities on the most important achievements, revenue, and expenditure 
(actual and estimated). 
However, it is noteworthy to mention here that zakah collection from cattle, 
cereals, and fruits are not within the responsibilities of the DZIT. Relevant 
authorities within the Interior and Finance Ministries are tasked with this 
responsibility (Al-Hamidi, 2010). 
2.2.3 Non-compliance Sanctions 
There are no sanctions for zakah non-compliance in the Saudi zakah system 
in term of fines or jail. However, in 1950, a ministerial decree set a course of 
actions as sanctions against non-compliant zakah payers, which include 
preventing non-compliant zakah payers from traveling. In 1962, Royal 
Decree Number 3135 Dated 21/02/1382 was issued to include the seizure of 
imported goods at customs and the seizure of payments owed to the non-
compliant zakah payers by government agencies (Alsultan, 1986).  
The general director of the DZIT has publicly said that the current treatment 
of non-compliant zakah payers proceeds as follows. Firstly, official letters are 
sent, encouraging and reminding them about paying the due zakah. If there is 
no response, the zakah certificate will not be issued; in that situation, the non-
compliant zakah payer will be prevented from engaging in governmental 
tenders, importing labor, renewal with the Commercial Register, and 
receiving a business license, and payments owed to them by government 
agencies will be seized. If the above actions are taken and the zakah payer 
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still does not comply, enforcement procedures will be taken in which non-
compliant wealth will be seized, including bank accounts (Aldhyabi, 2011). 
Nonetheless, while the regulations of sanctions are very stringent, the DZIT 
complains about a lack of collaboration from most government agencies, 
which prevents the implementation of sanctions on non-compliant zakah 
payers (Al-Balawi, 2013).  
2.2.4 Assessment Procedure 
All zakah payers who have capital of more than SAR 100,000 are required to 
keep organized books and accounting records for their business activities; 
businesses who have capital more than SAR 1 million must provide financial 
statements audited by a local certified public accountant, and the calculation 
of due zakah should be based on these statements. According to the 
procedure, if zakah payers do not submit or do not keep accounting books, 
the subjective judgment of due zakah by the zakah collector should be carried 
out based on the value of goods, machinery, tools, and fixed property or 
previous years’ zakah payments. This procedure, known as the presumptive 
method, comes from Ministerial Resolution Number 393 Dated 13/5/1950 






However, this procedure has been criticized (Farhan, 2008) and is more than 
60 years old, and many zakah payers take advantage of gaps in the procedure 
to evade paying full zakah to the DZIT (Al-Abbas, 2010). As an example of 
a gap emerged from applying presumptive method for determining the 
payable zakah, most of the time the capital shown in the commercial register 
of a business entity not updated since valid up to five years (Yousif, 2016). 
In such situation, if the capital increased and the sole proprietor did not update 
it in the commercial register. The zakah auditor refer to the capital shown in 
commercial register as basic elements with other indicators to calculate the 
payable zakah. 
In cases where zakah payers have submitted financial statements and the 
DZIT has accepted them, the zakah payable is 2.5% of the zakah base. The 













Determination of zakah payable in Saudi Arabia 
Zakah payable = 2.5% of zakat base 
Zakah base = A + B – C: 
A B C 
Net profit as adjusted for 
zakah purposes = net profit 
(loss) per books plus 
adjustments (sum of below 
five items) 
Paid-up capital plus 
additions to paid-up 
capital (sum of below five 
items) 
Deductions (sum of below 
seven items) 
1. Reserves formed 
during the year of 
audit 
2. Social insurance 
paid abroad 
3. Fixed assets 
depreciation 
difference 
4. Expenses not 
related to the 
activity 
5. Zakat or tax paid 
and charged to 
accounts 








2. Prior year’s 
profits carried 
forward (if any) 
3. Loans used to 
acquire or finance 





5. Retained profits 
for distribution (if 
any) 
1. Fixed assets net value 
2. Carried over loss as 
adjusted by the DZIT 




5. Entity’s construction 
in progress 
6. Investments in other 
entities that were 
subject to zakat at 
these entities 
7. Investments in the 
kingdom’s 
government bills 





2.3 Aspects of Distribution 
All collected zakah funds are deposited to the Ministry of Social Affairs, 
specifically to the Social Security Agency SSA, on a daily basis to be 
distributed to registered zakah beneficiaries (Al-Sahli, 2010). SSA primary 
objective is to provide cash and support to specified categories of 
beneficiaries as follows: divorced and widowed women and their children, 
abandoned families, family where the sponsor is absent, orphans, disabled 
people over 18 years old, families of prisoners, and stateless widows (Bajajh, 
2014). For instance, in 2012 SSA distributed 24.2 billion SAR to 1.57 million 
beneficiaries, and zakah fund contributed by 10 billion SAR and the reset of 
fund came from the state treasury. SSA claims that they confidentially 
evaluate the needs of eligible persons and provide needed support (Social 
Security Agency, 2017).  
Registered beneficiaries with the SSA can cover up two types of zakah 
beneficiaries/Asnaf, namely poor and needy. However, AlMusaad (2010) 
criticized the distribution of zakah in the Saudi zakah system on four points. 
First, some categories of beneficiaries registered with the SSA are not from 
the zakah Asnaf. Second, it is commonly believed that the financial assistance 
provided by the SSA is governmental support, not a zakah fund. Third, it is 
publicly announced that some beneficiaries registered with the SSA are very 
rich and their zakah reaches millions of riyals. Fourth, forwarding all zakah 
revenue to the SSA is an injustice to other charity associations. Thus, 





This chapter has presented an overview of zakah administration in the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, which includes the government body responsible 
for zakah business collection (i.e. the DZIT) and the current mechanism of 
zakah business collection. In addition, the distribution procedure has been 
presented. The following chapter reviews the literature related to the present 
study, the relationships among the study’s variables, and the formulation of 






This chapter discusses published literature related to the issue of compliance 
behavior; it includes a discussion of the TPB as the underpinning theory for 
predicting zakah compliance behavior. Theories that led to the development 
of the TPB, such as attitude theory and the theory of reasoned action (TRA), 
are also presented. A discussion is presented of the variables incorporated into 
this study, comprising the fairness variable (which emerged from the theory 
of equity) and the detection risk and penalty magnitude variables (which 
dominate deterrence theory). In addition, a critical review is presented of 
previous studies based on the above theories in the zakah literature and other 
relevant literature, which were used to support the development of the 
research framework and hypotheses.  
3.2 Attitude Theory 
Attitude is the oldest and most studied concept in the domain of social 
psychology (Wood & Fabrigar, 2012). Earlier in attitude research, most 
researchers accepted that human behavior is guided by social attitudes. This 
is because it was the field of social psychology that originally studied attitudes 
scientifically (Thomas & Znaniecki, 1918; Watson, 1925, as cited in Fishbein 
& Ajzen, 2005).  
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In the literature concerning attitude, there are multiple models and definitions 
of attitude. For instance, Baldwin (1901) defines attitude as “readiness for 
attention or action of definite sort” (as cited in Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980, p. 
13). Allport (1935) argues that the attitude construct is complex and 
introduced a new definition of attitude as “a mental and neural state of 
readiness, organized through experience, exerting a directive or dynamic 
influence upon the individual’s response to all objects and situations with 
which it is related”. Since Allport (1935) introduced this new definition of 
attitude, which implies that attitude has a cognitive component besides an 
affective component, the way that attitude is theorized and conceptualized has 
developed further.  
Recent theories visualize attitude as an individual instead of cultural construct 
and propose that attitude comprises distinct cognitive, affective, and conative 
(behavioral) components (Forgas, 2008). Affective attitude is the feeling or 
emotion toward an object or individual. The cognitive component of attitude 
is the belief (either positive or negative) about the object. The behavioral or 
conative component is formed by past behavior toward the object. 
Nevertheless, it is commonly postulated that affective attitude is the final 
product of all three components (Olson & Kendrick, 2008). 
Regardless of the debate in the early development of the attitude concept, it 
was recognized that the relationship between attitude and behavior is complex 
and that attitude is only one factor among many that influence individual 
behavior. In view of this argument, Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) introduced the 
TRA to account for other potential motivational factors, namely subjective 
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norms, based on the premise that behavior is under an individual’s volitional 
control and people are rational in making their decisions.  
The TRA provides a model that relates behavioral beliefs, normative beliefs, 
attitude, subjective norms, behavioral intention, and behavior (Fishbein & 
Ajzen, 1975). The TRA model has been accepted and applied widely in the 
literature on human behavior. The following subsections discuss the TRA, the 
TRA in zakah compliance behavior, and the extension of the TRA (i.e. the 
TPB). 
3.3 The TRA 
Like most psychological theories, the TRA was developed to help in 
understanding and predicting human behaviors. The TRA has been 
universally proven in explaining social behavior in various academic 
disciplines (e.g. Oliver & Bearden, 1985; Bagozzi, Wong, Abe, & Bergami, 
2000; Shimp & Kavas 1984; Bidin, Idris, & Shamsudin, 2009; Bidin & 
Shamsudin, 2013; Echchabi & Olaniyi, 2012; Kavas, 2010; Madden, Ellen, 
& Ajzen, 1992; Sheppard, Hartwick, & Warshaw, 1988; Vallerand, Deshaies, 
Cuerrier, Pelletier, & Mongeau, 1992). The assumption underlying the TRA 
is that human beings are rational and systematically use the information 
available to them when making a decision (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975).  
The TRA provides a framework for studying human behaviors. In detail, the 
TRA states that the behavioral intention of an individual is the immediate 
antecedent of the individual’s actual behavior. In addition, it also considers 
the influence of two independent behavioral intention variables, namely 
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attitude and subjective norms. In the TRA, the behavioral intention is 
postulated as the most important determinant of actual behavior and the main 
predictor, in that it visualizes the behavioral intention as a proxy for the actual 
behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). In other words, the TRA is based on the 
assumption that the actual behavior is mainly determined by the behavioral 
intention to perform or not to perform that behavior. Figure 3.1 illustrates the 
causal relationships among the basic components of the TRA. 
 
Figure 3.1:  
The Theory of Reasoned Action 
Source: Fishbein and Ajzen (1975, p. 16) 
According to Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), the TRA model can predict the 
performance of any voluntary act, unless intent changes prior to performance 
or the intention measure does not correspond with the behavioral criterion in 
terms of action, target, context, timeframe, and/or specificity. However, 
Sheppard et al. (1988) conducted two meta-analyses and found that the TRA 
model has a strong predictive utility when human actions and goals involve 










3.3.1 Constructs of the TRA 
There are four constructs in the TRA: behavior, behavioral intention, attitude, 
and subjective norms (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1980). The first construct is actual 
behavior, which is determined and influenced by behavioral intention. The 
second construct is behavioral intention, which is proposed as a proxy of the 
actual behavior within the TRA model, and it is supposed to capture all 
motivational factors. Indeed, the essence of the theory focuses mainly on 
behavioral intention, and it is postulated that attitude and subjective norms 
influence a behavior through it. In other words, an individual’s decision to 
perform (or not to perform) a particular (voluntary) behavior is determined 
by his/her intention to perform (or not to perform) that behavior. Ajzen (1991) 
defines behavioral intention as an indication of how hard people are willing 
to try and how much effort they are planning to exert in order to perform the 
behavior.  
Attitude toward a behavior is an important construct in the TRA model and is 
an independent determinant of behavioral intention. According to Fishbein 
and Ajzen (1975), attitude toward a behavior refers to the degree to which a 
person has a favorable or unfavorable evaluation or appraisal of the behavior 
in question. In other words, it reflects the individual’s judgment about the 
outcome of performing the targeted behavior as good or bad.  
In addition to attitude, subjective norms, which are a social factor, refer to the 
social pressure perceived by the individual regarding performing or not 
performing the behavior (Hanno & Violette, 1996). In the TRA, attitude 
toward performing a behavior and subjective norms are the two factors that 
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influence the behavioral intention. In other words, the individual’s intention 
to perform a behavior is a combination of attitude toward the behavior and 
subjective norms.  
3.3.2 The TRA and Zakah Environments 
The TRA has been introduced to the zakah field for the purpose of 
understanding zakah compliance behavior among zakah payers. A growing 
body of literature has studied the zakah compliance behavior applying the 
TRA (e.g. Bidin & Idris, 2007; Bidin et al., 2009; Saad & Haniffa, 2014).  
Some preliminary work was carried out, Bidin, Idris, and Shamsudin (2009)  
was one of the first to use the TRA to evaluate the applicability of its model 
in predicting the behavioral intention for zakah on employment income 
compliance in Malaysia. They found that subjective norms and attitudes 
significantly explained the zakah payers’ behavioral intention toward zakah 
employment income compliance behavior. In addition, both the direct and 
indirect effects of subjective norms on behavioral intention were significant. 
Further, they revealed that 48% of the variance in behavioral intention to 
comply with the zakah on employment income was explained by the model 
of their study.  
However, the TRA model is limited and is not appropriate to predict and 
explain all human behaviors, especially for zakah business compliance 
behavior in Saudi Arabia since this behavior is a mandatory wherein zakah 
payers have to fully comply with DZIT. The following subsections discuss 




3.3.3 Limitations of the TRA and the TPB 
The original model of the TRA has limitations in dealing with behaviors in 
which people lack volitional control (Ajzen, 1991; Madden et al., 1992); for 
that reason, the TRA was extended to incorporate an additional construct of 
perceived behavioral control to provide a broader model that predicts 
behavior not under full volitional control.  
Now, the theory is known as the theory of planned behavior (TPB). 
Developed in 1985 by Ajzen, the TPB introduced perceived behavioral 
control (PBC) to the original TRA as a determinant of behavioral intention 
and actual behavior. Figure 3.2 depicts a simplified diagram representing the 
TPB. The TPB has been shown to be superior to the TRA, even when the 
target behavior is under full volitional control (Madden et al., 1992). 
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Figure 3.2:  
The Theory of Planned Behavior 
Source: Ajzen (1985) pp182 
Like the original model of the TRA, the TPB assumes that an individual’s 
intention to perform a given behavior is the central factor. Behavioral 
intention is defined as an indicator of an individual’s willingness to perform 
a behavior (Ajzen, 1991). According to the TPB, behavioral intention is 
assumed to capture the motivational factors that influence actual behavior, 












These factors are based on corresponding sets of beliefs, namely behavioral 
beliefs, normative beliefs, and control beliefs. Generally speaking, the 
combination of these three factors forms the behavioral intention. The TPB 
postulates that once an individual has a stronger intention to perform or 
engage in a behavior, he/she is more likely to perform the behavior in 
question. However, the TPB clarifies that behavioral intention can be a 
determinant of the actual behavior, even when a person has limited volitional 
control over their behavior. Therefore, the TPB differs from the original 
model of the TRA in that it accounts for actual behavioral control and PBC 
(Ajzen, 1985). 
The TPB explains and predicts situations in which the behavior in question is 
not under full volitional control. In fact, TPB confirms that the availability of 
actual behavioral control, such as the requisite opportunities and resources 
(e.g. skills, cooperation of others, or money), must be met, or at least some 
degree of it, for the motivational factors to be influential in the actual 
behavior. That is, the TPB accounts for and considers the individual’s PBC 
over the behavior, together with his/her individual intention. In other words, 
whenever the individual is motivated (i.e. has a strong intention) and has the 
ability to perform the behavior (i.e. behavioral control), he/she should 





Basically, when theorizing the TPB in the field of business compliance with 
a zakah authority, the TPB assumes that zakah payers will be more likely to 
comply with zakah authority if they strongly intend to comply and at the same 
time have (i.e. perceive) the ability to comply. Furthermore, the TPB 
postulates that the intention to comply would be stronger when the zakah 
payers have three attributes. Firstly, they must have an overall positive 
attitude toward zakah on business compliance with the zakah authority. 
Secondly, they must have a significant belief about their most important 
individuals or entities regarding approving zakah on business compliance 
with the zakah authority. Thirdly, they must perceive that they have 
significant control over zakah on business compliance with the zakah 
authority. 
3.4 Constructs of the TPB 
The TPB has five constructs: behavior, intention, attitude, subjective norms, 
and PBC. Primarily, the intention to perform a given behavior is the central 
factor within the theory, which assumes to capture the motivational factors 
that influence the behavior. Ajzen (1991) defines intention as an indication of 
how hard people are willing to try or how much of an effort they are planning 
to exert in order to perform the behavior. As a general rule, in the theory, the 
stronger the intention to engage in a behavior, the more likely should be its 
performance. In other words, once an individual strongly intends to perform 




According to Ajzen (2005), intentions (and behaviors) are a function of three 
main factors: attitude, subjective norms, and PBC. According to Ajzen 
(2005), in the TPB, attitude is a personal factor in nature, and the TPB 
emphasizes that attitude refers to an individual’s positive or negative 
evaluation of performing a particular behavior of interest. That is, attitude 
measures a specified behavior, not a general attitude toward an institution or 
object. As a consequence, attitude is a determinant of behavioral intention in 
the theory.  
Furthermore, the TPB postulates that attitude toward a behavior is subjected 
to behavioral beliefs, and each belief relates to performing the behavior to 
certain outcomes or to some other attributes, such as the cost incurred from 
performing the behavior. When the attributes that come to be related to the 
behavior are already valued positively or negatively, it is assumed that we 
automatically and simultaneously obtain an attitude toward the behavior 
(Ajzen, 1991). In other words, behavioral beliefs about a behavior form a 
positive or negative attitude toward the behavior; consequently, attitude 
toward the behavior contributes to the formation of behavioral intention 
alongside with subjective norms and PBC. 
A number of studies in Saudi Arabia have examined the concept of attitude 
in relation to behavior. In a study of e-learning adoption in the context of 
Saudi Arabia conducted by Al-Harbi (2011) among university students, the 
TPB model was proven to be applicable in the Saudi environment, and 
attitude was one of the significant predictors of students’ intention to adopt e-
learning. In addition, a study by Baker, Al-Gahtani, and Hubona (2007) 
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applied the TPB model for predicting technology adoption among Saudi 
knowledge workers. Similarly, the results confirm that attitude was a 
significant predictor of behavioral intention, and the TPB model was 
applicable to the Saudi environment.  
Subjective norms are the second main factor that determines behavioral 
intention, based on the TPB model. Subjective norms are defined as an 
independent determinant of behavioral intention and are indeed a reflection 
of an individual’s perception of social pressure. That is, they refer to the 
perceived social pressure to perform or not to perform the behavior (Ajzen, 
1991). The subjective norms variable is related to normative beliefs. Even 
though a discussion of the underlying beliefs in the subjective norms 
construct is beyond the scope of the present study, there are several related 
issues worth consideration.  
PBC is an important construct in the TPB, which makes it different from the 
original model of the TRA. PBC basically refers to an individual’s perception 
regarding whether performing the behavior of interest is easy or difficult 
(Ajzen, 1991). Fundamentally, the TPB proposes an assessment of PBC 
instead of assessing actual behavioral control and utilizes it as a proxy for 
actual behavioral control. Indeed, it is for this reason that objective measures 
for actual behavioral control are usually not accessible or easily available to 
researchers, and people are reasonably realistic in assessing their actual 
behavioral control. Therefore, measuring perception of actual behavioral 
control is the best way to know how much control a person has over a given 
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behavior (Ajzen, 2005). As a general rule, the more accurately PBC is 
measured, the more predictive power it will have over the behavior of interest. 
More specifically, PBC represents the presence or absence of resources and 
opportunities that are necessary in order for the individual to perform a 
particular behavior (Akkuş & Erdem, 2013). In other words, a person’s 
perception in regard to obstacles present or absent could determine their 
performance of the actual behavior. 
PBC is a result of a silent belief about the behavior, known as a control belief. 
Nevertheless, PBC may not be relevant when a person has relatively little 
information about the behavior, for instance when requirements or available 
resources have changed or when new and unfamiliar elements have entered 
into the situation. Having said that, to the extent that the PBC is more realistic, 
the behavioral prediction attempt would be more successfully accurate 
(Ajzen, 1991). 
The TPB claims that PBC influences actual behavior directly and indirectly 
through behavioral intention (Ajzen, 1991). This influence of PBC has been 
reported to be significant in a number of empirical studies. For instance, in a 
zakah compliance context, Saad et al. (2010) conducted a study based on the 
TPB model to investigate business zakah compliance behavior in Malaysia; 
the result pertaining to the influence of PBC was consistent with the original 
TPB model. In another context, Linden (2011) conducted a study to 
investigate charitable behavioral intention, and the findings were consistent 




However, the context of the behavior under investigation in the present study 
is unique, in which the zakah authority in Saudi Arabia practices audits and 
penalties to control zakah payers’ compliance behavior, and therefore PBC 
must be decomposed to fit with this. 
3.5 The TPB in a Zakah Environment 
The TPB has been applied to explain zakah compliance (e.g. Bidin, 2008; 
Huda et al., 2012; Saad et al., 2010). For instance, Saad et al. (2010) 
conducted a study to explain the low level of zakah compliance behavior 
among businessmen in Perlis in Malaysia and found that the basis of the TPB 
(i.e. attitude, subjective norms, and PBC) provided predictive power to 
explain zakah compliance intention and behavior among businessmen. 
However, their work has only focused on the basic component of the TPB 
while the characteristics of zakah have not been dealt with in depth. 
 Similarly, Huda et al. (2012), who used the TPB to investigate zakah payers’ 
intention to pay zakah, revealed that attitude, subjective norms, and PBC 
significantly influenced zakah payers’ intention to pay zakah. Huda and her 
colleagues, however, did not specify the type of zakah. Even with these 
studies, the nature of zakah now need considerable concern to decompose the 




Despite the applicability of the TPB in explaining zakah compliance 
behavior, as shown by these studies, the present study conceptualized PBC in 
the context of the perceptions of detection risk and penalty magnitude, rather 
than the perception of the ease or difficulty of performing compliance 
behavior. It also yet explored to what extent the TPB framework can be 
applied to explain and predict zakah on business compliance toward the zakah 
authority in the Saudi environment, as there is still a gap in the literature on 
zakah compliance. 
3.5.1 Zakah Compliance Behavior 
Recall that zakah on business compliance in Saudi Arabia is a mandatory 
behavior. According to Ajzen (1985), for the application of the TPB to a 
behavior of interest, the behavior should not be fully under volitional control, 
in which the failure of enacting the behavior refers to intention alteration or 
because the performance of doing so was unsuccessful. According to the 
theory, PBC and behavioral intention determine the actual behavior of 
interest.  
Bidin et al. (2009), in their study concerning zakah on employment income, 
suggested that future studies on zakah compliance should investigate actual 
zakah compliance behavior. Zakah on business compliance in Saudi Arabia 
was the behavior under investigation in this study. For the context of this 
study and the behavior under investigation, zakah compliance behavior refers 
to paying due business zakah to the zakah authority (i.e. the DZIT) in 
accordance with its rules and regulations.  
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However, audit and penalty practices might encourage the zakah compliance 
behavior, and therefore the absences of which can be an indicator of low 
zakah compliance. In other words, audit and penalty practices might be 
deterrents of non-compliant behavior, therefore present or absent of which is 
a determinant of zakah compliance behavior. In the tax compliance literature, 
audits and penalties have been found to significantly influence the compliance 
behavior of both audited and unaudited taxpayers (Alm, Jackson, & McKee, 
2004; Chau & Leung, 2009). Certainly, Fischer, Wartick, andMark (1992) 
confirm that the measurement of audits should be in the perception of 
detection probability, rather than the objective measure of audit probability.  
Relating the concept of limited volitional control of the TPB to the behavior 
of zakah compliance implies that such behavior does not solely rely on 
intention to comply; rather beliefs of control, specifically a lack of control 
perception, over this behavior is also a factor that predicts and explains the 
compliance behavior. Indeed, in light of the TPB and the previously 
mentioned studies, in the context of zakah compliance behavior in Saudi 
Arabia, the detection probability and penalty magnitude are factors that work 
to represent PBC within the framework of the TPB, and therefore both can be 







3.5.2 Zakah Compliance Intention 
According to TPB, behavioral intention is considered the immediate 
antecedent of the actual behavior. In fact, it is a central factor in the TPB; in 
particular, it is presumed that all motivational factors (i.e. attitude, subjective 
norms, and PBC) are captured by the behavioral intention and flow through 
to influence behavior (Ajzen, 1991). However, Madden et al. (1992) argue 
that there are three boundary conditions that may affect the relationship 
between behavioral intention and behavior:  
(a) the degree to which the measure of intention and the behavioral criterion 
corresponds with respect to their levels of specificity;  
(b) the intention’s stability between time of measurement and performance of 
the behavior; and  
(c) the degree to which carrying out the intention is under volitional control 
of the individual.  
In the context of zakah compliance, Bidin et al. (2009) and Bidin and Md Idris 
(2007) evidently define behavioral intention to comply with zakah on 
employment income as the willingness of an individual to pay zakah on 
employment income. For the purpose of the present study, compliance 
intention for zakah on business compliance intention is defined as an 
individual’s willingness to pay the full zakah due on businesses in accordance 
with the zakah authority’s rules and regulations. 
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Previous studies on zakah compliance behavior have revealed that zakah 
compliance behavior can be significantly predicted by zakah compliance 
intention (Huda et al., 2012; Saad et al., 2010; Saad & Haniffa, 2014). For 
instance, Saad and Haniffa (2014) found a significant positive relationship 
between intention and business zakah compliance behavior among Muslim 
businessmen of sole proprietor and partnership businesses in Kedah state in 
Malaysia. 
3.5.3 Detection Risk, Penalty Magnitude, and PBC 
Perceived Behavioral Control PBC is a vital part in the TPB and is proposed 
to be an important predictor of behavioral intention, as well as actual behavior 
(Ajzen, 1991). According to the TPB, PBC refers to the presence or absence 
of necessary resources and opportunities (Ajzen, 1991). It is argued in the 
compliance literature, especially in the tax compliance literature, that the 
perceptions of detection risk and penalty magnitude are the best 
representations of PBC within the TPB framework (Bobek & Hatfield, 2003; 
Efebera, Hayes, Hunton, & Neil, 2004).  
The economics school of tax compliance highlights economic deterrence as a 
way to reduce non-compliance (Devos, 2014). Economic deterrence consists 
of two dimensions: the risk of being detected and the severity of penalties 
imposed for non-compliance. However, the social and fiscal psychology 
school of compliance underscores fairness and equity perceptions, as well as 
moral values, to encourage compliance. Nonetheless, recent research trends 
have shifted the emphasis from the former to the latter while maintaining that 
some degree of combination is optimal (Devos, 2014).  
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In the tax compliance literature, a formal economic deterrence model is 
offered by Allingham and Sandmo (1972), in which there is a negative 
correlation between tax non-compliance with the probability of being caught 
and with the degree of penalties imposed on those who are caught. However, 
the predictive validity of this model has been criticized, as the findings of 
empirical and experimental studies have revealed that such models of 
deterrence predict too little compliance and far too much tax evasion. In other 
words, the level of objective probability of audits and penalties in many 
countries is too low to explain the tax compliance (Alm, 2013; Torgler, 2007).  
Fischer, Wartick, and Mark (1992) recommend that studies should focus on 
perceptions of detection risk rather than objective measures in order to 
improve the predictive power of these models because it is believed that a 
person’s perception is more related to their actual decision (Donna D. Bobek 
& Hatfield, 2003). This notion, indeed, corresponds with PBC in the TPB 
framework and is therefore able to represent it.  
For instance, Carnes and Englebrecht (1995) found that the perception of 
detection risk has a very strong influence on tax compliance behavior, even 
after controlling income visibility. It is obvious that this result is consistent 
with PBC in the TPB, in which even taxpayers have realistic opportunities to 
be non-compliant if perceptions of detection risk and penalty magnitude have 




Since TPB discusses a specific behavioral choice and according to the context 
of the zakah environment in this study, a zakah payer have a choice to report 
zakatable income or not to report. More appropriately for this scenario, PBC 
refers to how much control zakah payers believe they have over zakah 
compliance with the zakah authority not how easy or difficult they believe to 
comply or not to comply. This control beliefs represented by the perceptions 
of detection risk and penalty magnitude. For instance, once a zakah payer 
perceives that underreporting zakatable income will be detected and 
penalized by zakah authority, he or she will have lack of volitional control on 
compliance, consequently other factors such as attitude and norms will have 
no or weaken influence on the compliance behavior. 
The influence of detection risk and penalty magnitude is operationalized in 
this study in place of PBC within the TPB framework. In particular, 
perceptions of detection risk and penalty magnitude can determine zakah 
business compliance intention and behavior. In other words, once a zakah 
payer perceives that the probability of being audited is lower and the 
magnitude of non-compliance penalty is lower, the level of zakah business 
compliance intention is lower and, consequently, the level of actual zakah 





3.5.4 Attitude Toward Zakah Compliance Behavior 
According to the TPB, an individual is more likely to engage in a behavior in 
which the individual perceives the outcomes to be favorable to him/her. 
Conversely, an individual is less likely to engage in a behavior that is 
associated with an unfavorable outcome. In the context of zakah compliance 
behavior, a number of studies have examined the relationship between 
attitude toward zakah compliance and zakah compliance intention based on 
the TRA model (e.g. Bidin et al., 2009; Bidin & Idris, 2007), the TPB model 
(e.g. Huda et al., 2012; R Saad et al., 2010) and other models (Azman & 
Bidin, 2015).  
The findings of these studies reveal a consensus that attitude is a significant 
and vital predictor of zakah compliance behavior. However, it is hard to find 
a study in Saudi Arabia in which attitude toward zakah compliance has been 
examined within the TRA or TPB framework. Therefore, the present study 
argues that weather zakah on business compliance with zakah authority in 
Saudi Arabia could be determined by attitude. 
For instance, Bidin et al. (2009) applied the original TRA model to predict 
compliance intention for zakah on employment income; the result pertaining 
to the relationship between attitude toward compliance behavior for zakah on 
employment income and compliance intention was found to be significant 
and positive. Furthermore, attitude toward compliance behavior for zakah on 
employment income was found to mediate the relationship between 
subjective norms and compliance intention. 
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Likewise, previous studies in other disciplines and other contexts have also 
found a significant relationship between attitude toward a behavior and 
behavioral intention (Amin, 2013; Bhattacherjee, 2000; Bidin & Shamsudin, 
2013; Gopi & Ramayah, 2007; Hai & See, 2011; Hung, Chang, & Yu, 2006; 
Lee, Allen, & Kim, 2013; Pavlou & Chai, 2002). For instance, Albarq and 
Alsughayir (2013) examined the applicability of the TRA model in Saudi 
Arabia in the context of online banking; the findings of the study confirm the 
significance of attitude in predicting online banking intention.  
3.5.5 Subjective Norms 
As mentioned earlier, TPB theorizes that subjective norms construct is an 
independent determinant of an individual’s behavioral intention (Ajzen, 
1991). According to the TPB framework, subjective norms directly influence 
behavioral intention. In particular, it is a social factor that refers to the 
perceived social pressure to perform or not to perform a given behavior. The 
TPB postulates that subjective norms are the result of individual beliefs (i.e. 
normative beliefs) about important others who the individual is concerned 
with the preferences of regarding the performance of the behavior of interest.  
In a zakah environment, Bidin and Md Idris (2007) indicate the importance 
of subjective norms in influencing zakah employment income intention. 
Likewise, other studies on zakah based on the TRA and the TPB have found 
subjective norms to be a vital predictor of zakah compliance intention (Bidin 
et al., 2009; Huda et al., 2012; Saad & Haniffa, 2014). Previous studies in 
other fields have also found subjective norms to be significantly related to 
behavioral intention (Amin, 2013; Bhattacherjee, 2000; Bidin & Shamsudin, 
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2013; Gopi & Ramayah, 2007; Hung et al., 2006; Jebarajakirthy, C. Lobo, & 
Hewege, 2014; Lee et al., 2013; Pavlou & Chai, 2002). 
According to the TPB, the subjective norms construct is influenced by two 
underlying factors: normative beliefs and motivation to comply. Normative 
beliefs are concerned with a person’s perception pertaining to the likelihood 
that important referent individuals or entities approve or disapprove of 
performing a particular behavior, while motivation to comply pays attention 
to what extent the person is motivated to comply with his/her beliefs 
pertaining to those referent individuals or entities (Ajzen, 1991).  
To explain how normative beliefs and motivation to comply work together 
and form the subjective norms construct, an example provided by Rasheed 
and Padela (2013) in their study on organ donation clarifies this interaction 
by using two questions. First, normative beliefs could be uncovered by asking 
question like “What do I believe person X or Y thinks about me donating my 
organs?”. Questions as “How much do I care about what person X or Y 
thinks?” could represent a motivation to comply.  
With respect to Muslim behavior, religiosity and Sharia stances play an 
important role in determining behavior (e.g. Randhawa, 1998; Alkhawari, 
Stimson, & Warrens, 2005; Alam, Janor, Zanariah, Wel, & Ahsan, 2012), 
including zakah compliance behavior (e.g. Idris, Bidin, & Saad, 2012). 
Rasheed and Padela (2013) claim that religiosity and Sharia stances are 
located within the framework of the TPB, specifically in the domain of 
subjective norms. The conceptualization of that is that Allah (SWT) is the 
most important referent for a Muslim with high religiosity. However, in a 
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Muslim community, Allah’s requests/wants/desires can be known by 
studying Sharia and Fiqh, and religious leaders are the people who have the 
legitimacy to explain and deliver Sharia and Fiqh to the Muslim community. 
Thus, referring to the framework of the TPB, religious leaders are proposed 
to be as a referent group under subjective norms.  
The following verse from the Holy Quran supports this paradigm:  
Say, [O Muhammad], “If your fathers, your sons, your brothers, your 
wives, your relatives, wealth which you have obtained, commerce 
wherein you fear decline, and dwellings with which you are pleased 
are more beloved to you than Allah and His Messenger and jihad in 
His cause, then wait until Allah executes His command. And Allah 
does not guide the defiantly disobedient people”. (Surat At-Tawba: 
24). 
The above verse further states that if one’s familial, social, or economic 
motivations regarding a certain action are not in line with Allah’s desires, one 
should comply with God’s decree at the expense of those other motivations. 
In other words, if God has decreed that faithful Muslims must perform a 
certain action, they must perform that action even if their “fathers, sons, 
brethren, and wives” say otherwise (Rasheed & Padela, 2013). Furthermore, 
for an ideal Muslim, the Sharia stance on any matter should be the 
predominant component in the normative beliefs domain, and its 
corresponding motivation to comply should be very high as well (Rasheed & 
Padela, 2013). Additionally, the following evidence from a hadith supports 
this paradigm: it was recorded that the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said, 
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“None of you (truly) believes until his desires become subservient to what I 
came with” (IbnRajab, 2008, p. 824).  
Since the behavior under investigation in the present study is zakah, which is 
a form of worship in Islam, and Muslims, ideally, pay it in accordance to 
Allah's desires, the religious leaders referent group is, therefore, assumed to 
be a predominant component in the normative beliefs domain and accordingly 
its corresponding motivation to comply is strengthened. In other words, 
Sharia stance regarding paying zakah to zakah authority and zakah fiqh 
deliberate Allah's desires in this regard, subsequently religious leaders tell 
about Sharia stance and fiqh of zakah to the Muslim community. This 
argument to support domination of Sharia stance (represented by religious 
leaders) within the TPB and was inspired by Rasheed & Padela, (2013) 
In the context of zakah, subjective norms can be defined as an individual’s 
perception of the expectations of the referent groups; for example, whether 
he or she should, or should not, comply with their zakah authority obligations 
in paying zakah on business. Referent groups refer to the individuals whom 
zakah payers normally compare or refer to, which may include peers, family 
members, religious leaders, and colleagues.  
Empirical evidence on the normative structure in zakah compliance literature 
has given less attention among researchers. Which groups/persons most likely 
a zakah payer refer to regarding zakah compliance behavior. In this study, 
religious leaders business peers most influential referent groups in the frame 
of normative structure because religious leaders have the legitimacy to deliver 
God’s will to Muslims (Rasheed & Padela, 2013), and business peers knows 
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detail about the circumstances of the zakah on business compliance with 
zakah authority.  
3.6 Extension of the TPB 
It is argued that external factors must be included in the models of the TRA 
and TPB (Albarq & Alsughayir, 2013; Javalgi, Khare, Gross, & Scherer, 
2005). Moreover, the situation under investigation in this study made it 
necessary to expand the TPB model (Ajzen, 1985, 1991) by considering the 
zakah system’s fairness, as zakah payers’ compliance behavior is currently 
the main concern of zakah authorities. Despite the fact that the factors that 
influence compliance behavior are not well defined in the literature, fairness 
perceptions could be one of these factors. For instance, in the tax compliance 
literature, fairness perception has been found to be a significant determinant 
of tax compliance behavior (Efebera, Hayes, Hunton, & Neil, 2004; Gilligan 
& Richardson, 2005; Saad, 2010).  
Because studies in the literature concerning the effects of fairness dimensions 
on zakah compliance behavior are limited, extending the TPB by 
incorporating fairness was expected to contribute to the higher predictive 
power of the zakah compliance behavior model, in addition to decomposing 
the PBC construct of the TPB into detection risk and penalty magnitude to be 
appropriate to the zakah business environment in Saudi Arabia. Having this 
view of the TPB’s application in the context of this study promoted a better 




3.6.1 Equity Theory 
Equity theory, developed by Adams in the 1960s, was one of the early theories 
on fairness. Even though it has been criticized for being simplistic and, as 
result, has been extended (Cook & Hegtvedt, 1983; Eckhoff, 1974; Leventhal, 
1980; Thibaut & Walker, 1978) to incorporate new dimensions, it was the 
most relevant theory for the current research.  
Equity theory was originally concerned with justice in an organizational 
setting by focusing on comparing a worker’s relative ratio of outcomes to 
inputs to other workers’ output/input ratios, as a basic assessment for fairness 
of the relationship (Greenberg, 1986). In an exchange framework, a person 
would act fairly if the other party acts fairly. Hence, equity exists when the 
person involved in the exchange relation perceives that the ratios of outcomes 
to inputs are equal (Adams, 1965). However, the perception of fairness is 
relativistic, and the definition of the value of inputs/outputs is made according 
to the culture or subculture of that society (Thibaut & Walker, 1978). For 
instance, Cook and Hegtvedt (1983) illustrated the concept of fairness in an 
exchange relation, where A and B are actors involved in the exchange of two 
valued resources (X and Y). Resource X provided by actor A is A’s input to 
the exchange and at the same is actor B’s outcome. On the other hand, 
resource Y provided by actor B is B’s input and at the same time is A’s 
outcome. The equity situation is give and take; thus, an individual will 
evaluate his or her position in the exchange relation based on the formula of 
inputs to outcomes, whereby whenever the ratio of his or her inputs is not 
equitable to the outcomes, he or she will seek to restore the equity formula.  
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On the contrary, inequity exists whenever one party perceives that the 
outcome/input ratios are not equal for all parties involved in the exchange 
(Adams, 1965). Adams (1965) proposes that in inequitable situations, a 
person will experience distress that motivates him/her to restore equity by: (a) 
altering his/her own inputs; (b) altering his/her own outcomes; (c) cognitively 
distorting his/her own or his/her partner’s inputs or outcomes; (d) quitting the 
situation; or (e) changing the comparison’s object (Cook & Hegtvedt, 1983). 
Generally, equity theory posits that individuals are more likely to comply with 
the rules if they perceive that they are being treated fairly under the system. 
Equity theory frames the issue of equity in two dimensions: one is reciprocal 
equity or exchange fairness, which deals with mutual exchange (a two-way 
transfer of valued resources) – a give-and-take relationship. Reciprocal equity 
exists when the ratio of outcome to input is equivalent for all parties involved 
in the exchange (Cook & Hegtvedt, 1983). Allocation fairness or indirect 
exchange is the other dimension within equity theory, in which the 
distribution of resources is one way across a category or circle of recipients. 
Allocation takes place when valued resources are distributed to an array of 
recipients, regardless of whether the recipients are involved with the 
distributor in an indirect or direct relationship or not. However, the processes 
of allocation and reciprocation in many situations might be combined 





Fairness or justice is an essential element in a social system and involves the 
distribution and allocation of valued resources. In fact, as addressed earlier, 
one of the main objectives of imposing zakah in Islam is establishing fairness 
among the community members, in which part of the wealth of the rich is 
distributed to the needy. Many theories attempt to explain and predict 
individuals’ perceptions of equity and distributive justice, as well as their 
reactions to perceived injustice.  
One theory in psychology that addresses fairness is the equity theory 
conceived by Adams (1963, 1965), which concentrates on the perceived 
fairness of outcomes (Cohen-Charash & Spector, 2001). Over time, much has 
been done to extend the conception of fairness in equity theory (e.g. Cook & 
Hegtvedt, 1983; Eckhoff, 1974; Leventhal, 1980; Thibaut & Walker, 1978). 
Fairness has attracted many researchers’ attention, such as in relation to job-
related behaviors (Aryee, Chen, & Budhwar, 2004; Choi, 2010; Greenberg, 
1986), organ donation (Bertsimas, Farias, & Trichakis, 2013; Boulware, 
Troll, Wang, & Powe, 2007), and taxation (Azmi & Perumal, 2008; Farrar & 
Thorne, 2012; Gerbing, 1988; Gilligan & Richardson, 2005; Saad, 2010; 
Siahaan, 2012; Thomas, 2012). This is because fairness is one of the factors 
that affect people’s perceptions and behaviors, though its influence might 




Although much scholarly attention has been directed toward studying 
fairness, Christensen and Weihrich (1996, as cited in Azmi & Perumal, 2008) 
point out four problems that make fairness difficult to define: (a) the 
multidimensionality of fairness; (b) the level of measurement (individual 
level or society at large); (3) it is intertwined with complexity; and (4) a lack 
of fairness may perhaps be a cause of perceived justification for non-
compliance. 
3.6.1.2 The Multidimensionality of Fairness 
Though invaluable as a theory that conceptualizes fairness, equity theory has 
been criticized for being simplistic. Leventhal (1980) reports three major 
problems with equity theory. Firstly, the concept of fairness defined by equity 
theory is unidimensional rather than multidimensional. The theory 
conceptualizes perceived fairness merely in terms of a merit principle. 
Secondly, equity theory is merely concerned with the final distribution of 
reward; it is less concerned with examining the procedures employed in the 
distribution of the reward. Attention is given only to fair distribution, whereas 
issues of fair procedures are neglected. Thirdly, equity theory tends to 
overstate the position of fairness in social relationships. However, fairness is 
only one motivational force among many that influence social perceptions 
and behavior; perhaps, it may often be a weaker force than others. Despite the 
criticisms, Leventhal (1980) notes that equity theory is still prominent among 




Evident from the tax compliance literature indicates that fairness is a 
multidimensional concept (Azmi & Perumal, 2008; Boulware et al., 2007; 
Farrar, 2011; Gerbing, 1988; Gilligan & Richardson, 2005; Greenberg, 1986; 
Richardson, 2006; Saad, 2010; Thomas, 2012). For instance, Gerbing (1988) 
identifies the following dimensions of tax fairness in the United States: (a) 
general distribution of tax burden and overall fairness of tax law; (b) exchange 
with government; (c) attitude toward taxation of the wealthy; and (d) 
preferred tax rate structure. A cross-cultural study conducted in Australia and 
Hong Kong by Richardson (2005) on tax fairness perceptions and tax 
compliance behavior revealed that in Australia, the tax fairness dimensions 
of general fairness, special provisions, tax rate structure, and self-interest 
were significantly related to tax compliance behavior.  
However, in Hong Kong only two dimensions of tax fairness, namely general 
fairness and exchange with government, were significantly related to tax 
compliance behavior. Their findings suggest that there seems to be no cross-
cultural pattern or universal relationship between tax fairness and tax 
compliance (Gilligan & Richardson, 2005). Thomas (2012) examined the 
applicability of tax fairness dimensions in Barbados. Interestingly, he found 
that only general fairness was relevant among the tax fairness dimensions of 
Gerbing (1988). In Malaysia, Azmi and Perumal (2008) revealed that three 
tax fairness dimensions existed among taxpayers in Malaysia: general 




Although the research conducted so far has yielded useful insights into 
various fairness dimensions, this study set the objective to identify the 
underlying dimensions of zakah system fairness in Saudi Arabia 
environment. This is because studies that identify the underlying dimensions 
of fairness in a zakah context are scarce. As fairness dimensions vary across 
cultures, jurisdictions, and contexts, the present study considered six 
important dimensions of fairness within the zakah environment, as indicated 
by the tax fairness literature: general fairness (Azmi & Perumal, 2008; 
Gerbing, 1988; Richardson, 2006; N. Saad, 2010; Thomas, 2012b), exchange 
equity (Gerbing, 1988; Richardson, 2006), vertical equity, horizontal equity 
(Efebera et al., 2004; Saad, 2010), personal fairness, and administrative 
fairness (Richardson, 2005, 2006; Saad, 2010). 
3.6.1.3 The Application of Fairness in a Zakah Environment 
Ideally speaking, a zakah administration system should be designed in such a 
way that it employs fair assessment, distribution, and procedures (Zaman, 
1987). Even though fairness perceptions toward zakah systems in the zakah 
compliance literature is limited, theoretically speaking, good perceptions of a 
zakah system’s fairness and equitability influence a high level of compliance. 
Equity theory, which postulates that the balance of input and output makes 
people feel that they are treated fairly and equitably, can be invoked to explain 





Framework of zakah system fairness involve three actors. Wherein (1) zakah 
payers and (2) zakah recipients/ beneficiaries are in one side, and on the other 
side is the (3) zakah system. The input of zakah payers is the amount of money 
(i.e. due zakah) paid to a zakah authority, while compliance (i.e. paying 
zakah) is the outcome for the zakah authority. On the other hand, the input of 
the zakah authority is the fair assessment of zakah, the fair distribution of 
zakah, and the fair procedures involved, which are the outcomes for zakah 
payers. Having said that, it was expected that if the zakah payers felt that the 
ratio of inputs to outcomes was not equitable or fair, they would be motivated 
to restores the equity. According to Cook & Hegtvedt, (1983) a person restore 
equity equation by: (a) altering their own inputs; (b) altering their own 
outcomes; (c) cognitively distorting their or their partner’s inputs or 
outcomes; (d) quitting the situation; or (e) changing the comparison’s object.  
 In the context of zakah, there are several potential dimensions that zakah 
payers may use to assess the fairness of a zakah system, as presented in Table 
3.1. Within the exchange relations, the parties involved are zakah payers, the 
zakah authority, and beneficiaries (Asnaf). Theoretically, zakah payers 
perceive the zakah system as being fair if the beneficiaries fairly receive from 
the zakah authority an equitable amount of zakah. If the amount is not 
equitable, then the exchange is deemed unfair, and individuals are likely to 
seek to restore equity. One of the ways that equity is restored is by engaging 




As stated earlier, zakah not collected as expected which means some zakah 
payers not paying the full zakah and perhaps some pay it fully, this would 
create concern on horizontal equity because zakah payers on an equal income 
level end up with different zakah burden. Likewise, vertical equity said to 
exist when some zakah payers exempted from paying full rate of zakah as 
addressed earlier. Also, admin fairness said to exist whenever the zakah 
system impose obstacles on objection application or zakah inconsistency treat 
zakah payers.  
However, giving the fact of scarcity of studies on zakah fairness dimensions, 
the measurements used in this study adapted from previous studies in tax 
compliance literature. For instance, Efebera (2004) conducted a study among 
low income individual taxpayers. The scenario given to the respondents 
comprise two sources of income (one is subject to IRS reporting and the other 
is not). Indeed, this scenario bears a close resemblance to the situation of sole 
proprietors in Saudi Arabia in which there is an amount of their income 
subject to their reporting. In addition, Efebera's study examined tax 
compliance behavior applying the TPB.  For that reasons, that study was quite 




Underlying zakah system fairness dimensions 
Fairness Dimension Conceptualization 
General fairness Overall fairness evaluation of the zakah system 
Exchange equity 
Direct reciprocal exchanges (input/outcome ratio) between 
zakah payers and beneficiaries on a side, and zakah system 
on the other side 
Personal fairness 
Individuals’ judgments about whether the zakah system is 
favorable to them 
Administrative 
fairness 
Content of the zakah law (policy fairness) and procedures 
employed by the zakah authority (procedural fairness) 
Vertical equity 
(burden) 
Zakah payers’ equity perceptions of their paid zakah in 
relation to other zakah payers with different income 
Vertical equity 
(benefit) 
Zakah payers’ equity perceptions of the benefits that zakah 
recipients receive in relation to other zakah recipients in 
better economic positions 
Horizontal equity 
(burden) 
Zakah payers’ perceived equity of their paid zakah as 




Zakah payers’ perceived equity of the benefits that zakah 
recipients receive in relation to other zakah recipients with 




A challenging aspect in zakah administration is to maintain and sustain 
fairness. For instance, Arif, (2006) conducted a study to inspire the efficiency 
of poverty reduction programs implemented by the Pakistani government. 
Zakah disbursement was one of these programs. The study concludes that 
beside the problem of leakage of zakah fund, the zakah beneficiaries not 
receiving fair zakah, in details there are two problems, the first related to 
zakah beneficiaries who did not receive the amount of zakah entailed to 
receive, where the second problem related to inequity in the classification of 
zakah beneficiaries (i.e. poor, poorest of the poor).  
These two problems are in good agreement with the adapted two dimensions 
of fairness in the present study. With respect to the first problem, it fits with 
" Horizontal equity (benefit)" in that some zakah recipients receive less zakah 
in relation to other zakah recipients with equivalent economic position. the 
second problem, in the view of the present study, is in line with the fairness 
dimension of "Vertical equity (benefit)" wherein some zakah recipients 









This chapter has reviewed the literature related to the phenomenon under 
investigation in this study. First, it presented the theories that led to the 
development of the TPB, such as attitude theory and the TRA. The TPB, as 
the underpinning theory for predicting zakah compliance behavior, was 
discussed with its constructs and its use in past studies to investigate zakah 
compliance elsewhere. Moreover, a discussion was provided regarding the 
variables in this study, which comprised the fairness emerging from equity 
theory and the predominating factors (i.e. detection risk and penalty 
magnitude) in deterrence theory, which were discussed alongside previous 
studies conducted in the zakah literature and other relevant literature to 








This chapter firstly presents the research framework of the present study, 
followed by a discussion of the hypothesis development. Then it presents 
details of the research design, the population of the present study, the 
sampling method, an operational definition of the study’s variables, the 
instruments used to measure the study’s variables, the pilot study results, the 
data collection procedures, and the data analysis techniques. In additions, 
justifications for adopting the PLS-SEM approach in this study are provided 
and discussed. 
4.2 Research Framework 
Based on the literature review previously discussed in Chapter Three, the 
research model of this study was developed and is shown in Figure 4.1. It is 
illustrated in the form of schematic to represent the interaction of the study’s 
variables, which were theoretically proposed to explain and predict zakah 
business compliance behavior in Saudi Arabia. Based on a review of the 
literature on zakah and other related subjects, as well as the findings and 
recommendations of previous studies, several gaps were highlighted in regard 
to explaining and predicting the phenomenon under investigation in this 
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study. These gaps revolve around the factors influencing the zakah 
compliance behavior.  
The study present adapted existing model of zakah compliance and extended 
the body of knowledge by determining the underlying dimensions of zakah 
system fairness, normative structure of subjective norms, and decomposing 
PBC. Moreover, attitude adapted from zakah compliance model as a 
unidimensional variable mediating the relationship between fairness, 
subjective norms, and compliance intention. 
The framework was developed mainly based on the TPB in the work of Ajzen 
(1985, 1991). In addition, the study incorporated into the TPB the fairness 
perception as an important factor to interact with TPB constructs in order to 
provide a better explanation and optimal prediction of zakah business 
compliance behavior. Fairness perception emerged through the work of 
Adams (1963, 1965); in this study, fairness was conceptualized as a 
multidimensional variable, as suggested by the literature and the context of 
zakah in this study. Furthermore, PBC was conceptualized as the perceptions 
of detection risk and penalty magnitude to fit the context of zakah on business 
in Saudi Arabia. Indeed, the combination of these factors is unique in the 









4.3 Hypothesis Development 
Recall that the objective of the present study was to investigate the key 
antecedents of zakah business compliance behavior in Saudi Arabia. For the 
purpose of this study, zakah compliance was defined as paying due business 
zakah to the zakah authority (i.e. the DZIT) in accordance with the zakah 
authority’s rules and regulations. This study considered the key antecedents 
of zakah compliance behavior based on the TPB framework and also 
incorporated fairness perception to develop the hypotheses in order to answer 
the study’s objectives and questions. The following subsection discusses the 
relationships among these antecedents based on the TPB, fairness, and past 
studies. 
4.3.1 Dimensions of Fairness 
As addressed earlier, core characteristics of a zakah system is employing fair 
assessment of zakatable wealth, fair distribution of zakah fund, and fair 
procedures for both. However, empirical studies on fairness perceptions 
toward zakah systems in the zakah compliance literature hard to find. Giving 
the state of zakah system in Saudi Arabia, DZIT was collecting zakah at rate 
1.25% before 1985, and presently DZIT collecting full due zakah at rate 2.5%. 
Still, some zakah payers asking for applying the initial rate for them to have 
a chance to pay their zakah to the poor and needy relatives and neighbors.  
Nevertheless, it has been said this demand fulfilled for some unofficially 
(AlQasim, 2009; Alfiryaan, 2012). In a such given situation, it is likely that 
zakah payers visualize zakah system fairness in several dimensions. 
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Earlier studies on fairness suggest its multidimensionality, particularly in the 
tax literature. (Boulware et al., 2007; Azmi & Perumal, 2008; J. M. Farrar, 
2011; Gerbing, 1988; Gilligan & Richardson, 2005; Greenberg, 1986; 
Richardson, 2006; N. Saad, 2010; Thomas, 2012). Consistent with the tax 
literature, the following dimensions of fairness were proposed for the context 
of zakah system fairness in this study: 
• General fairness is related to the overall assessment of the fairness of 
the zakah system. 
• Exchange equity pertains to reciprocal exchange among all parties in 
the exchange relation (i.e. zakah payers, the zakah system, and 
beneficiaries). Exchange equity consists of two dimensions: vertical 
and horizontal equity. Each dimension is further decomposed into two 
components (i.e. burden and benefits) to fit the situation of zakah. This 
is because in the situation of zakah, the distribution process involves 
two groups of recipients: (a) zakah payers, who expect that there 
should be a fair distribution of zakah burdens vertically and 
horizontally, and (b) beneficiaries (Asnaf), who expect that there 
should be a fair distribution of zakah funds vertically and horizontally.  
• Personal fairness is related to an individual’s judgment about the 
favorability of the zakah system.  
• Administrative fairness is concerned with policy fairness, and the 




Based on the above discussion, the present study proposed the following 
hypothesis: 
H1: fairness is a multidimensional construct. 
4.3.2 The Relationship Between Zakah Compliance Intention and 
Zakah Compliance Behavior 
Intention is the immediate antecedent of behavior, according to the TPB. 
Recall that the behavioral intention is defined as Indicator of a person’s 
willingness to perform a behavior. As mentioned earlier, it is a central factor 
in the TPB, and it is assumed that all motivational factors flow through 
behavioral intention to influence behavior (Ajzen, 1991).  
In the context of zakah compliance, Bidin et al. (2009) and Bidin and Md Idris 
(2007) define behavioral intention to comply with zakah on employment 
income as the willingness of an individual to pay zakah on employment 
income. For the purpose of the present study, zakah compliance intention was 
considered an individual’s willingness to pay zakah on business income to 
the zakah authority. 
Indeed, there are few studies examined the influence of zakah compliance 
intention on compliance behavior. Yet, mainstream of previous studies on 
zakah compliance behavior found a significant and positive relationship 
between compliance intention and compliance behavior (Saad et al., 2010; 
Saad & Haniffa, 2014). For instance, Saad and Haniffa (2014) reveal business 
zakah compliance behavior of a Muslim businessmen of sole proprietor and 
partnership businesses in Kedah state in Malaysia influenced positively by 
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the compliance intention. In addition, majority of studies in other fields have 
come to conclusion that support the theory of which there is a positive 
relationship between intention and behavior (Gopi & Ramayah, 2007; Jabari, 
Othman, & Mat, 2012; Langham, Paulsen, & Härtel, 2012; Saad, 2010).  
Therefore, it was expected that a zakah payer with a strong intention to 
comply with the zakah on business in accordance with the DZIT would be 
more likely to be a compliant zakah payer. The following hypothesis was thus 
proposed:  
H2: Behavioral intention is positively related to zakah compliance behavior. 
4.3.3 The Relationship Between Detection Risk and Zakah Compliance 
Behavior 
PBC in the TPB refers to the presence or absence of necessary resources and 
opportunities. However, as discussed earlier, the perceptions of detection risk 
and penalty magnitude are suggested to represent PBC, instead of the 
presence or absent of resources and opportunities.  
The effect of detection risk has been neglected in the zakah compliance 
literature, although it has received much attention in the tax literature. In 
taxation, it refers to the likelihood that the tax authority will detect non-
compliant behavior (Efebera et al., 2004). However, recall that the behavior 
under investigation in this study was compliance with the zakah authority, in 
which an individual zakah payer is obligated to pay zakah directly to the 
DZIT. Therefore, detection risk refers to the likelihood that the zakah 
authority will detect non-compliant zakah payers.  
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Previous studies have found mixed results regarding the effect of detection 
risk on compliance behavior (Efebera et al., 2004; Maciejovsky, Kirchler, & 
Schwarzenberger, 2001; Witte & Woodbury, 1985). Fischer, Wartick, and 
Mark (1992) noted that the mixed results were due to problems in measuring 
detection risk, which is typically measured objectively using audit 
probabilities. Hence, they suggested that future research should concentrate 
on perceptions of detection risk, instead of relying on measuring audit 
probabilities using objective measures (Fischer et al., 1992) because 
perceptions of detection risk will affect behavioral control (Benk et al., 2011; 
Efebera et al., 2004). In conformity with the theory and previous studies, it is 
expected that detection risk perception will influence the zakah compliance 
behavior positively. Therefore, the present study aimed to contribute to the 
literature by examining the influence of detection risk on zakah compliance 
behavior and proposed the following hypothesis: 
H3: Detection risk is positively related to zakah compliance behavior. 
4.3.4 The Relationship Between Penalty Magnitude and Zakah 
Compliance Behavior 
According to the TPB, an individual’s behavioral control is a function of their 
perception regarding the presence or absence of necessary resources and 
opportunities. However, as discussed earlier, the perception of penalty 
magnitude is suggested to represent PBC, together with the perception of 
detection risk.  
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Similar to the detection risk effect, the penalty magnitude effect has been 
neglected in the zakah compliance literature, even though it is considered one 
of the important determinants of tax compliance in the tax literature. This 
study investigated zakah payers’ compliance with the zakah authority, in 
which an individual zakah payer was penalized if they failed to pay owed 
zakah to the DZIT directly. Therefore, penalty magnitude refers to the 
perceived magnitude or severity of the penalty associated with zakah non-
compliant behavior. 
The penalty magnitude’s influence on zakah compliance behavior has also 
been neglected in the zakah compliance literature, although it has gained 
much consideration in the tax literature and has usually been found to have a 
positive influence on compliance behavior (Benk et al., 2011; Cummings, 
Martinez-Vazquez, McKee, & Torgler, 2009; Efebera et al., 2004; Witte & 
Woodbury, 1985). Penalty magnitude refers to the perceived magnitude or 
severity of the penalty in terms of putting restrictions and preventions on 
running some business activities associated with the detection of zakah non-
compliant behavior. Consistently with the theory and majority of previous 
study, penalty magnitude perception expected to influence zakah payers' 
compliance behavior positively. Therefore, the present study aimed to 
contribute to the literature by examining the influence of penalty magnitude 
on zakah compliance behavior and proposed the following hypothesis:  
H4: Penalty magnitude is positively related to zakah compliance behavior. 
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4.3.5 The Relationship Between Attitude and Zakah Compliance 
Intention 
According to the TPB, an individual is more likely to engage in a behavior in 
which the individual perceives the outcomes to be favorable to him/her. 
Conversely, an individual is less likely to engage in a behavior that is 
associated with an unfavorable outcome. In the context of zakah compliance 
behavior, a number of studies that examined the relationship between attitude 
toward zakah compliance and zakah compliance intention found a positive 
relationship (Bidin & Idris, 2007; Bidin et al., 2009; Huda et al., 2012; Saad 
et al., 2010; Saad & Haniffa, 2014). For instance, Saad et al. (2010) found 
that attitude toward zakah business compliance behavior influenced the 
compliance intention of businessmen in Perlis state in Malaysia significantly 
and positively.  
In addition, previous studies in other disciplines have found a significant 
relationship between attitude toward a behavior and behavioral intention 
(Amin, 2013; Bhattacherjee, 2000; Bidin & Shamsudin, 2013; Gopi & 
Ramayah, 2007; Hai & See, 2011; Hung et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2013; Pavlou 
& Chai, 2002). Based on the above discussion, it was reasonable to propose 
the following hypothesis. 





4.3.6 The Relationship Between Subjective Norms and Zakah 
Compliance Intention 
The TPB considers subjective norms as an independent variable that directly 
determines behavioral intention (Ajzen, 1991). Subjective norms refer to the 
perceived social pressure to perform or not to perform a behavior. The TPB 
postulates that subjective norms are the result of individual beliefs (i.e. 
normative beliefs) about others. Whether or not a referent group approves or 
disapproves of the performing of a given behavior and to what extent an 
individual is motivated (i.e. motivation to comply) to comply with the referent 
in question determine the individual’s behavior (Ajzen, 1991). 
In the context of zakah, subjective norms can be defined as an individual’s 
perception of the expectations of the referent groups: whether he or she 
should, or should not, comply with their zakah authority’s obligations in 
paying zakah on business. Referent groups refer to individuals whom zakah 
payers normally compare or refer to, which may include peers, family 
members, religious leaders, and colleagues. In this study, religious leaders 
were considered a referent group because they have high religiosity and the 
legitimacy to deliver God’s will to Muslims (Rasheed & Padela, 2013).  
In a zakah environment, Bidin and Md Idris (2007) found a significant and 
positive effect of subjective norms on zakah employment income intention. 
Other studies on zakah have also found a significant and positive relationship 
(Bidin et al., 2009; Huda et al., 2012; Saad & Haniffa, 2014). Previous studies 
have found subjective norms to be significantly related to behavioral intention 
(Amin, 2013; Bhattacherjee, 2000; Bidin & Shamsudin, 2013; Gopi & 
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Ramayah, 2007; Hung et al., 2006; Jebarajakirthy et al., 2014; Lee et al., 
2013; Pavlou & Chai, 2002). For instance, Bidin and Shamsudin (2013) found 
subjective norms to have a positive and significant influence on compliance 
intention regarding the implementation of goods and services tax (GST) in 
Malaysia among sales tax payers.  
Based on the discussion, it is reasonable to hypothesize the following:  
H6: Subjective norms are positively related to zakah compliance intention. 
4.3.7 The Relationship Between Detection Risk and Zakah Compliance 
Intention 
A few studies have found PBC to be related to zakah compliance intention 
(Huda et al., 2012; Saad et al., 2010). For instance, Huda et al. (2012) found 
that the influence of PBC on intention was greater than other components of 
the TPB. Generally speaking, past studies in various fields have found a 
significant relationship between PBC and intention (Bhattacherjee, 2000; 
Gopi & Ramayah, 2007; Jabari et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013).  
As proposed in the TPB, PBC influences behavioral intention directly. The 
conceptualization of PBC in the context of zakah in this study, based on the 
discussion in the literature review, was different from that in previous zakah 
literature. That is, when a zakah payer perceives high levels of detection risk 
and penalty magnitude, it will strengthen his/her behavioral intention to 
comply. On the contrary, if the zakah payer perceives low levels of detection 
risk and penalty magnitude, the behavioral intention to comply will weaken. 
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Therefore, detection risk and penalty magnitude represented PBC in this 
study. 
Thus, the following hypothesis was proposed: 
H7: Detection risk is positively related to zakah compliance intention. 
4.3.8 The Relationship Between Penalty Magnitude and Zakah 
Compliance Intention 
Previous studies in various disciplines have confirmed the significance of 
PBC in determining behavioral intention (Bhattacherjee, 2000; Gopi & 
Ramayah, 2007; Jabari et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013). However, a few studies 
in the zakah literature have found PBC to be related to zakah compliance 
intention (Huda et al., 2012; Saad et al., 2010). For instance, Saad et al. (2010) 
found that PBC had a significant and positive influence on zakah compliance 
intention in Malaysia by applying the original model of TPB.  
PBC, as a major component of the TPB, was operationalized in the context of 
this study on zakah business compliance as penalty magnitude and detection 
risk, based on the discussion in the literature review. Specifically, when a 
zakah payer perceives a greater penalty magnitude for zakah non-compliance, 
he or she will strengthen his/her behavioral intention to comply to avoid the 
penalty. On the contrary, if the zakah payer perceives no or a minor penalty 
for zakah non-compliance, the behavioral intention to comply will weaken.  
Thus, the following hypothesis was proposed: 
H8: Penalty magnitude is positively related to zakah compliance intention 
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4.3.9 The Relationship between Fairness and Zakah Compliance 
Intention 
Earlier studies have confirmed the influence of fairness on compliance 
behavior across different countries (Cummings, Martinez-Vazquez, McKee, 
& Torgler, 2004; Torgler & Schneider, 2007; Tsakumis, Curatola, & Porcano, 
2007). The TPB suggests that behavioral intention captures all motivational 
factors of performing the behavior of interest. For instance, Boulware et al. 
(2007) examined the relationship between the perceived fairness of the United 
States’ organ allocation system and willingness to donate organs. They found 
that a stronger fairness perception of the organ allocation system improved 
willingness to donate organs. However, Benk, Çakmak, and Budak (2011) 
found that perceived fairness of the tax system did not have any influence on 
tax compliance intention among individual taxpayers in Zonguldak in Turkey. 
However, tendency of tax fairness literature shows a positive association 
between fairness perceptions and tax compliance behavior (Farrar & Thorne, 
2011). Since intention is a proxy for the actual behavior, it is expected that 
fairness would influence compliance intention positively. 
Based on the above discussion, the present study proposed the following 
hypothesis: 
H9: Fairness is positively related to zakah business compliance intention. 
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4.3.10 The Relationship Between Business Peers and Subjective Norms 
Recall that a person’s expectations of the preferences of important others, 
such as spouses, family, peers, and referent groups, will generate subjective 
norms that influence him or her to perform behavior (Ajzen, 1985). Actually, 
this social influence is measured by the evaluation of various groups in the 
community. For instance, S. Taylor & Todd, (1995) decomposed TPB and 
tested the relationship between referent group (family and friends) and 
subjective norms and reveals significant and positive influence. In addition, 
Oliver & Bearden, (1985) confirm the relationship between referent 
group/persons and subjective norms. 
In zakah compliance context, Bidin and Idris (2007) examined the influence 
of three referent groups on zakah compliance intention: parents, peers, and 
spouses. Parent and spouse referent groups were found to be related to zakah 
compliance intention, while peers as a referent group were not found to be 
related to zakah compliance intention. In this study, the social pressure (i.e. 
subjective norms) regarding zakah business compliance with the DZIT was 
evaluated against zakah business compliance intention, and then referent 
groups were examined to determine whether the selected groups exerted 
social pressure.  
In the situation of this study, one group within the community of zakah payers 
was particularly related to zakah business compliance behavior: business 
peers. Generally speaking, zakah payers benchmark their business peers and 
are therefore concerned about them in regard to business decisions, as well as 
in regard to zakah business compliance behavior. Based on the above 
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discussion, there is a need to evaluate the influence of business peers in terms 
of how much social pressure is exerted on zakah payers to comply or not to 
comply with zakah on business with the DZIT. Therefore, it was reasonable 
to set the below hypothesis. 
H10: Business peers are positively related to subjective norms. 
4.3.11 The Relationship Between Religious Leaders and Subjective 
Norms 
According to the TPB, referent groups (such as spouses, family, peers, or any 
other people who can motivate a person to perform a behavior) will generate 
social influence and thus so-called subjective norms that influence the 
behavioral intention to perform a behavior (Ajzen, 1985). Practically, 
subjective norms’ influence can be determined by evaluating various groups 
in the community related to the person and behavior of interest. Having said 
that, in the zakah literature, few studies have been conducted to measure the 
influence of referent groups. 
Another group in the community of zakah payers that is related to business 
zakah compliance behavior is religious leaders. Mostly, Muslims refer to 
religious leaders about worships, seeking their advice. As zakah is basically 
a fundamental form of worship, zakah payers consider religious leaders’ 
expectations when making a decision regarding zakah compliance with the 
DZIT. Based on the above discussion, it was preferable to examine the 
influence of religious leaders as a referent group in terms of how much social 
pressure is exerted by them on zakah payers to comply or not to comply with 
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zakah on business with the DZIT. Therefore, it was reasonable to set the 
below hypothesis: 
H11: Religious leaders are positively related to subjective norms. 
4.3.12 The Relationship between Fairness and Attitude 
Ajzen (1985, p. 85, as cited in Efebera et al., 2004) proposed a link between 
fairness and attitude formation. Fairness perceptions may influence 
compliance behavior and attitudes toward compliance (Thibaut & Walker, 
1975; Leventhal, 1980). Previous studies have found a significant relationship 
between fairness and attitude (N. Taylor, 2001).  
A study conducted by Siahaan (2005) in Indonesia investigated taxpayers’ 
compliance behavior and found tax fairness to have a significant and positive 
influence on ethical attitude. In addition, the result revealed indirect effect on 
compliance behavior through ethical attitude. Hence, it is reasonable to 
suggest that one of the criteria that determine a zakah payers attitude towards 
compliance with zakah authority is the zakah system fairness. Therefore, the 
following hypothesis was formulated: 






4.3.13 The Mediating Role of Attitude 
Attitude has been reported in the literature as a mediating variable (e.g. 
Chang, 1998; Han, Hsu, & Sheu, 2010; Kim, Ham, Yang, & Choi, 2013; 
Oliver & Bearden, 1985; S. Taylor & Todd, 1995; Vallerand et al., 1992). For 
instance, Kim et al. (2013) utilized the TPB as the underlying theory in their 
study about consumers’ behavioral intention to read menu labels in the 
restaurant industry. They found that attitude fully mediated the relationship 
between subjective norms and behavioral intention. In the context of zakah, 
Bidin et al. (2009) utilized the TRA as the underpinning theory to predict 
zakah employment income compliance behavior. They found that attitude 
toward zakah employment income mediated the relationship between 
subjective norms and intention. 
4.3.13.1 The Relationships among Attitude, Subjective Norms, and 
Intention 
Adding a causal path from subjective norms to attitude toward a behavior 
offers a stronger explanatory power of behavioral intention (Akkuş & Erdem, 
2013; Albarq & Alsughayir, 2013; Chang, 1998; Han et al., 2010; Hansen, 
Jensen, & Solgaard, 2004; S. Taylor & Todd, 1995). For instance, in Han et 
al.’s (2010) study on hotel customers’ intentions to visit a green hotel, they 
found that attitude toward visiting green hotels partially mediated the 
relationship between subjective norms and visit intention. Generally, a 
mediator explains why or how a predictor leads to an outcome variable 
(Frazier, Tix, & Barron, 2004). Therefore, social pressure from the significant 
others/groups perceived by an individual helps the individual to make a 
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negative/positive evaluation for the outcome of performing a particular 
behavior. Even though attitude has been found to mediate subjective norms 
and behavioral intention in a zakah context, Bidin et al. (2009) recommended 
that future studies should validate the mediating role of attitude in the 
relationship between subjective norms and intention. Therefore, the following 
hypothesis was formulated: 
H13: Attitude mediates the relationship between subjective norms and 
intention.  
4.3.13.2 The Relationships among Attitude, Fairness, and Intention 
As mentioned earlier, the present study utilized the TPB as the underpinning 
theory to understand zakah business compliance behavior. As the TPB 
defines behavioral intention as a proxy for actual behavior, behavioral 
intention is sequentially determined by attitude toward the behavior (Ajzen, 
1991). The literature also indicates that fairness influences behavior (Farrar 
& Thorne, 2011), behavioral intention (N. Saad, 2010), and attitude (N. 
Taylor, 2001; Devos, 2009; Feld & Frey, 2007; N. Saad, 2010). However, the 
external factors influence intention and behavior indirectly through attitude 
(Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980, as cited in Albarq & Alsughayir, 2013). 
Verboon & Goslinga, (2009) examined the relationship between fairness 
considerations and tax compliance attitude and intention, and found fairness 
to have positive influence on both tax compliance attitudes and intention. In 
addition, attitude is an important factor in most compliance studies and has 
been found to play a mediating role, as indicated in the literature on zakah 
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compliance, tax compliance, and other disciplines. Therefore, based on the 
above discussion, it is, especially in the context of this study, reasonable to 
expect that attitude mediates the effect of fairness on intention. Hence, the 
following hypothesis was developed: 
H14: Attitude mediates the relationship between fairness and zakah 
compliance intention. 
4.4 Research Design 
The present study adopted a quantitative approach to investigate the 
antecedents of zakah business compliance behavior in Saudi Arabia. Primary 
data was collected in order to answer the research questions and accordingly 
meet the research objectives. A quantitative approach is associated with the 
positivist school of thought, which the views the world as “just is” with the 
observer independent of it, as are facts and values. Therefore, the researcher 
should be neutral and objective (Wellington & Szczerbinski, 2007, p. 19). So, 
the conclusions of the study should be obtained from the respondents’ 
opinions.  
The aim of the quantitative approach is to explain, predict, and control social 
phenomena (Wellington & Szczerbinski, 2007, p. 19). This study employed 
a cross-sectional survey questionnaire research method because it appeared 
to be appropriate for the present study, as the study desired to obtain data from 
a sample of zakah payers regarding zakah business compliance behavior. This 
method involves testing hypotheses with quantitative techniques to analyze 
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the obtained data. By collecting data from respondents, the findings could be 
generalized to all zakah payers. 
4.4.1 Population 
The targeted population of this study was owners of sole proprietor businesses 
operating in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, as the present study intended to 
investigate the key antecedents of zakah business compliance behavior in 
Saudi Arabia. The unit of analysis was the owner of a sole proprietor business. 
There were approximately 366,036 sole proprietors in the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia in 2013, making up 92% of the total operating businesses (General 
Organization for Social Insurance, 2013).  
4.4.2 Sample Frame 
A sample should be drawn from a list of all the elements in a population 
(Sekaran, 2006). According to the General Organization for Social Insurance 
(2013), which is a governmental body that issues a statistical book yearly, 
there are approximately 366,036 sole proprietors operating in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia. The list of operating sole proprietors in each of the 13 
administrative regions in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia can be obtained from 






4.4.3 Sample Size 
Sampling is accomplished instead of collecting data from every element of 
the population because it is practically impossible to collect data from every 
element (Sekaran, 2006). According to Sekaran (2006) and Krejcie and 
Morgan (1970), for a population between 75,001 and 1,000,000, the required 
sample size should be 384. Another rule of thumb for determining sample 
size was proposed by Roscoe (1975) which range between 30 and 500, and a 
sample size ten times larger or more than the study’s variables is preferable.  
However, for a study that uses PLS-SEM for the statistical analysis, the 
minimum sufficient sample size is ten times the maximum number of 
arrowheads pointing on a latent variable anywhere within the PLS path model 
(according to Hair Jr., Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt (2014)). Therefore, it was 
appropriate for this study to adopt Hair et al.'s (2014) rule of thumb, as this 
study utilized a PLS-SEM approach for data analysis.  
4.4.4 Sampling Technique 
For generalizability purposes, probability sampling should be employed 
(Sekaran, 2006). As mentioned earlier, the sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia 
are distributed across 13 administrative regions. As the study aimed to gather 
data on the behaviors, attitudes, and social norms of the owners of sole 
proprietor businesses, cluster sampling was used, where each administrative 
region in Saudi Arabia was considered a geographical cluster (Sekaran, 
2006). According to Sekaran (2006, p. 415), cluster sampling is “a probability 
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sampling design in which the sample comprises groups or chunks of elements 
with intragroup heterogeneity and intergroup homogeneity.” 
As all sole proprietors are subject to one system of zakah on business across 
all administrative regions/clusters and non-compliance is said to exist in the 
whole country, it was expected that there would be high intergroup 
homogeneity. Moreover, there is convergence in Saudi Arabia among regions 
in terms of income (Bin-Obaid, 2014). However, intragroup heterogeneity is 
said to occur when subjects in each cluster are made up of individuals with 
multiple backgrounds, attitudes, and behaviors. In other words, the diversity 
of the subjects’ characteristics within one cluster is similar to that within 
another cluster, which indicates high heterogeneity within each cluster and 
high homogeneity between clusters.  
According to Gay & Diehl, (1992), a cluster sampling technique requires 
seven steps of implementation: 
1. Define the population: The population was approximately 366,036 
sole proprietors. 
2. Define the sample size: 384 was the targeted sample size for this 
study. 
3. Define and identify a logical cluster: The present study determined an 
administrative region in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia as a logical 
cluster. 
4. Obtain, or make, a list of all clusters in the population: There were 13 
clusters as follows: Riyadh, Makkah, Madinah, Qassim, Eastern 
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Province, Asir, Tabuk, Hail, North Bord, Jazan, Najran, Al-Baha, and 
Al-Jouf (Central Department of Statistic and Information, 2010). 
5. Estimate the average number of population elements per cluster: 
28,157 was the average number of sole proprietors per administrative 
region. This figure was arrived at by dividing the total number of sole 
proprietors 366,036 (elements of the population) by the 13 
administrative regions (i.e. clusters) in Saudi Arabia. 
6. Determine the number of clusters needed: This was determined by 
dividing the estimated size of a cluster (28,157) by the sample size 
(384). Thus, the number of clusters needed was 384 ÷ 28,157 = 0.0136 
≈ 1 cluster. 
7. Selecting: The needed cluster was selected randomly.  
Based on the above procedure, one cluster/administrative region in Saudi 
Arabia was needed. The Makkah administrative region was selected for 
several reasons. One of these is that it has a large number of sole proprietors: 
90,314, which comprises 25% of all sole proprietors operating in Saudi 
Arabia (General Organization for Social Insurance, 2013). The owners of sole 
proprietor businesses in the Makkah region come from various parts of the 
country, as the Makkah region is major business hub of the country, and there 
are various industries operating in the region (Shoult, 2006), such as airline, 
oil, and Hajj and Umrah industries. So, the Makkah region was rationally 
selected as the best representative of the entire population for the 
aforementioned advantages.  
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After determining the targeted cluster that the sample would be drawn from, 
stratified random sampling was used to choose the sole proprietors in Makkah 
administrative region. This region is divided naturally into three main groups: 
the Jeddah Chamber of Commerce and Industry group, the Makkah Chamber 
of Commerce group, and the Taif Chamber of Commerce group. It was 
expected that a mail questionnaire would have a low response rate. For 
instance, Almoawi and Mahmood (2011) conducted their study in Saudi 
Arabia on SMEs and employed a self-administered method for collecting 
data, reporting a response rate of 35%. The present study distributed 1,280 
questionnaires, assuming that a 30% response rate would be achieved, as this 
is the average for mailed questionnaires (Sekaran, 2006).  
Thereafter, the sample size for each group was decided in proportion to its 
original number to ensure that all groups were adequately sampled. 
The following formula was used to determine the number of samples needed 
from each group within the Makkah administrative region in order to ensure 
the probability of sampling:  
𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 = 𝑁S𝑃 × 𝑆𝑍 ÷ 𝑃 
where NSP stands for the number of sole proprietors in each respective group, 
SZ stands for the targeted sample size for the whole population, and P stands 
for the total population in the selected cluster. For instance, to determine 
targeted number of sample from Jeddah first multiple number of sole 
proprietors in Jeddah by targeted sample size for the whole population then 
divide on the total population (52914 × 384 ÷ 90314 = 255). Based on 
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earlier discussion on response rate which assumed to be 30%, the distribution 
of questionnaires decided bearing in mind the expected response rate as 
follow (225 × 100 ÷ 30 = 750 questionnaires distributed). Table 4.1 
illustrates the targeted sample size from each group, and distributed 
questionnaires.  
Table 4.1 






Jeddah 52,914 225 750 
Makkah 23,797 101 337 
Taif 13,603 58 193 
Total 90,314 384 1,280 
After stratifying the population in a meaningful way, simple random sampling 
was used to distribute questionnaires to each group within the Makkah 
administrative region, as specified in Table 4.1.  
4.5 Operational Definition 
The operational definition of each variable in the framework of the present 
study is provided in this section in Table 4.3. A total of 17 variables within 
the research framework for studying zakah business compliance behavior in 






Operational definition of study’s variables 
Variable Operational Definition 
Zakah compliance 
behavior 
The behavior of paying due zakah on business to 
the DZIT in accordance with DZIT rules and 
regulations 
Intention to comply The individual’s willingness to pay zakah on 
business income to the zakah authority 
Attitude The individual’s degree of evaluation in which 
paying zakah on business income to the DZIT is 
favorable or unfavorable to them 
Subjective norms The individual’s perceived expectations of 
important others’ preference for them either to 
comply or not to comply with the zakah authority’s 
obligations 
General fairness Overall fairness evaluation of the zakah system 
Exchange equity Equity of reciprocal exchange among zakah payers, 
the zakah system, and beneficiaries 
Vertical equity 
(burden) 
Refers to the zakah payers’ equity perceptions of 




Refers to zakah payers’ equity perception of the 
benefits that zakah recipients receive in relation to 
other zakah recipients in better economic positions 
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Variable Operational Definition 
Horizontal equity 
(burden) 
Zakah payers’ perceived equity of their paid zakah 




Refers to zakah payers’ equity perceptions of the 
benefits that zakah recipients receive in relation to 
other zakah recipients in equivalent economic 
positions 
Personal fairness The individual’s judgments about whether the zakah 
system is favorable to them 
Administrative 
fairness 
Fairness of the content of the zakah law (policy 
fairness) and procedures (procedural fairness) 
employed by the zakah authority  
Business peers 
referent group 
The individual’s perceived expectations of business 
peers’ preference for them either to comply or not 
to comply with the zakah authority’s obligations 
Religious leaders 
referent group 
The individual’s perceived expectations of religious 
leaders’ preference either to comply or not to 
comply with the zakah authority’s obligations 
Detection risk The likelihood that the zakah authority will detect 
zakah non-compliant behavior 
Penalty magnitude 
 
The perceived magnitude or severity of the penalty 






The measurements utilized in this study were mostly adapted from past 
studies. Utilizing validated instruments increases the reliability of the 
measures employed and saves a huge amount of time and effort that would 
otherwise be spent on instrument development. Furthermore, utilizing 
validated scales allows for future comparisons with other studies (Straub, 
1989). The instruments adapted for the present study to measure the study’s 
variables and their sources are presented below in Table 4.2.  
Table 4.3 
Measurements of the study’s variables 




1. I paid zakah on business to the 
DZIT last year. 
2. I paid zakah on business to the 
DZIT in previous years.  
3. I have not paid zakah on business 
to the DZIT. 
 
Adapted from 





1. I will pay zakah on business to the 
DZIT this year (Insha’Allah). 
2. I intend to pay zakah on business 
to the DZIT every year 
(Insha’Allah).  
3. I would contact the DZIT to pay 
zakah on additional business if I 
had any. 
4. I will not pay zakah on business to 
the DZIT. 
Adapted from 




Variable Instruments Sources 
Attitude 
1. I am pleased to pay zakah on 
business to the DZIT because by 
doing so I am fulfilling my 
responsibility. 
2. I am confident that zakah on 
business needs to be paid to the 
DZIT when one has met its 
conditions. 
3. I would be upset if I did not pay 
my business zakah to the DZIT. 
4. I would feel guilty if I did not pay 
my business zakah to the DZIT. 
Adapted from 




1. People who influence my 
behavior believe that I should pay 
business zakah to the DZIT. 
2. People who are important to me 
prefer me to pay business zakah to 
the DZIT. 
3. People whose opinions I value 
advise me not to pay business 
zakah to the DZIT. 
4. People who are close to me 
support me in paying business 
zakah to the DZIT. 
Adapted from 
Bidin & Idris, 
(2007), Bidin 
et al., (2009), 




Variable Instruments Sources 
General 
fairness 
1. I believe that the government 
utilizes zakah revenue to achieve 
zakah goals, such as giving money 
to poor families. 
2. I believe that every zakah payer 
(i.e. those subject to the DZIT) 
had paid their fair due zakah on 
business under the current zakah 
system. 
3. I think that the government spends 
too much zakah revenue on 
unnecessary welfare assistance. 
4. Generally, I feel that the current 








1. I am satisfied with the amount of 
benefits that the beneficiaries of 
zakah receive from the 
government compared to the 
amount of zakah that I have paid. 
2. The benefits that the beneficiaries 
of zakah receive from the 
government in exchange for the 
zakah amount I have paid are 
reasonable. 
3. I am not satisfied with the amount 
of benefits that the beneficiaries of 
zakah receive from the 
government compared to the 
zakah amount I have paid. 
Adapted from 







Variable Instruments Sources 
Vertical equity 
(burden) 
1. The zakah I have paid to the DZIT 
is fair when compared to other 
zakah payers with more income. 
2. Zakah payers like me pay fair 
zakah to the DZIT compared with 
other zakah payers with more 
income. 
3. The zakah I have paid to the DZIT 
is not fair compared to the zakah 
paid by other zakah payers with 
more income. 
Adapted from 
Efebera et al. 
(2004) 
   
Vertical equity 
(benefit) 
1. The zakah distributed by the 
government to those who have 
better economic means is unfair 
compared to that distributed to 
those with worse economic 
means. 
2. Zakah recipients with low income 
receive fair zakah from the 
government compared to those 
with more income. 
3. Zakah recipients at different 
economic levels receive fair zakah 
based on their needs. 
Adapted from 














1. I pay the DZIT about the same 
amount of zakah as other zakah 
payers who make about the same 
income as me.  
2. Most zakah payers who earn about 
the same income as me pay the 
DZIT about the same zakah as me. 
3. The zakah I have paid to the DZIT 
is higher compared to the zakah 
paid by other zakah payers who 
make about the same income as 
me. 
Adapted from 




1. The zakah distributed by the 
government to those with about 
the same economic means is 
unfair compared to each other. 
2. Zakah recipients with about the 
same incomes receive about the 
same zakah from the government. 
3. Zakah recipients at about the same 
economic level receive different 
zakah from the government. 
Adapted from 











Variable Instruments Sources 
Personal 
fairness 
1. I believe that the current zakah 
system is the fairest kind of 
system that the government can 
use to collect and distribute zakah. 
2. The current zakah system requires 
me to pay more than the due 
zakah. 
3. Other zakah payers pay their fair 
due zakah on business under the 








1. The correction of errors in the 
calculation of my due zakah, if 
necessary, is available through a 
number of ways at no additional 
cost. 
2. The administration of the zakah 
system is consistent across years 








1. Business peers think that I should 
pay zakah on business to the 
DZIT. 
2. Business peers agree that I should 
not pay zakah on business to the 
DZIT. 
3. Business peers advise me to pay 
zakah on business to the DZIT. 
4. Business peers support me in 
paying zakah on business to the 
DZIT. 
Adapted from 
Bidin and Idris 
(2007); Bidin 
et al. (2009) 
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1. The religious leaders who 
influence me believe that I should 
pay zakah on business to the 
DZIT. 
2. The religious leaders whose 
fatwas I follow disapprove of my 
zakah on business payment to the 
DZIT. 
3. The religious leaders who are 
important to me support me in 
paying zakah on business to the 
DZIT. 
4. The religious leaders whose 
opinions I value advise me not to 
pay zakah on business to the 
DZIT. 
Adapted from 
Bidin and Idris 
(2007); Bidin 
et al. (2009) 
   
Detection risk 
 
1. The DZIT would find out if I 
didn’t pay some zakah on 
business. 
2. It is very likely that the DZIT 
would find out if I didn’t pay 
some zakah on business. 
3. It is very unlikely that I would be 
caught by the DZIT if I didn’t pay 
some zakah on business. 
Adapted from 













1. I would be in serious trouble if I 
did not pay some zakah on 
business to the DZIT. 
2. I would be severely punished if I 
did not pay some zakah on 
business to the DZIT. 
3. It is very mild would be the 
punishment if I did not pay some 
zakah on business to the DZIT. 
Adapted from 




For all 17 variables, a five-point Likert scale (i.e. from 1=strongly disagree to 
5=strongly agree) was used to measure the responses and negative items were 
reverse scored. For example, the highest score for subjective norms which has 
four items would be twenty points (four items x five points), whereas the 
lowest score is four points (four items x one point). The highest score 
indicates more positive subjective norms about zakah compliance with zakah 
authority, while the lowest score indicates more negative subjective norms. 
This scale has previously been utilized in zakah compliance research (e.g. 
Bidin et al., 2009; Saad & Haniffa, 2014), therefor it allows to compare 
reliability coefficients with previous research that used five-point Likert 
scales. In addition, Earlier research has found that a five-point scale is easily 
understandable for respondents and allows them to express their points of 
view (Marton-Williams, 1986). 
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4.8 Questionnaire Design 
Even though the original items were written in the English language, they 
were translated into the Arabic language for the convenience and benefit of 
the local Arab people. This was done using the following procedures: first, a 
native Arab who is fluent in both languages and is an expert in the zakah area 
was employed to translate the original items into the Arabic language. Then, 
the Arabic version of the questionnaire was verified by an Arabic language 
expert. After that, the verified Arabic version of the questionnaire was 
translated back into English by another expert who is fluent in both languages. 
Certification of the translation was obtained from a licensed translator. This 
procedure is called back translation (Brislin, 1970) and aims to enable the 
researcher to compare the translated version with the original version.  
A six-page questionnaire containing a cover letter that briefly explained the 
purpose of the study and a statement that guaranteed the confidentiality of the 
respondent’s identity were prepared.  
Overall, the questionnaire had two sections. Section A asked for demographic 
data. The demographic and background variables requested in this study were 
gender, age, educational qualifications, type of business, estimated annual 
income, number of years of running the business, type of ownership, and the 
preparer of financial statements and the zakah form. The following sections 
related to the study’s main variables, namely: actual behavior, intention, 
attitude, subjective norms, detection risk, and penalty magnitude, as well as 
eight dimensions of fairness, namely: general fairness, exchange fairness, 
vertical fairness (burden), vertical fairness (benefit), horizontal fairness 
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(burden), horizontal fairness (benefit), personal fairness, and administrative 
fairness. Copies of the Arabic and English versions of the questionnaires are 
attached in Appendices A and B. 
4.9 Pilot Study 
Before distributing the questionnaire to the actual respondents, a pilot study 
was conducted using a convenience sampling technique to owners of sole 
proprietor businesses in the Chamber of Commerce in Makkah. According to 
Sekaran (2003), a pilot study is carried out to correct any insufficiencies in 
the instrument prior to real data collection. This is done by testing and 
checking the questionnaire on a small sample of the population using a 
convenience sampling technique. The objective of performing a pilot study is 
to ensure a flawless questionnaire, with the aim of helping the researcher to 
make all the necessary modifications based on the results of the pilot study 
before distributing questionnaires to the targeted population. 
The reliability and validity of the measurements were tested using the data of 
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Attitude 4 .737   
Subjective norms 4 .771   
Business peers 4 .709   
Religious leaders 4 .800   
Intention 4 .837   
Detection risk 3 .648   
Penalty magnitude 3 .487 1 .815 
General fairness 4 .871   
Exchange fairness 3 .655   
Vertical equity 
(burden) 3 .878   
Vertical equity 
(Benefits) 3 .727   
Horizontal equity 
(burden) 3 .632   
Horizontal equity 
(Benefits) 

















Personal Fairness 3 .662   
Administration 
Fairness 
3 .221   
 
4.10 Data Collection Procedure 
One of the most commonly used data collection methods is the mail 
questionnaire. This technique is cost-effective and enables the researcher to 
collect responses from respondents who are geographically dispersed, and the 
respondents are given time to respond at their convenience (Sekaran, 2006). 
However, most of the time, the response rate is low. In this present study, 
mail questionnaires were employed by the researcher to be distributed to the 
randomly selected respondents. Two weeks' time given to the respondent to 
return the questionnaire to the address mentioned on the cover letter. For the 
subjects not returned the questionnaire follow up procedures are carried on 
for increasing the response rate where the researcher calls the subjects to 




4.11 Data Analysis Techniques 
The collected data was processed to deliver meaningful information. First of 
all, descriptive statistics were calculated to offer descriptive information on 
the dataset, such as frequencies, means, and standard deviations. Then, the 
study used a well-known multivariate technique called structural equation 
modeling (SEM).  
SEM was an appropriate technique because of the hypothesized relationships 
between the independent variables and the dependent variables (Hair, Black, 
Babin, & Anderson, 2010). SEM provides the most appropriate and efficient 
estimation technique for a series of separate multiple regression equations 
estimated simultaneously (Hair et al., 2010). There are two models in SEM: 
the measurement model (outer) and the structural model (inner). The 
measurement model is known as confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). CFA 
allows assessment of the contribution of each scale item (i.e. validity of 
measurement), as well as how well the scale measures the concept (reliability 
of measurement). The structural model is the path model that relates 
independent to dependent variables and is guided by theory, previous studies, 
and other guidelines (Hair et al., 2010). 
In this study, the approach of PLS-SEM was employed to analyze the 
measurement model and the structural model of the study. The SmartPLS2.0 
statistical software package was used. 
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4.12 Justification for Applying PLS- SEM 
As the purpose of this study was to investigate the relationships among a set 
of latent variables, the choice of latent analysis techniques was optimal, such 
as AMOS (a covariance-based SEM technique) and PLS (a variance-based 
SEM technique). The most appropriate technique depends on the research 
objective and the nature of the data. According to Lowry and Gaskin (2014), 
the PLS-SEM technique is preferable over other SEM techniques when the 
model has higher-order constructs, interaction effects, formative factors, non-
normal distribution of data, and a small sample size. As a general rule, for 
exploratory studies (i.e. new theory building or testing), PLS should be 
selected. For confirmatory studies, either technique may be used, based on 
the nature of the study and the data (Lowry & Gaskin, 2014). 
One of the whys and wherefores to select PLS-SEM among other approaches 
is the fact that most of the relationships in the model of this study are not well 
established empirically in the field of zakah. According to Akter, Ambra, & 
Ray, (2011), PLS-SEM have advantages in this regard for its soft modeling 
which allow for greater flexibility in developing and validating the complex 
models. The present study involved formative constructs and higher-order 
constructs, with a mix of formative and reflective first-order constructs. 
Therefore, it is appropriate to use PLS-SEM technique in this study because 
of its flexibility when formative measures are involved (Hair, Sarstedt, 




Data of recent social research have a tendency to have normality issue 
(Osborne, 2010). According to Chin, (1998b) and Hair et al., (2014), PLS-
SEM does not necessarily require data to be normally distributed. Yet, 
extremely non-normal data affect the result of PLS. Therefore, PLS path 
modeling was selected for the demand of avoiding possible data normality 
issues. 
 In addition, the sample size was relatively small for CB-SEM but adequate 
for PLS-SEM, in which the minimum sample size is 80. Therefore, the PLS-
SEM technique was the optimal choice for the data analysis, which estimates 
the probability that the pattern of data collected could have occurred by the 
causes proposed by the theory being tested or by chance (Lowry & Gaskin, 
2014). 
According to Reinartz, Haenlein, and Henseler (2009), PLS-SEM is a good 
choice for a study with a small sample size. Further, PLS-SEM has higher 
levels of statistical power, especially with complex model structures and 
smaller sample sizes (Hair et al., 2014).  
4.13 PLS-SEM Approach 
The PLS approach to SEM is also known as PLS path modeling. It was 
developed in the seminal paper of Wold (1975) (as cited by Vinzi, Trinchera, 
Amato, Chin, & Dibbern, 2010). Reviews and further developments on the 
PLS-SEM approach are given by Chin (1998, 2001) and Chin and Newsted 




According to Vinzi et al. (2010), the basic idea for SEM is that complexity 
within a system can be studied by taking into consideration the causality 
network among latent concepts (unobserved variables), so-called latent 
variables (LVs), in which each LV is measured by a number of observed 
indicators, usually known as manifest variables (MVs). In that sense, it 
represents a joining point between path analysis and confirmatory factor 
analysis (CFA). There are two models in PLS-SEM, the measurement model 
and structural model, the former known as outer model and the later known 
as the inner model. 
The process of PLS-SEM starts with the assessment of the measurement 
(outer) model, wherein, according to certain characteristics, a systematic 
examination of PLS estimates is carried out to assess the measurement 
reliability and validity, which are associated with the formative and reflective 
measures in the outer model. The next step is testing the structural (inner) 
model in terms of the hypothesized relationships among all variables in the 
study. 
4.13.1 Formative and Reflective Measures 
Two different approaches are used to measure the latent constructs 
(unobservable variables): formative measurement and reflective 
measurement (see Figure 4.2). In the former, the direction of the arrows is 
from the indicator variables (items) to the construct, assuming that the 
indicator variables cause the measurement of the construct. In the latter, the 
arrows point from the construct to the indicator variables, assuming that the 
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A guideline provided by Jarvis, Mackenzie, and Podsakoff (2003) to help 
researchers to distinguish between formative and reflective measures is 








Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 
Construct 
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 
Formative Measures  Reflective Measures 





Guideline by Jarvis et al. (2003) for determining whether a construct is 
formative or reflective 





implied by the 
conceptual 
definition 
Direction of causality is 
from items to construct, 
indicators define construct’s 
characteristics, and changes 
in the indicators should 
cause changes in the 
construct 
Direction of causality 
from construct to items, 
indicators manifested 
construct, and changes in 
the indicator do not cause 
changes in the construct 
Interchangeabi
lity of items 
Items need not be 
interchangeable 





Not necessary for items to 
co-vary with each other 
Items are expected to co-
vary with each other 
Are items 
expected to 





consequences for indicators 
do not need to be the same 
Antecedents and 
consequences for 
indicators need to be the 
same 
 
Most measures adapted in the study were reflective in nature with the 
corresponding constructs. A reflective measure is a set of items that measure 
the same aspect as the corresponding construct, and these items are expected 
to highly correlate with each other. In other words, items are interchangeable 
and basically say the same thing. However, there are two sets of measurement 
of two LVs in the formative model. 
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In this study, general fairness and administrative fairness constructs were 
formatively measured. A formative construct is said to exist when the items 
describe and define the construct (Petter, Straub, & Rai, 2007). However, 
theoretical/conceptual reasoning must guide the selection of the mode of 
measurement model and the indicators (Hair et al., 2014, p. 67). For instance, 
general fairness was defined in this study as “Overall fairness evaluation of 
the zakah system” and was measured by four adapted items. The items 
described the construct in which the first item assess the fairness of utilization 
the zakah fund, the second item assessed the zakah system’s fair treatment of 
all zakah payers, the third item the general distribution of zakah funds, and 
the fourth item measure in general the zakah system fairness. As these items 
of general fairness captured different aspects of the construct, they should be 
formative and therefore were not expected to highly correlate with each other. 
The same applied for administrative fairness which measured by two items, 
whereas the first item assess the fairness of the policy content and second item 
assess the procedural fairness.   
4.13.2 First-Order and Second-Order Factors 
The conceptual definition of a construct is usually specified at the abstract 
level, which requires the researcher to seek a modeling approach that defines 
second-order factors (Jarvis et al., 2003). This modeling approach leads to a 
reduction of model complexity and theoretical parsimony (Hair et al., 2014). 
This model consists of a higher-order (i.e. second-order) construct that is 
modeled as causally effected by a number of lower-order constructs (i.e. first-
order constructs with measured indicators/items). Therefore, the second-order 
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construct or factor is not directly connected to any measured indicators/items. 
This analysis approach is similar to CFA but at a higher level of abstraction 
in which the indicators are actually set as latent constructs (Chin, 1998a). 
The study only operationalized the fairness construct as a second-order latent 
construct, measured by the eight first-order factors (dimensions). In turn, the 
first-order constructs were directly measured with a mixed model of reflective 
and formative measures. In sum, 25 items measured the fairness construct 
indirectly.  
The fairness construct was treated as a formative second-order construct, as 
it is a multidimensional variable, following the recommendation of Petter et 
al. (2007). Therein, each dimension was expected to capture a different aspect 
of the fairness construct, and therefore they did not need to highly correlate 
with each other. 
Assessment of the first-order factor model was handled first, followed by the 
second-order factor model. The evaluations involved the validity of the 
constructs, which were assessed via content validity, convergent validity, and 






4.13.3 First-Order Factor Model Assessment 
This is an important step to test the validity and reliability of a measurement 
model. Validity is concerned with how well the construct is defined by its 
measures, while reliability is concerned with the consistency of the measures 
(Hair et al., 2010). Because this study used formative and reflective models, 
each required different treatment in the analysis. Therefore, it is necessary to 
have a separate discussion for each model.  
4.13.4 Content Validity 
Content validity refers to the degree to which the items that designed to 
measure its corresponding construct can suitably measure the concept they 
were proposed to measure (Hair et al., 2010). In other words, each item that 
proposed to measure a construct should have higher loading on its 
corresponding construct than loading on other constructs. However, a 
comprehensive review of the literature reinforces the measured items’ content 








This chapter has discussed the research framework and hypothesis 
development, as well as the 14 hypotheses. This was followed by a discussion 
of the research design and method used. In detail, the population and sampling 
design, the formulation of research instruments, the procedures for data 
collection, and the statistical tests for analyzing the data have been discussed. 
In addition, the results of the pilot test have been presented, as has information 









This chapter reports the data analysis and results. First, the distribution of the 
demographic variables of all the respondents, such as gender, qualifications, 
income, and business type, is presented. Then, non-response bias is examined 
by comparing the early and late responses. After that, descriptive analysis is 
presented for all the study’s variables and for testing the normality of the 
dataset. Following this, the chapter presents the results of the measurement 
model and the structural model, as well as the hypothesis testing done using 
PLS-SEM. Finally, it reports the findings of the hypothesis testing and the 
results on the mediating effect of attitude. 
5.2 Response Rate 
Data was collected by the means of a survey questionnaire, which was done 
in a period of five months from April 2015 to early September 2015. The data 
was collected from the owners of sole proprietor businesses within the 
Makkah administrative region in Saudi Arabia. A total of 1,280 












The final collected data sample included 133 returned questionnaires but only 
125 usable questionnaires, giving a response rate of 10%, which is considered 
normal. According to Harbaugh (2002), for traditional mail surveys, the 
average response rate is below 20%.  
Nevertheless, the collected sample size was considered sufficient to perform 
the statistical analysis using PLS-SEM. This complies with the 
recommendation of Hair et al. (2014) that the sample size should be at least 
ten times the maximum number of arrowheads pointing to a latent variable 
anywhere within the PLS path model. As per Figure 5.4, there were 12 
arrowheads in the path model of this study; this indicates that 120 respondents 
would have been sufficient. As reported in the next section, non-response bias 
assessment was used to ensure the similarity of some of the main criteria 





5.3 Assessment of Non-Response Bias 
Because the data was collected over a period of five months (i.e. from April 
2015 to early September 2015) and some respondents participated after many 
reminders, it was necessary to carry out non-response bias assessment to 
ensure the existence of similarities among some of the main criteria between 
the total population and the respondents (Armstrong & Overton, 1977). 
According to Miller and Smith (1983), non-respondents tend to be similar to 
late respondents in responding to surveys. A statistical technique called a t-
test checks the similarity of the score variability within each of the groups of 
a population (Pallant, 2013). Based on the response times, 57 were classified 
as early respondents and 68 were classified as late respondents.  
A t-test was conducted to compare the early respondent group to the late 
respondent group for all variables in this study. In other words, it assessed 
whether the population variances were equal between the two groups of the 
study (i.e. early respondents and late respondents). The assumption was that 
late respondents would be similar to non-respondents; therefore, the result 
would explain the variances between the sample and the whole population. 
The results of the independent t-test for all the study’s variables are presented 
in Table 5.2 below.  
First, the results of Levene’s test for examining the equality of the variances 
across early and late respondents suggest that variances were homogeneous 
across the two groups, and the equality of variances could not be rejected at 
the significance level of 0.05. As reported in the results of the t-test for 
equality of means, at a significance level of 0.05, there were no significant 
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differences between the means of both groups for all variables under 
investigation in the study.  
Table 5.2 








T-test for Equality of Means 
Z value Sig. 
F 
Value Sig. Response 
T-
value DF Sig. 
Attitude .12- 0.91 0 0.99 
Early 0.19 118.0 0.85 
Late 0.19 110.5 0.85 
Subjective 
Norms 
.91- 0.36 0.03 0.87 
Early 0.61- 118.0 0.55 
Late 0.60- 108.1 0.55 
Business Peers .78- 0.43 0.1 0.75 
Early 0.26 118.0 0.79 
Late 0.26 113.2 0.79 
Religious 
Leaders 
.14- 0.89 0.23 0.63 
Early 0.58- 118.0 0.57 
Late 0.57- 106.3 0.57 
Intention .01- 0.99 0.15 0.7 
Early 0.13- 118.0 0.90 
Late 0.13- 107.1 0.90 
Detection Risk .76- 0.45 0.39 0.53 
Early 0.49- 118.0 0.62 
Late 0.49- 105.6 0.63 
Penalty 
Magnitude 
.06- 0.95 0.08 0.78 
Early 0.07 118.0 0.95 
Late 0.06 108.1 0.95 
General 
Fairness 
1.10- 0.27 0.32 0.57 
Early 0.76- 118.0 0.45 
Late 0.76- 110.8 0.45 
Exchange 
Fairness 
1.06- 0.29 0.85 0.36 
Early 0.69- 118.0 0.50 




.32- 0.75 0.6 0.44 
Early 0.59- 118.0 0.56 




.98- 0.33 1.55 0.22 
Early 0.96- 118.0 0.34 
Late 0.94- 100.9 0.35 
         










T-test for Equality of Means 
Z value Sig. 
F 
Value Sig. Response 
T-




.39- 0.70 0.44 0.51 
Early 0.39- 118.0 0.70 




.08- 0.93 0.23 0.64 
Early 0.16 118.0 0.87 
Late 0.16 105.2 0.87 
Personal 
Fairness 
.95- 0.34 0.25 0.62 
Early 0.72- 118.0 0.47 
Late 0.72- 108.4 0.47 
Administrative 
Fairness 
.61- 0.54 0.14 0.71 
Early 0.19- 118.0 0.85 
Late 0.19- 109.9 0.85 
Actual 
behavior 
.23- 0.82 2.22 0.14 
Early 0.34- 118.0 0.73 
Late 0.34- 99.2 0.74 
 
Unlike t-test, Mann-Whitney U test which is a nonparametric test compares 
medians of the two groups instead of comparing means (Pallant, 2013). 
Mann-Whitney U test performed to check our different samples (i.e. early and 
late respondents) whether both have the same distribution. As shown in table 
5.2, the result provides further evidence indicating that there is no significant 





5.4 Descriptive Statistics 
Descriptive statistics provide an important explanation of the research 
findings. The profile of the respondents is presented in the form of 
frequencies and percentages, which consist of gender, age, qualifications, 
business age, business type, annual income, who prepared the zakah form, 
who prepared the financial accounts, whether due zakah had been paid or not, 
and where the due zakah had been paid. Table 5.3 presents the demographic 
information of the respondents. 
Table 5.3 






   
Male 109 87.2 
Female 16 12.8 
Total  125 100 
Age 
   
20 years or less 4 3.2 
21–30 years 53 42.4 
31–40 years 42 33.6 
41–50 years 18 14.4 
51–60 years 6 4.8 
Above 60 years 2 1.6 
Total  125 100 
    








Primary level 0 0 
Intermediate level 7 5.6 
Secondary level 17 13.6 
Diploma 9 7.2 
Bachelor’s degree 65 52.0 
Postgraduate 27 21.6 
None 0 0 
Total  125 100 
Age of 
business 
   
Below 5 years 61 48.8 
6–10 years 34 27.2 
11–20 years 13 10.4 
More than 20 years 17 13.6 
Total  125 100 
Type of 
business 
   
Wholesale or retail trade 23 18.4 
Accommodation 7 5.6 
Food and beverages 9 7.2 
Manufacturing 11 8.8 
Services 56 44.8 
Other 19 15.2 
Total  125 100 
    
    
    









   
Less than SAR 200,000 52 41.6 
SAR 200,001–500,000 21 16.8 
SAR 500,001–3 million 18 14.4 
SAR 3–5 million 17 13.6 
SAR 5–10 million 7 5.6 
More than SAR 10 million 10 8.0 




   
Personally 65 52.0 
Management service 21 16.8 
Certified public accountant 39 31.2 




   
Personally 55 44.0 
Management service 36 28.8 
Certified public accountant 
 
34 27.2 
Total  125 100 
Where is the 
due business 
zakah paid to? 
The DZIT 64 51.2 
Other channels 35 28 
The DZIT and other channels 26 20.8 




Based on Table 5.3, the majority of the respondents (87%) were male. 
Respondents’ ages were varied, but the largest portion belonged to the 
category of 21–30 years at 42%, followed by the category of 31–40 years. In 
total, 52% of the respondents had Bachelor’s degrees, and none of them had 
no qualifications.  
Regarding the sole proprietors’ business information, 49% of the respondents 
reported that they had run the business for less than five years, 27% for 6–10 
years, 10% for 11–20 years, and 14% for more than 20 years. A big portion 
of the respondents’ business types referred to services, with 45% of the total 
sample; 42% of the respondents estimated an annual income less than SAR 
200,000, while 8% indicated an annual income of more than SAR 10 
million.31% of the respondents had hired a certified public accountant to 
prepare the zakah form, while 52% had done it personally.  
For their business accounts, 44% of the respondents indicated that they had 
prepared them personally, 29% had them prepared by a management service, 
and 27% had them prepared by a certified public accountant. Referring to 
where the due zakah was paid, the respondents gave varying answers. The 
descriptive statistics reveal that 51% of the respondents paid their due 
business zakah only to the DZIT, while 28% had paid it partially to the DZIT 
and 21% had paid it to channels other than the DZIT. This means 51% of 
respondent classified as compliant as per the definition of compliance in this 
study refers to paying due business zakah to the zakah authority (i.e. the 
DZIT) in accordance with its rules and regulations. 
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Table 5.4 presents how the respondents responded to the study’s constructs. 
This descriptive analysis reports the means, standard deviations, and 
minimum and maximum values for all constructs of this study, namely: 
compliance, intention, attitude, subjective norms, detection risk, penalty 
magnitude, religious leaders, business peers, and fairness dimensions, which 
were general fairness, exchange fairness, vertical fairness (burden), vertical 
fairness (benefit), horizontal fairness (burden), horizontal fairness (benefit), 
personal fairness, and administrative fairness. 
Table 5.4 
Descriptive statistics of the study’s constructs 
Construct N Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 
Deviation 
Attitude 125 1 5 3.44 1.087 
Subjective norms 125 1 5 3.41 0.799 
Business peers 125 1 5 2.92 0.815 
Religious leaders 125 1 5 3.53 1.049 
Intention 125 1 5 3.65 0.953 
Detection risk 125 1 5 3.28 1.019 
Penalty magnitude 125 1 5 3.48 1.100 
General fairness 125 1 5 3.06 0.826 
Exchange fairness 125 1 5 3.10 0.872 
Vertical fairness 
(burden) 
125 1 5 3.04 0.874 
Vertical fairness 
(benefit) 




Descriptive statistics of the study’s constructs 





125 1 5 3.05 0.772 
Horizontal fairness 
(benefit) 
125 1 5 3.12 0.675 
Personal fairness 125 1 5 2.98 0.830 
Administrative 
fairness 
125 1 5 2.87 0.548 
Actual behavior 125 1 5 3.60 1.015 
 
In Table 5.4, the minimum value is 1 for all constructs in the study and the 
maximum is 5; this reflect the five-point Likert scale used in this study (i.e. 
from 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree). Descriptive statistics analysis 
was performed to provide an overview on how respondent view the study’s 
constructs. In general, the views on each construct were mixed, where the 
majority were slightly leaning towards positive view. For instance, the mean 
value for attitude indicated respondent having more positive view toward 
compliance with DZIT. The same goes with subjective norms and religious 
leaders but for business peers the view a bit leaning toward negative. 
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5.5 Multicollinearity Assumption 
For PLS-SEM, the multicollinearity test is highly recommended among 
variables before testing the proposed model (Hair et al., 2010). It specifies the 
existence of relapse in the correlation matrix in cases where an independent 
variable correlate significantly with another independent variable in 
measuring the dependent variable. In addition, a multicollinearity issue is said 
to exist if the correlation value is higher than 0.9 (Hair et al., 2010). The test 
of multicollinearity is accomplished by inspecting the values of the variance 
influence factor (VIF) and tolerance. 
The VIF value represents the amount of variability of the selected 
independent variable that is explained by the other independent variables, 
while the tolerance is the inverse of the VIF (Hair et al., 2010). The cut-off 
points for the values of VIF and tolerance are 5 and 0.1, respectively. A VIF 
value closer to 1 indicates little or no multicollinearity. The results shown in 
Table 5.6 confirm that there was no multicollinearity issue among the 


















Subjective norms .634 1.577 



















Fairness .806 1.241 
 
5.6 Testing the Measurement 
This study proposed a model that included various variables that emerged 
from theories and previous studies. Thus, this study adapted multiple items 
from the human behavior literature, especially from the zakah and tax 
literature. The proposed model of this study consisted of 18 constructs, 
namely attitude, subjective norms, business peers, religious leaders, intention, 
detection risk, penalty magnitude, fairness, general fairness, exchange 
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fairness, vertical fairness (burden), vertical fairness (benefit), horizontal 
fairness (burden), horizontal fairness (benefit), personal fairness, 
administrative fairness, and actual behavior. All of these constructs in turn 
were measured by 54 items. In addition, the model utilized the approach of 
first-order and second-order factors for the fairness construct. Appendix C 
groups the names and codes for the constructs and their measures. 
As mentioned earlier, the procedure for testing the validity and reliability of 
measurements of formative constructs differs from that used to test the 
validity and reliability of measurements of reflective constructs; therefore, 
will begin testing formative constructs validity and reliability then the test 
reflective constructs validity and reliability. 
5.6.1 Validity and Reliability Analysis of Formative Constructs 
Convergent and discriminant validity assessment via criteria like those 
applied to reflective measurement models is not appropriate for formative 
indicators (Chin, 1998b; Hair et al., 2014). As formative indicators do not 
necessarily co-vary, the concept of internal consistency associated with the 
evaluation of reflective measurement models cannot be applied to evaluate 
formative models. Thus, any attempt to evaluate formative indicators based 
on correlation patterns can negatively affect a construct’s content validity. In 
other words, the concept of internal consistency is inappropriate for the 





Validity assessment for formative constructs is different because items are 
not supposed to correlate with each other. In its place, item weights (rather 
than loadings) and t-values indicate formative construct validity (Petter et al., 
2007). The results of the formative factor analysis of the administrative 
fairness and general fairness constructs are presented in Table 5.6. 
Table 5.6 
Formative constructs: indicators and weights 
Construct Item Code Weight T-value P-value 
Administrative fairness 
AF1 0.60 5.79 0.00 
AF2 0.53 4.72 0.00 
General fairness 
GF1 0.12 1.31 0.09 
GF2 0.37 3.98 0.00 
GF3 0.17 1.67 0.05 
GF4 0.55 5.48 0.00 
 
The items for both constructs had a good weight and significant level and 
were significant at the level of 0.05 except GF1, however, the value still 
within the acceptable range (i.e. p< 0.10). As a general rule for formative 
constructs, each item is supposed to measure a different aspect of the 
respective construct, and therefore it is not preferable to drop any because it 
will affect the content validity (P. Cohen, Teresi, Marchi, & Velez, 1990; 
Roberts & Thatcher, 2009). On the other hand, from a statistical point of view, 
insignificant items should be deleted. In this study, no insignificant items 
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were found and all formative items were returned for further analysis of the 
structural model to preserve the content validity of the measurement model. 
It is ambiguous whether reliability is a concept that relates well to formative 
constructs (Straub, Boudreau, & Gefen, 2004). However, the 
multicollinearity test is proposed to confirm the reliability of formative 
measures, as high multicollinearity among items suggests an unstable model 
(Petter et al., 2007).  
As a general rule, if the VIF value exceeds 5 and the tolerance value is below 
0.1, a multicollinearity problem is said to exist (Hair et al., 2010). In addition, 
the condition index test is used to assess the multicollinearity, with a threshold 
value of less than 30 (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1995, as cited by 
Thongrattana, 2010). Per the results shown in Table 5.7 about the formative 
items’ test of multicollinearity, it was found that there was no 
multicollinearity problem, as all values were within the acceptable level. This 
result indicates the reliability of the formative measures used for measuring 









Formative constructs, VIF, tolerance, and condition index 
Formative Item 
Code 
Condition Index Tolerance VIF 
AF1 7.37 .68 1.46 
AF2 8.82 .68 1.46 
GF1 6.28 .59 1.67 
GF2 8.85 .29 3.41 
GF3 10.97 .94 1.06 
GF4 14.56 .35 2.78 
 
5.6.2 Validity and Reliability Analysis of Reflective Constructs 
Assessing the construct validity of reflective constructs requires the 
evaluation of both convergent validity and discriminant validity. The set of 
items of a specific reflective construct are expected to highly correlate with 
each other and discriminate when evaluated with another construct.  
5.6.2.1 Convergent Validity Analysis 
Convergent validity pertains to the extent to which indicators measuring the 
same construct share a high portion of covariance (Hair et al., 2010). It 
assesses the correlation among a set of indicators measuring the same 
construct. As advised by Hair et al. (2010), to test the convergent validity, 
there are three components that should be tested simultaneously: factor 
loadings, composite reliability (CR), and average variance extracted (AVE). 
The recommended loadings to keep the item are at least 0.6 and preferably 
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greater than 0.7, indicating that each item accounts for 50% or more of the 
variance of the underlying construct (Chin, 1998a). Further, according to Hair 
et al. (2014), items at loadings of 0.4 could be retained for the reason of 
preserving the content validity (i.e. when the dropping the item affect so). For 
CR, the recommended level is 0.7 (Hair et al., 2010). The AVE is 
recommended to be at least 0.5 (Hair et al., 2014, p. 110). 
Table 5.8 
Convergent validity analysis 
Construct Item Code Loading CR AVE 
Attitude 
Att1 0.90 0.87 0.63 
Att2 0.95   
Att3 0.64   
Att4 0.62   
Subjective 
norms 
SN1 0.86 0.81 0.53 
SN2 0.78   
SN3* 0.50   
SN4 0.72   
Business peers 
BP1 0.91 0.81 0.53 
BP2* 0.39   
BP3 0.76   
BP4 0.76   
Religious 
leaders 
RL1 0.92 0.90 0.69 
RL2* 0.49   
RL3 0.90   
RL4 0.94   
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Construct Item Code Loading CR AVE 
Intention 
I1 0.90 0.88 0.65 
I2 0.94   
I3 0.81   
I4* 0.51   
Detection risk 
DR1 0.92 0.90 0.75 
DR2 0.87   
DR3 0.80   
Penalty 
magnitude 
PM1 0.93 0.90 0.76 
PM2 0.94   
PM3 0.73   
Exchange 
fairness 
EF1 0.97 0.87 0.70 
EF2 0.94   
EF3* 0.51   
Vertical fairness 
(burden) 
VFC1 0.89 0.84 0.65 
VFC2 0.90   
VFC3* 0.59   
Vertical fairness 
(benefit) 
VFB1 0.80 0.90 0.76 
VFB2 0.93   
VFB3 0.88   
Horizontal 
fairness (burden) 
HFC1 0.95 0.87 0.70 
HFC2 0.95   







Construct Item Code Loading CR AVE 
Horizontal 
fairness (benefit) 
HFB1 0.63 0.27 0.26 
HFB2 0.56   
HFB3* -0.28   
Personal fairness 
PF1 0.90 0.83 0.62 
PF2 0.66   
PF3 0.78   
Actual behavior 
AB1 0.91 0.92 0.78 
AB2 0.94   
AB3 0.80   
The results presented in Table 5.8 were evaluated based on the above 
discussion and rules of thumb. The decision was made to delete eight items: 
EF3, HFC3, VFC3, HFB3, RL2, SN3, I4, and BP2. These items had low 
loadings of less than 0.6, affecting the CR and AVE if they remained in the 
model. However, attention needs to be paid to the content validity when 
deciding to delete an item, and the requirement of keeping a minimum of two 
items per construct (Bagozzi & Heatherton, 1994) is key when considering 
dropping items.  
Moreover, it is recommended by Hair et al. (2014) that dropping items with 
low loadings is preferable as long as the CR and AVE are increased but the 
content validity is not affected – this applies to reflective measures only. To 
conclude, in the measurement model, the reflective construct items are 
interchangeable and mostly saying the same thing; therefore, dropping any 
would not affect the content validity.  
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The results of the convergent validity after the deletion of the eight items are 
presented in Table 5.9. The revised model in Table 5.10 confirms that all 
items of the first-order reflective constructs reached the minimum level of 
significance, and item loadings had values ranging from 0.60 to 0.96, as 
presented in the revised model. In addition, the CR for all constructs was 
above 0.7, and the AVE was above 0.5. 
Table 5.9 
Convergent validity analysis (revised model) 
Construct Item Code Loading CR AVE 
Attitude 
Att1 0.90 0.87 0.63 
Att2 0.95   
Att3 0.65   
Att4 0.61   
Subjective 
norms 
SN1 0.88 0.84 0.65 
SN2 0.81   
SN4 0.71   
Business peers 
BP1 0.90 0.86 0.68 
BP3 0.79   
BP4 0.78   
Religious 
leaders 
RL1 0.92 0.95 0.86 
RL3 0.90   
RL4 0.95   
Intention 
I1 0.91 0.92 0.79 
I2 0.94   
I3 0.82   
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Construct Item Code Loading CR AVE 
Detection risk 
DR1 0.85 0.90 0.75 
DR2 0.83   
DR3 0.89   
Penalty 
magnitude 
PM1 0.94 0.90 0.76 
PM2 0.94   
PM3 0.71   
Exchange 
fairness 
EF1 0.97 0.97 0.94 
EF2 0.97   
Vertical fairness 
(burden) 
VFC1 0.95 0.95 0.91 
VFC2 0.95   
Vertical fairness 
(benefit) 
VFB1 0.80 0.90 0.76 
VFB2 0.93   
VFB3 0.88   
Horizontal 
fairness (burden) 
HFC1 0.97 0.96 0.93 
HFC2 0.96   
Horizontal 
fairness (benefit) 
HFB1 0.88 0.81 0.69 
HFB2 0.78   
Personal fairness 
PF1 0.90 0.83 0.62 
PF2 0.66   
PF3 0.78   
Actual behavior 
AB1 0.91 0.92 0.78 
AB2 0.94   




5.6.2.2 Discriminant Validity Analysis 
Establishing discriminant validity is a step further for confirming the validity 
of the measurement (outer) model. Discriminant validity pertains to the extent 
to which a construct is truly differentiated from other constructs, in terms of 
how much it correlates with other constructs, as well as how many indicators 
represent only a single construct. In other words, in the path model, each 
reflective construct must share more variance with its own indicators than 
with other constructs (Hair et al., 2014).  
To confirm the discriminant validity of the measures of the reflective 
constructs, the method of Fornell and Larcker (1981) was employed. As 
shown in Table 5.12 in the correlation matrix, the square root of the AVEs of 
all reflective constructs replaced the diagonal elements. The criterion 
confirmed the discriminant validity, as the square root of the AVE of each 
construct was higher than for other elements in same row and column. 
The results in Table 5.11 employed the cross-loading criterion. Comparing 
the loadings of each item across the columns/constructs in the matrix shows 
that each indicator loaded higher on its own construct than other constructs in 
all cases. The results confirm that based on the cross-loading criterion, there 
was discriminant validity between all the reflective constructs (Hair et al., 
2014). Up to this stage, all reflective measures were suitable for inclusion in 
the analysis using PLS-SEM, as they met the requirements of content, 
















As shown in Table 5.12, the square root of the AVE for all reflective 
constructs replaced the diagonal elements in the correlation matrix. Based on 
the Fornell-Larcker criterion, the discriminant validity of the reflective 
constructs for this study was confirmed as the diagonal elements for each 
construct were higher than the other elements of the column and row. 
Table 5.12  









Att1 0.90 0.03 27.74 0.00 
Att2 0.95 0.01 132.18 0.00 
Att3 0.65 0.09 6.94 0.00 
Att4 0.61 0.12 5.19 0.00 
Subjective 
norms 
SN1 0.88 0.02 42.02 0.00 
SN2 0.81 0.06 12.86 0.00 
SN4 0.71 0.07 10.53 0.00 
Business 
peers 
BP1 0.90 0.02 57.09 0.00 
BP3 0.79 0.06 14.26 0.00 
BP4 0.78 0.04 17.86 0.00 
Religious 
leaders 
RL1 0.92 0.02 40.76 0.00 
RL3 0.90 0.02 36.85 0.00 
RL4 0.95 0.02 62.34 0.00 











I1 0.91 0.02 42.15 0.00 
I2 0.94 0.01 64.96 0.00 
I3 0.82 0.04 22.69 0.00 
Detection 
risk 
DR1 0.85 0.02 49.01 0.00 
DR2 0.83 0.03 26.43 0.00 
DR3 0.89 0.06 12.72 0.00 
Penalty 
magnitude 
PM1 0.94 0.02 55.19 0.00 
PM2 0.94 0.01 90.45 0.00 
PM3 0.71 0.07 9.76 0.00 
Exchange 
fairness 
EF1 0.97 0.01 160.49 0.00 




VFC1 0.95 0.01 78.35 0.00 




VFB1 0.80 0.08 9.74 0.00 
VFB2 0.93 0.01 90.73 0.00 




HFC1 0.97 0.01 174.29 0.00 




HFB1 0.88 0.36 2.42 0.02 












PF1 0.90 0.02 56.79 0.00 
PF2 0.66 0.11 6.13 0.00 
PF3 0.78 0.05 15.99 0.00 
Actual 
behavior 
AB1 0.91 0.03 33.26 0.00 
AB2 0.94 0.01 94.76 0.00 
AB3 0.79 0.07 12.00 0.00 
 
In Table 5.13, the significance of the factor loadings was confirmed for the 
reflective constructs, as shown in the results reported at a level of significance 
of 0.05, except for HFB2. However, as the study these constructs is at early 
stage in zakah flied, and standard errors are larger in a relatively small sample 
(Noymer, 2008), the item were returned for further analysis since the p value 
of it < 0.1. 
5.6.3 Analysis of the Second-Order Construct 
As indicated earlier, there was one second-order construct in this study: 
fairness. A step before testing the structural model and an important analysis 
is the establishment of the second-order construct. Specifically, it is important 
to check whether the second-order construct (i.e. fairness) is qualified to be 
explained by the first-order constructs (i.e. general fairness, exchange 
fairness, vertical fairness (burden), vertical fairness (benefit), horizontal 
fairness (burden), horizontal fairness (benefit), personal fairness, and 
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administrative fairness). Figure 5.1illustrates the operation of the second-




To perform the analysis of the second-order construct, assessment of the 
validity and reliability was carried out similarly to for the first-order 
constructs. As specified earlier, as the second-order construct was a 
Figure 5.1 
Sketch of the second-order construct 
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multidimensional variable, it was treated as a formative second-order 
construct, following the recommendation of Petter et al. (2007). To evaluate 
the formative construct’s validity and reliability, the same procedures were 
applied as for the formative first-order constructs, in which the path weights, 
t-values, and significance level were checked, as well as multicollinearity 
issues.  
Table 5.13 






Weight T-value P-value 
Fairness 
General fairness 0.22 10.46 0.000 
Exchange fairness 0.19 11.55 0.000 
Vertical fairness 
(burden) 
0.14 11.13 0.000 
Vertical fairness 
(benefit) 
0.22 9.64 0.000 
Horizontal 
fairness (burden) 
0.15 10.23 0.000 
Horizontal 
fairness (benefit) 
0.05 1.76 0.079 
Personal fairness 0.17 10.14 0.000 
Administrative 
fairness 








Establishment of the second-order construct (formative constructs, VIF, 









General fairness 9.44 0.27 3.70 
Exchange fairness 11.13 0.29 3.40 
Vertical fairness 
(burden) 
12.51 0.55 1.82 
Vertical fairness 
(benefit) 
15.37 0.34 2.98 
Horizontal fairness 
(burden) 
19.79 0.42 2.40 
Horizontal fairness 
(benefit) 
16.34 0.65 1.53 
Personal fairness 22.01 0.51 1.97 
Administrative 
fairness 





Tables 5.14 and 5.15 provide evidence and empirical support to retain all first-
order constructs, as the weights were significant at the level of 0.05, which 
confirmed the validity. There were no multicollinearity issues among most of 
the first-order constructs, which confirmed their reliability, except for 
horizontal fairness (benefit) at p<10. However, it was still acceptable (Hair, 
Money, Samouel, & Page, 2007), as this has not previously been tested in the 
zakah area. 
Basically, the results for the second-order construct provided evident to 
support H1: Fairness is a multidimensional construct. Concluding that, the 
second-order construct was appropriate in representing its proposed 
dimensions in the Saudi environment at a more abstract level. 
5.7 Assessment of the Structural Model and Hypothesis Testing 
Procedures 
After testing the measurement model, the PLS algorithm was run to evaluate 
the path model, as shown in Figure 5.2 below. Then, bootstrapping techniques 












The results of the structural model are reported in Table 5.16 according to the 
hypotheses of the study, and established level of significance was at 0.05.  
The results indicate that intention had a significant positive effect on the 
actual behavior, where the beta was 0.62, the t-value was 8.82, and the p-
value was < 0.05, which indicates that the intention of zakah compliance had 
a significant effect on the compliance behavior, supporting H2. For the path 
between detection risk and actual behavior, the results reveal an insignificant 
relationship, as β = 0.08, t-value = 0.94, and p-value > 0.05, which conclude 
that H3 was not supported. H4 was supported, as penalty magnitude had a 
Figure 5.3 




positive and significant effect on actual behavior (β = 0.17, t = 1.94 p = 0.05). 
The effect of attitude toward zakah on zakah compliance intention was found 
to be positive and significant (β = 0.25, t = 0.07, p < 0.05), which supported 
H5.  
Subjective norms were also found to have a positive and significant effect on 
zakah compliance intention (β = 0.18, t = 2.56, p < 0.05), which provides 
evidence to support H6. In addition, the effect of detection risk on intention 
to comply with zakah was found to be insignificant (β = 0.02, t = 0.24, p > 
0.05), which reveals that H7 was not supported. Regarding the effect of 
penalty magnitude on zakah compliance intention, it was positive and 
significant, supporting H8 (β = 0.50, t = 7.33, p < 0.05). The effect of 
business peers and religious leaders on subjective norms was found to be 
positive and significant (β = 0.35, t = 5.59; β = 0.47, t = 5.41, respectively, 
and p < 0.05 for both), supporting H10 and H11. 
The scores of all dimensions (formative first-order constructs) of fairness 
abstract at fairness (second-order construct) were included in the path model 
to represent the effect of the fairness dimensions. The results show that 
fairness had a positive and significant effect on both zakah compliance 
behavior and intention (β = 0.16, t = 2.25; β = 0.43, t = 4.64, respectively, 




















H2 Intention→Behavior 0.62 0.07 8.82 0.00 Supported 
H3 Detection risk↔ 
Behavior 0.08 0.08 0.94 0.35* 
Not 
supported 
H4 Penalty magnitude↔ 
Behavior 0.17 0.09 1.94 0.05 Supported 
H5 Attitude→Intention 0.25 0.07 3.56 0.00 Supported 
H6 Subjective 
norms→Intention 0.18 0.07 2.56 0.01 Supported 
H7 Detection 




magnitude↔Intention 0.50 0.07 7.33 0.00 
Supported 










0.47 0.09 5.41 0.00 Supported 
H12 Fairness↔Attitude 0.43 0.09 4.64 0.00 Supported 





5.7.1 Testing the Mediating Effect of Attitude 
In this study and based on the framework, attitude was proposed to play a 
mediating role between two relationships. In detail, attitude toward zakah 
business compliance behavior was proposed to mediate the relationship 
between subjective norms and zakah compliance intention. In addition, 
attitude toward zakah business compliance behavior was proposed to mediate 
the relationship between fairness and zakah compliance intention. As shown 
in Table 5.17 below, there was a mediating effect of attitude toward zakah 
business compliance behavior on the relationship between subjective norms 
and zakah compliance intention (β = 0.081, t = 2.308, p < 0.05), which 
provides evidence to support H13. Moreover, the mediating effect of attitude 
toward zakah business compliance behavior was found to be significant on 
the relationship between fairness and zakah compliance intention (β = 0.106, 
t = 2.838, p < 0.05), which supported H14. 
According to Hair et al. (2014), the variance accounted for (VAF) is used as 
an indicator of the level of mediation: if the VAF is less than 20%, there is no 
mediation effect; if the VAF is greater than 20% and less than 80%, there is 
partial mediation; and if the VAF is greater than 80%, there is full mediation. 
Based on the results in 5.17, attitude toward zakah business compliance 
behavior partially mediated the relationship between subjective norms and 








5.7.2 Assessment of Variance Explained 
R2 is used to indicate the amount of variance on a dependent variable 
explained by the independent variables. There are various criteria for 
interpreting the level of R2 for endogenous LVs in an inner path model. 
According to Chin (1998b), R2 values of 0.67 are described as substantial, 
while R2 values of 0.33 and 0.19 are described as moderate and weak, 
respectively. Other criteria provided by Cohen (1988) suggest that R2 values 
equal to 0.26, 0.13, and 0.02 are described as substantial, moderate, and weak, 
respectively. As shown in Table 5.18, the R2 values of the endogenous 
variables in this study ranged from 0.45 to 0.68, which indicates that the 
exogenous variables in this study substantially explained the variance of the 
endogenous variables.  
Sixty-two of the variability in actual zakah compliance behavior of the zakah 
payers was explained by zakah compliance intention and penalty magnitude 
where changes in detection risk were not related to the changes in actual zakah 
compliance behavior. For the zakah compliance intention, 68% variance in it 
was explained by zakah system fairness, attitude toward zakah on business 
compliance with zakah authority, subjective norms, and penalty magnitude 
perception, similarly changes in detection risk was not related to zakah 
compliance intention. Attitude toward zakah on business compliance with 
zakah authority was explained at 45% by zakah system fairness and 
subjective norms. Religious leaders and business peers explained subjective 
norms variable by 54%. 
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5.7.3 Predictive Relevance of the Model 
Once the measurement and structural models of the study had been tested, it 
was necessary to evaluate the predictive relevancy/power (i.e. how well the 
model explains the variance of the dependent variables / endogenous 
constructs) (Lowry & Gaskin, 2014). The magnitude of R2 is used to assess 
the predictive relevancy of an endogenous latent variable (Hair et al., 2014). 
Thus, R2 was utilized in this study as an indicator of the predictive power of 
the study’s model. Moreover, the criteria of sample re-use developed by Stone 
(1974) and Geisser (1974) were used to evaluate the predictive relevancy. The 
resampling procedure (so-called blindfolding in PLS-SEM) consists of 
omitting part of the data matrix of the examined endogenous construct, then 
repeatedly estimating the model parameters based on the blindfold omission 
distance; this is another way to determine path significance (Lowry & Gaskin, 
2014). The blindfolding yielded Q2. 
Two forms of Q2 are yielded from a blindfolding procedure: cross-validated 
communality and cross-validated redundancy. Cross-validated redundancy is 
acquired in two steps. First, the scores of the endogenous LVs are estimated 
using the scores of the exogenous LVs. Then, the newly estimated latent 
variable scores are used to estimate the missing manifest variable/indicator 






A value of Q2 above 0 gives evidence that the observed values have been well 
reconstructed and therefore the model has predictive relevance (Henseler, 
Ringle, & Sinkovics, 2009). Based on the results in Table 5.18, the values of 
Q2 of cross-validated communality and cross-validated redundancy confirm 
the predictive relevancy of the study’s model, as all values were above 0. 
Table 5.17 











Actual behavior Endogenous 0.62 0.783 0.482 
Attitude Endogenous 0.45 0.628 0.27 
Intention Endogenous 0.68 0.794 0.542 
Subjective norms Endogenous 0.54 0.645 0.349 
 
5.7.3.1 Effect Size 
The effect size f2 is a measure used to assess the contribution of an exogenous 
variable in R2 value of an endogenous latent variable (Hair et al., 2014). As a 
relative measure of f2 value, as recommended by Cohen (1988), the values of 
0.02, 0.15, and 0.35 show respectively a small, medium, or large effect of an 
exogenous variable on an endogenous variable. 
𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 (𝑓2)  =  
𝑅2 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑑 −  𝑅2 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑑




The effect size was calculated for all four endogenous variables, namely 
actual behavior, intention, attitude, and subjective norms, as shown in Tables 
5.19–5.22, respectively. In Table 5.19, the effect size of each independent 
variable on the actual behavior of zakah compliance shown. There were three 
independent/exogenous variables for the actual behavior 
dependent/exogenous variable, namely intention, detection risk, and penalty 
magnitude. Only intention to comply had an f2 of 0.55, which indicates a large 
effect on the actual behavior of zakah compliance, according to the criteria of 
Cohen (1988). The penalty magnitude variable had a small effect at f2=0.03, 
while detection risk had no effect on the actual behavior variable.  
 
Table 5.18 






R2 Incl. - R2 
Excl. 




Intention 0.623 0.417 0.206 0.377 0.55 
Detection risk 0.623 0.619 0.004 0.377 0.01 
Penalty 
magnitude 







Table 5.20 reports the effect sizes of fairness, attitude, subjective norms, 
detection risk, and penalty magnitude separately on intention to comply. The 
penalty magnitude shows a large effect on intention to comply with zakah at 
f2=0.41. By contrast, fairness, attitude, and subjective norms had a small 
effect on intention to comply at f2=0.04, 0.10, and 0.06, respectively. In 
addition, detection risk had no effect on intention comply. 
Table 5.19 






R2 Incl. - R2 
Excl. 




Fairness 0.682 0.67 0.012 0.318 0.04 
Attitude 0.682 0.65 0.032 0.318 0.10 
Subjective 
norms 
0.682 0.663 0.019 0.318 0.06 
Detection risk 0.682 0.682 0 0.318 0.00 
Penalty 
magnitude 
0.682 0.552 0.13 0.318 0.41 
 
For the effect sizes on attitude, the results in Table 5.21 show that fairness 
had a medium effect on attitude toward zakah compliance behavior at f2=0.24. 













R2 Incl. - R2 
Excl. 
1 - R2 
Incl. 
Effect Size 
Fairness 0.454 0.324 0.13 0.546 0.24 
Subjective 
norms 
0.454 0.379 0.075 0.546 0.14 
 
The effect sizes on subjective norms are reported in Table 5.22. Both business 
peers and religious leaders as referent groups had a medium effect on 
subjective norms at f2=0.18 and 0.32, respectively.  
Table 5.21 






R2 Incl. - R2 
Excl. 






0.543 0.463 0.08 0.457 0.18 
Religious 
leaders 








5.8 Summary of the Findings 
This study utilized the approach of PLS-SEM to answer the research 
questions, meet the research objective, and test the study’s hypotheses. The 
process first involved testing the measurement model, in which the validity 
and reliability were established. In detail, to examine the validity of the 
formative construct items, weights and t-values were used, with heavy 
emphasis on content validity. In addition, reliability was confirmed by testing 
for multicollinearity. Regarding the validity and reliability of the reflective 
constructs, convergent validity and discriminant validity were confirmed, and 
the Cronbach’s alpha and CR values confirmed the reliability of the formative 
constructs.  
In addition, the second-order construct was assessed by applying the same 
procedure used for the formative construct. The result of the second order 
confirm that all eight-proposed dimension of zakah system fairness were 
perceived by zakah payers in Saudi Arabia. Then, the main hypotheses were 
tested, as well as the model’s predictive relevancy. Table 5.23 below contains 






Summary of the results for the hypotheses 
Hypothesis 
No. 
Hypothesis Statement Decision 
H1 Fairness is a multidimensional construct. Supported 
H2 
Behavioral intention is positively related to 
zakah compliance behavior. 
Supported 
H3 









Attitude toward zakah on business is 




Subjective norms are positively related to 
zakah compliance intention. 
Supported 
H7 





Penalty magnitude is positively related to 
zakah compliance intention. 
Supported 
H9 
Fairness is positively related to zakah 
business compliance intention. 
Supported 
H10 








Fairness is positively related to attitude 
toward zakah business compliance behavior 
Supported 
H13 
 Attitude mediates the relationship between 
subjective norms and intention. 
Supported 
H14 
 Attitude mediates the relationship between 





In the following chapter, further discussions of the analysis findings are 
provided in the context of the theories of the study and previous literature on 









This chapter provides a discussion of the research findings and how the 
findings contribute to explain and predict the zakah on business compliance 
behavior, especially in Saudi Arabia. A summary of the present study is 
provided, followed by a discussion of the relationships among the study’s 
variables. Based on the objectives of the study, the results for each hypothesis 
are discussed alongside the supporting theory and related previous studies. In 
addition, the contributions and implications of the study for literature and 
practice are highlighted. Lastly, the limitations of the present study and 
directions for future research are considered. 
6.2 Discussion 
Based on the objectives of this study, the following subsections discuss the 




6.2.1 Multidimensionality of Zakah System Fairness 
Zakah fairness has been acknowledged as one of the basic objectives of zakah 
in most books and articles about zakah (Kahf, 1999). The construct of the 
fairness of the zakah system is subjective and quite general. In this regard, the 
concept provides an informative contribution to understanding the zakah 
system fairness perceptions held by zakah payers toward the zakah system. 
Based on the literature review, especially the tax compliance literature, the 
perception of fairness has been found to be multidimensional (Boulware et 
al., 2007; Azmi & Perumal, 2008; J. M. Farrar, 2011; Gerbing, 1988; Gilligan 
& Richardson, 2005; Greenberg, 1986; Richardson, 2006; N. Saad, 2010; 
Thomas, 2012).  
However, in regard to the zakah literature, it is hard to find a study that 
considers the multidimensionality of fairness in the zakah environment and 
its effect on zakah compliance. Therefore, this study sought to contribute to 
the zakah literature by adapting measurement models for the fairness of zakah 
on business and examining its impact on zakah compliance. This process was 
accomplished with the help of relevant tax fairness models. This process has 
been recommended and empirically proved (Ahmad et al., 2011).  
Recall that the eight adapted fairness dimensions were conceptualized as first-
order constructs, which were a mix of formative and reflective constructs, and 
these dimensions were defined at higher-level formative construct. Based on 
the results of the PLS-SEM provided in Chapter Five H1 was supported. The 
results provide evidence that fairness is a multidimensional construct, and 
consistent with the findings of prior studies on tax fairness (Thomas, 2012; 
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Farrar, 2011; Azmi & Perumal, 2008; Boulware et al., 2007; Gerbing, 1988; 
Gilligan & Richardson, 2005; Greenberg, 1986; Richardson, 2006; Saad, 
2010).  
The results reveal that all proposed fairness dimensions were appropriate and 
relevant to zakah, especially to zakah on business environment in Saudi 
Arabia. The findings of the present study suggest that zakah payers in Saudi 
Arabia perceived fairness as multidimensional. As shown in Table 5.14, 
general fairness and vertical fairness (benefit) had a weight value of 0.22, 
which was the highest among the dimensions of fairness. General fairness 
refers to a zakah payer’s evaluation of the overall fairness of the zakah system, 
while vertical fairness (benefit) refers to the perception held by the zakah 
payer of the fairness of the benefits that zakah recipients receive in relation to 
other zakah recipients in better economic positions. Exchange fairness was 
just as important, as it had a higher weight of 0.19. Exchange fairness refers 
to the fairness of the reciprocal exchanges among zakah payers, the zakah 
system, and beneficiaries. These findings on the multidimensionality of 
fairness make an essential contribution to the body of knowledge.  
Furthermore, general fairness and vertical fairness (benefit) contributed 
greatly to fairness perceptions, so improving these could improve a zakah 
payer’s perception of the fairness of the zakah system. For example, the zakah 
authority should aim to improve the equity perceptions of zakah payers 
toward the distribution of zakah revenue among zakah recipients in different 
economic positions, considering the needs of each level. In addition, zakah 
payers must be convinced that their payments have been distributed fairly to 
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zakah beneficiaries. Additionally, respondents view for fairness dimensions 
were mixed except for vertical fairness (benefit) and administrative fairness 
which were slightly toward negative. This implies zakah authority should 
target improving the zakah payers' perception for the aforementioned 
dimensions of zakah system fairness. 
6.2.2 Behavioral Intention and Zakah Compliance Behavior 
Behavioral intention regarding zakah business compliance was found to 
significantly and positively influence zakah business compliance behavior, as 
reported in Table 5.16 (β = 0.62, t = 8.82, p < 0.05). This result supported 
H2 and is consistent with the TPB and previous studies within the zakah 
compliance literature, in which the relationship between zakah compliance 
intention and zakah compliance behavior was found to be significant and 
positive (Saad et al., 2010; Saad & Haniffa, 2014). It is also consistent with 
studies from different disciplines (Gopi & Ramayah, 2007; Jabari, Othman, 
& Mat, 2012; Langham, Paulsen, & Härtel, 2012; Saad, 2010). 
According to the TPB, behavioral intention is supposed to capture all 
motivational factors that influence actual behavior. Intention indicates how 
hard people are willing to try or how much of an effort they are planning to 
exert in order to perform a behavior. The TPB emphasizes that the stronger 
the intention to perform a behavior, the more likely the performance. In this 
study, intention to comply with zakah on business had a significant effect on 
actual zakah business compliance behavior, as shown in Table 5.19. This fits 
in with the TPB, in which intention is a central factor that captures the 
motivational factors of performing a behavior. The findings also answer the 
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query of Bidin et al. (2009), as it is true that intention is a precursor to actual 
behavior in a zakah environment.  
The results show that compliance behavior of the sole proprietors are 
influenced significantly and positively by intention to comply with zakah on 
business. In addition, respondents' intention to comply with DZIT found mix 
as shown in 5.4 but more laying on positive. However, zakah authority are 
advised to enhance the compliance intention by looking to the factors that has 
significant influence on it. The result of the present study indicates that the 
variance of zakah compliance intention variable was explained at 68% by 
zakah system fairness perceptions, attitude toward zakah on business 
compliance with zakah authority, subjective norms, and penalty magnitude 
perception. 
6.2.3 Detection Risk and Zakah Compliance Behavior 
Based on the findings of this study about the relationship between detection 
risk as an independent variable and zakah compliance behavior as a 
dependent variable, as presented in the previous chapter, detection risk was 
insignificantly related to zakah compliance behavior. Therefore, H3 was not 
supported, as reported in Chapter Five (β = 0.08, t = 0.94, p > 0.05). Previous 
studies have shown mixed results on the effect of detection risk on 
compliance behavior, with the majority finding a significant effect of 
detection risk on compliance behavior especially in the tax compliance 
literature (Kirchler, Muehlbacher, Kastlunger, & Wahl, 2007). However, the 
results of this study are consistent with those of Devos (2009), Alm, 
McClelland, and Schulze (1992), and Gërxhani and Schram (2006), where 
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the latter found an insignificant relationship only for an Albanian group of 
respondents. 
However, one of the reasons that could explain the insignificance of detection 
risk in influencing the compliance behavior and intention of sole proprietors 
is the current practice of the DZIT, in which the presumptive method for 
determining due zakah is extensively used, especially with zakah payers who 
have not submitted audited financial statements. As shown in the 
demographic information in Table 5.3, more than 70% (i.e. Personally 44% 
and Management service 29%) of the sole proprietors who participated in this 
study had no audited financial statements. However, according to the current 
procedure applied by the DZIT, they are subject to the presumptive method 
for calculating the due zakah in which the auditor calculates zakah based on 
fixed procedure. Therefore, zakah payers would have advance knowledge 
about zakah due and, as a result, the possibility of being audited is not 
applicable to them under this method.  
The inadequate number of professional accountants working with the DZIT 
(Al-Balawi, 2009) is contributing to the extensive use of the presumptive 
method for zakah calculation, rather than the financial statement method. In 
fact, it is most likely due to the procedure that the DZIT employs to assess the 
due zakah of sole proprietors, in which little effort is expended to investigate 
the actual due zakah and to audit the zakah forms submitted by sole 
proprietors. Furthermore, almost 50% of the respondents had been running 
their businesses for less than five years; this could indicate that they had no 
or little experience of being audited by the DZIT. Therefore, the 
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measurements employed in this study to predict detection risk were to some 
extent accurate, as they reflect the realistic situation of audit practices for 
zakah on business in Saudi Arabia. 
However, improving perceptions of the detection risk or the probability of 
being audited is a must for the zakah authority in Saudi Arabia in order to 
gain more zakah compliance and consequently more zakah revenue. 
Therefore, the DZIT must invest in the acquisition of professional 
accountants, improve audit procedures, and, most importantly, invest in 
transforming all that into a higher detection risk perception.  
6.2.4 Penalty Magnitude and Zakah Compliance Behavior 
Penalty magnitude is among the important factors that could influence 
people’s zakah compliance behavior. However, it has been ignored in the 
zakah compliance literature, as discussed earlier. The findings of this study 
reveal that the perception of the magnitude of the penalties associated with 
non-compliant behavior was significant and had a positive effect on the zakah 
compliance behavior among sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia, as shown in 
Table 5.16 (β = 0.17, t = 1.94, p < 0.05). Therefore, H4 was supported. This 
result is consistent with theories and previous studies conducted in tax 
environments (Benk et al., 2011; Cummings et al., 2009; Efebera et al., 2004; 
Maciejovsky et al., 2001; Smart, 2012; Witte & Woodbury, 1985).  
In this regard, an increase in perceptions of business activity restrictions and 
prevention of running some business activities as penalties associated with 
zakah non-compliant behavior would significantly increase the zakah 
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compliance behavior of sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia. This finding 
highlights the significance of penalty perceptions in shaping zakah business 
compliance behavior. One of the ways to increase penalty magnitude 
perceptions is publishing news in public/social media about noncompliant 
zakah payer's name and action taken against him/her.    
6.2.5 Attitude Toward Zakah on Business and Zakah Compliance 
Intention 
Attitude toward zakah business compliance behavior was found to have a 
significant and positive effect on zakah business compliance intention, as 
reported in Chapter Five (β = 0.25, t = 3.56, p < 0.05). Therefore, H5 was 
supported. This result is consistent with the extant theory, and previous 
studies have applied the theory in the zakah environment in countries other 
than Saudi Arabia, for example in Malaysia (Bidin & Idris, 2007; Bidin et al., 
2009; Saad et al., 2010; Saad & Haniffa, 2014) and Indonesia (Huda et al., 
2012). Furthermore, the result is consistent with previous studies in various 
fields (Amin, 2013; Bhattacherjee, 2000; Bidin & Shamsudin, 2013; Gopi & 
Ramayah, 2007; Hai & See, 2011; Hung et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2013; Pavlou 
& Chai, 2002).  
The intentions of sole proprietors to comply with zakah on business in Saudi 
Arabia could be explained by zakah payers’ favorability toward the outcomes 
of complying with the zakah authority. If a zakah payer feels that it is 
favorable to comply with the zakah authority, this influences their intention 
positively. This result provides empirical evidence about the importance of 
attitude in forming zakah compliance intention and subsequently in shaping 
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zakah compliance behavior. This validates the practical utility of the proposed 
model of the present study. 
6.2.6 Subjective Norms and Zakah Compliance Intention 
It is proposed by the TPB that human behavioral intention is influenced by 
perceived social pressure (i.e. subjective norms). In the present study, this 
was hypothesized as H6, which states that subjective norms positively 
influence zakah compliance intention. Based on the findings of this study, H6 
was supported. Subjective norms were found to be significantly and 
positively related to zakah compliance intention (β = 0.18, t = 2.56, p < 0.05). 
This result is in line with previous studies conducted in zakah environments 
(Bidin and Md Idris, 2007; Bidin et al., 2009; Huda et al., 2012; Saad & 
Haniffa, 2014), as well as with previous studies in different disciplines (Amin, 
2013; Bhattacherjee, 2000; Bidin & Shamsudin, 2013; Gopi & Ramayah, 
2007; Hung et al., 2006; Jebarajakirthy et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2013; Pavlou 
& Chai, 2002).  
Perceived social pressure by a significant other to comply with the zakah 
authority influences the compliance intention of a zakah payer. This may be 
due to human nature, as we value important others’ opinions and seek their 
advice in making many decisions. This explanation conforms with Rouibah's 




6.2.7 Detection Risk and Zakah Compliance Intention 
Based on the findings about the relationship between detection risk as an 
independent variable and zakah compliance intention as a dependent variable, 
as presented in the previous chapter, detection risk was insignificantly related 
to zakah compliance intention. Therefore, H7 was not supported, as reported 
in Chapter Five (β = 0.02, t = 0.24, p > 0.05).  
However, the influence of detection risk on compliance behavior has been 
found to be significant in many previous studies, especially in the tax 
compliance literature (Kirchler et al., 2007). Nonetheless, as mentioned 
earlier, the results of this study in this regard are consistent with those of 
Devos (2009), Alm, McClelland, and Schulze (1992), and Gërxhani and 
Schram (2006), where the latter found an insignificant relationship only for 
an Albanian group of respondents. 
Basically, the influence of detection risk on zakah compliance intention is 
driven by the current practices of the zakah authority, in which the actual audit 
rates are represented in the perceptions of detection risk held by the zakah 
payers. The findings pertaining to the insignificance of detection risk in 
influencing the compliance intention of sole proprietors may be because of 
the extensive use of the presumptive method by the DZIT in calculating owed 
zakah. Based on this method, there is little or no probability for zakah payers 
to be audited; as a result, detection risk has no influence on zakah compliance 
intention and behavior. 
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The inadequate number of professional accountants working with the DZIT 
(Al-Balawi, 2009) is contributing to the extensive use of the presumptive 
method for zakah calculation, rather than the financial statement method. In 
fact, it is most likely due to the procedure that the DZIT employs to assess the 
due zakah of sole proprietors, in which little effort is expended to investigate 
the actual due zakah and to audit the zakah forms submitted by sole 
proprietors. Furthermore, almost 50% of the respondents had been running 
their businesses for less than five years; this could indicate that they had no 
or little experience of being audited by the DZIT.  
As discussed in Section 6.3.3, improving perceptions of the detection risk or 
the probability of being audited is necessary for the zakah authority in Saudi 
Arabia in order to gain more zakah compliance and consequently more zakah 
revenue. Therefore, the DZIT must invest in the acquisition of professional 
accountants, improve audit procedures, and, most importantly, invest in 
transforming all that into higher detection risk perception. 
6.2.8 Penalty Magnitude and Zakah Compliance Intention 
As discussed earlier, penalty magnitude was hypothesized to influence zakah 
business compliance intention, as stated in H8. The findings of this study 
supported H10 and reveal that perceptions of the penalty magnitude 
associated with zakah non-compliant behaviors had a significant and positive 
effect on zakah compliance intention (β = 0.50, t = 7.33, p < 0.05). This result 
is in line with previous studies in other fields (Benk et al., 2011; Cummings, 
Martinez-Vazquez, McKee, & Torgler, 2009; Efebera et al., 2004; Witte & 
Woodbury, 1985). This implies that a sole proprietor’s intention to comply 
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with the zakah authority is influenced positively and significantly by his or 
her perception of the penalty magnitude associated with non-compliant 
behavior in Saudi Arabia. The findings suggest that an increase in the 
perceived severity or magnitude of penalties could substantially increase 
zakah payers’ intentions to comply with the zakah authority.  
The DZIT’s refusal to issue a zakah certificate is the first penalty that the 
DZIT uses to penalize non-compliant sole proprietors. Based on the findings, 
sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia care a great deal about the zakah certificate 
because they perceive that without it their business activities could decrease 
as a penalty for non-compliant behavior. The perception of penalty magnitude 
is among the most important factors affecting sole proprietors’ compliance 
behavior and intention. In the context of this study, the influence of penalty 
magnitude could be maximized if the audit procedure were changed to 
function effectively (i.e. as soon as detection risk is significant). 
6.2.9 Fairness and Zakah Compliance Intention 
As discussed earlier, all fairness dimensions were operationalized at a higher 
level of abstraction (i.e. a single multidimensional second-order construct). 
The results of the analysis of the second-order construct confirm retuning all 
selected fairness dimensions. Fairness was hypothesized to influence 
behavioral intention, as in H9. Based on the results, fairness was found to 
have a significant and positive effect on sole proprietors’ intention to comply 
with the zakah authority (β = 0.16, t = 2.25, p < 0.05). Therefore, H9 was 
supported. Thus, zakah payers’ perceptions of the zakah system’s fairness 
were one of the important factors influencing the intention to comply with the 
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zakah authority. One of the main objectives of zakah itself is to establish 
fairness within the Muslim community, so the zakah system implemented in 
Saudi Arabia is supposed to achieve this objective. Thus, zakah payers’ 
concerns about the zakah authority’s achievement of this objective and their 
perceptions about the zakah authority’s implementation of fairness are 
influencing their intention to comply with the zakah authority. 
These findings are in line with previous studies in other disciplines 
(Cummings et al., 2004; Torgler & Schneider, 2007; Tsakumis et al., 2007). 
The findings of this study indicate that perceptions of the fairness of the zakah 
system significantly and positively influence sole proprietors’ zakah business 
compliance intention. In addition, sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia consider 
zakah system fairness dimensions when evaluating the zakah system’s 
fairness. 
6.2.10 Business Peers and Subjective Norms 
This study hypothesized that business peers as a referent group influence 
subjective norms toward zakah business compliance behavior, as stated in 
H7. Based on the results provided in Chapter Five, business peers were found 
to have a significant and positive effect on subjective norms (β = 0.35, t = 
5.59, p < 0.05). This result supported H1. However, Bidin and Idris’s (2007) 
study on zakah income compliance found that peer groups were not related to 
zakah compliance intention. Nevertheless, this study used more-specific 
peers (business peers) of the referent, and this group was regressed to 




The results of this study provide empirical evidence regarding the significant 
portion of perceived social pressure toward complying with the zakah 
authority that comes from business peers. This implies that the opinions of 
business peers are valued by zakah payers, which to a significant degree 
reflects that social pressure likely influences zakah compliance intention and 
behavior. The effect of business peers on subjective norms highlights the 
importance of this group in determining the compliance behavior of sole 
proprietors in Saudi Arabia. 
6.2.11 Religious Leaders and Subjective Norms 
The other referent group was religious leaders, who were hypothesized to 
influence subjective norms, as in H8. The results of this study indicate that 
religious leaders were found to have a significant and positive influence on 
subjective norms (β = 0.47, t = 5.41, p < 0.05). Thus, H11 was supported. 
This implies that sole proprietors may refer to a religious leader concerning 
their business compliance with the zakah authority, and therefore the support, 
opinions, or advice of religious leaders could influence compliance behavior.  
This could be explained as zakah is actually a kind of worship, and religious 
leaders are normally the group with the legitimacy to explain and deliver 
Allah’s orders (Rasheed & Padela, 2013). Based on these findings, within the 
community, religious leaders’ support, opinions, and advice are valued 
among sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia and were found to have a significant 
influence on subjective norms. 
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6.2.12 Fairness and Attitude 
Fairness was also hypothesized to influence attitude toward zakah business 
compliance behavior, as stated in H12. Similar to the results for fairness and 
compliance intention, H12 was supported. The relationship between these 
two variables was found to be significant and positive (β = 0.43, t = 4.64, p 
< 0.05). This result is consistent with previous studies (N. Saad, 2010; Smart, 
2012).Perceptions of the zakah system’s fairness are an essential element that 
may influence the attitude of zakah payers toward compliance with the zakah 
authority. Zakah system fairness consists of eight dimensions, as discussed 
earlier. Together, these dimensions have a positive and significant influence 
on attitude toward zakah business compliance behavior in Saudi Arabia.  
The findings suggest that an increase in fairness perceptions of the zakah 
system would increase the favorability of complying with the zakah authority. 
The findings also provide empirical evidence from Saudi Arabia that sole 
proprietors’ perceptions of the zakah system’s fairness positively and 
significantly influence their attitude toward compliance with the DZIT. 
Therefore, attitude toward compliance with the zakah authority would be 
more positive if zakah payers perceived the zakah system employed by the 




6.2.13 Mediating Role of Attitude Between Subjective Norms and 
Compliance Intention 
In order to answer the study’s question and meet the research objective 
regarding the role of attitude in mediating the relationship between subjective 
norms and intention, the mediating effect of attitude was examined, as can be 
seen in Chapter Five. In Table 5.17, at the 0.05 level of significance, attitude 
was found to significantly, positively, and partially mediate the relationship 
between subjective norms and compliance intention (β = 0.08, t = 2.30, p < 
0.05). Therefore, H13 was supported, based on the bootstrapping method and 
Baron and Kenny’s (1986) method. 
This finding is consistent with previous studies on zakah (Bidin et al., 2009) 
and in other fields (Akkuş & Erdem, 2013; Chang, 1998; Han et al., 2010; 
Taylor & Todd, 1995). This finding provides stronger explanatory power of 
the formulation of sole proprietors’ compliance intention with the zakah 
authority in Saudi Arabia. The psychological process tells us that that sole 
proprietors’ beliefs of significant others’/groups’ preferences toward their 
zakah business compliance help them to make positive evaluations on the 
outcome of complying with the zakah authority, consequently strengthening 




6.2.14 Mediating Role of Attitude Between Fairness and 
Compliance Intention 
As discussed earlier, attitude was hypothesized to mediate the relationship 
between fairness and compliance intention, and fairness was operationalized 
as a second-order construct. Based on the results in Table 5.17 in Chapter 
Five, H14 was supported, according to the bootstrapping method and Baron 
and Kenny's (1986) method (β = 0.10, t = 2.83, p < 0.05). As expected, 
attitude toward zakah business compliance behavior was found to have a 
positive, significant, and partially mediating effect on the relationship 
between fairness and zakah compliance intention. 
The findings obtained in the present study confirm that sole proprietors are 
more willing to comply with the zakah authority if they perceive that the 
zakah system is fair; hence, this perception of fairness is partially mediated 
by their evaluation of the outcomes of paying zakah on business income to 
the zakah authority. 
6.3 Summary of the Study 
The role of zakah has been acknowledged to be vital in funding the poor and 
needy within Muslim communities. It has been said in Saudi Arabia and 
elsewhere that zakah on business could maximize zakah revenue greatly, 
consequently helping in achieving zakah goals. However, the present study 
was motivated by the phenomenon of low zakah collection in Saudi Arabia. 
Additionally, the scarcity of studies on zakah business compliance, especially 
in Saudi Arabia, emphasized the need to conduct this study. Although there 
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is a body in Saudi Arabia (i.e. the DZIT) that is responsible for collecting 
zakah, and the Saudi government obligates businesses to pay full zakah to the 
DZIT, the level of zakah collected is still lower than desired. Therefore, a 
higher level of compliance among zakah payers is required to close this gap.  
The research framework of the present study was developed to prompt 
powerful prediction of zakah business compliance behavior, especially in the 
context of Saudi Arabia. The research framework was developed based on the 
TPB and thus using its constructs (actual behavior, behavioral intention, 
attitude, subjective norms, and PBC). Fairness, as an emerging factor from 
equity theory, was incorporated with the TPB. Detection risk and penalty 
magnitude, as the dominating variables in deterrence theory, were 
operationalized as the PBC construct within the TPB framework. Further, 
religious leaders and business peers were considered in the present research 
framework as important referent groups that influence the compliance 
behavior.  
The objectives of this study were set to identify the antecedents of zakah 
business compliance behavior among sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia. Seven 
sub-objectives were set as follows: (1) To determine the underlying 
dimensions of zakah system fairness among sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia. 
(2) To examine whether the zakah compliance behavior of sole proprietors in 
Saudi Arabia is determined by zakah compliance intention and PBC. (3) To 
determine whether the zakah compliance intention of sole proprietors in Saudi 
Arabia is affected by zakah system fairness, attitude toward zakah 
compliance, subjective norms, and PBC. (4) To determine whether the zakah 
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system fairness influences attitude toward zakah compliance. (5) To 
determine the influence of business peers and religious leaders as referent 
groups on subjective norms. (6) To determine whether attitude toward zakah 
compliance mediates the relationship between fairness and compliance 
intention. (7) To determine whether attitude toward zakah compliance 
mediates the relationship between subjective norms and compliance 
intention. 
As a result of the literature review, a model of zakah business compliance in 
Saudi Arabia was proposed, and the relationships among the variables were 
hypothesized. The study implemented a quantitative approach and tested the 
hypothesized relationships. All measurement items in this study were adapted 
from previous studies, as summarized in Table 4.2. A five-point Likert scale 
was used to measure the study’s items. The study design was cross-sectional; 
it employed a questionnaire and collected data from sole proprietors in the 
Makkah administrative region through a mail survey. A total of 125 responses 
were used for the analysis. The study adopted the PLS-SEM approach in order 
to handle the data analysis. The outcome of the study generalizable to the 
targeted population with caution to the stated limitations. 
The present study produced numerous interesting findings regarding zakah 
business compliance behavior, as discussed in the remainder of this chapter. 
Overall, the applicability of the research framework has been evident in the 
environment of zakah on business in Saudi Arabia. As shown in Table 5.18, 
the R2 values of the dependent variables in this study ranged from 0.45 to 
0.68, which points out that the independent variables in this study 
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substantially explained the variance of the dependent variables. For instance, 
62% of the zakah compliance behavior of sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia 
was explained by zakah compliance intention and penalty magnitude.   
6.4 Implications of the Study 
It is worth pointing out that theories are shaped by practice and 
consequentially influence the enhancement of new practices, which in turn 
are the basis for the development of new theories and practices. The present 
study utilized the TPB, a well-known theory within the field of psychology, 
and incorporated equity theory and deterrence theory to understand the zakah 
business compliance behavior of sole proprietors in the context of Saudi 
Arabia. The findings reveal that the proposed model of this study is applicable 
and useful to determine the antecedents of zakah on business compliance 
behavior.  
The present study, to the present date, is unique in kind and context. This 
study was conducted in Saudi Arabia to examine the combination of equity 
and deterrence theories in the decomposed TPB to understand the 
determinants of zakah business compliance behavior among sole proprietors. 
Furthermore, this study attempted to expand the existing knowledge in the 
literature by examining the mediating effect of attitude on the relationship 
between subjective norms and intention, and the relationship between fairness 
and intention, using the approach of SEM-PLS. As a result, many 
implications for the literature and practice emerged from this study, which are 
discussed in the following subsections. Additionally, the limitations of this 
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study are highlighted and several suggestions for future research are 
presented. 
6.4.1 Contributions to the Literature 
This study has extended the knowledge regarding the factors influencing 
zakah compliance behavior, particularly in the Saudi Arabia context and for 
Muslim countries in general.  
First, the presented study has established the multidimensionality of zakah 
system fairness and has demonstrated the importance of this fairness in 
explaining and predicating zakah compliance behavior, specifically through 
influencing zakah payers’ attitude toward zakah business compliance 
behavior and zakah compliance intention. In addition, the zakah system 
fairness dimensions employed in this study were basically adapted from the 
tax compliance literature. Moreover, this study has contributed to the 
literature by examining the indirect effect of fairness on compliance intention 
through attitude. As a result of the examinations of the multidimensionality 
of zakah system fairness and its role in influencing zakah payers’ compliance 
behavior, knowledge of the factors forming zakah compliance behavior has 
been expanded. 
Second, this study has contributed to the literature by re-examining the 
applicability of the TPB in a zakah environment. However, the application of 
the TPB in this study was extended in order to best fit the context of zakah 
business compliance behavior among sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia. PBC 
was decomposed into detection risk and penalty magnitude as a result of 
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incorporating deterrence theory. In fact, this is considered a vital contribution 
of this study to the zakah literature. 
Further, this study has made a contribution to the knowledge regarding 
business peers’ significance among the important others who influence zakah 
payers’ subjective norms regarding zakah business compliance behavior. In 
general, business peers benchmark or are benchmarked by each other, and 
their practices and expectations influence one another. For this reason, this 
study examined the influence of business peers as a referent group on the 
subjective norms regarding zakah on business compliance with the zakah 
authority. The findings of this study pertaining to the role of business peers 
make an important contribution to the literature on the TPB and on zakah 
business compliance behavior. 
As zakah is a type of worship and is basically performed for obeying Allah 
(God) and religious leaders are the group permitted to deliver Allah’s 
opinions, they can argue whether paying zakah to the zakah authority is 
forbidden or permissible. In this vein, this study examined the influence of 
the religious leaders as a referent group on the subjective norms about 
business compliance with the zakah authority. The results of this study make 
an important contribution to the literature regarding the role of religious 
leaders within the TPB and within zakah business compliance behavior.  
Furthermore, the model of the present study was found to be significant in 
predicating and explaining zakah on business compliance behavior. Due to 
the limitations of previous studies on zakah on business compliance behavior, 
the model of this study significantly contributes to the zakah literature. In 
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detail, the TPB was extended by deterrence theory and the adapted zakah 
system fairness model, taking into consideration the values of zakah and the 
zakah environment in Saudi Arabia. The final model provides significant 
predictive power for compliance behavior toward zakah on business among 
sole proprietors in Saudi Arabia. 
To conclude, to the researcher’s knowledge, fairness dimensions, business 
peers, religious leaders, detection risk, and penalty magnitude, to some extent, 
have been exclusively introduced to the zakah literature by this study, which 
investigated zakah on business compliance behavior in Saudi Arabia. In 
general, this study endorses the applicability and suitability of the proposed 
model in the context of mandatory zakah compliance elsewhere. However, in 
the context of voluntary zakah compliance, the TRA and some dimensions of 
fairness might be applicable.  
6.4.2 Practical Contributions 
Auditing zakah payers may not always be cost-effective because the zakah 
revenue ultimately collected could be largely affected by the cost of the 
auditing itself. Even though the zakah authority has the right to collect zakah, 
extreme enforcement actions might be interpreted as excessively oppressive. 
However, without enforcement, compliance might be limited. Therefore, 
based on the findings of this study, best practice for the zakah authority would 
be to address the four core elements mentioned below. 
First, this study highlighted eight significant dimensions of zakah system 
fairness that zakah payers may consider during the zakah compliance 
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decision. Therefore, zakah authorities, especially in Saudi Arabia, should 
concentrate on improving these dimensions of zakah system fairness when 
they implement or plan any zakah system amendments; they should also 
review the current status of the zakah system related to these dimensions of 
fairness. Overall fairness of the zakah system, the fairness of the distribution 
of the zakah funds among zakah beneficiaries and the allocation of zakah 
burdens among zakah payers, including the procedures employed, are 
important aspects of the perceived fairness of a zakah system. Furthermore, 
the significance of zakah system fairness is highlighted in influencing zakah 
payers’ compliance behavior through attitude toward zakah compliance and 
compliance intention.  
Second, the evaluation of the outcomes of complying with the zakah authority 
as favorable or unfavorable must be steered toward favorability. The 
behavioral beliefs regarding complying with the zakah authority should 
express satisfaction and confidence. In other words, an absence or lack of 
confidence and satisfaction associated with complying with the zakah 
authority among zakah payers is an indicator of potential low levels of zakah 
compliance.  
Third, zakah payers strongly consider the opinions of important people within 
the community, especially religious leaders and business peers, regarding the 
zakah on business compliance with the zakah authority. These opinions may 
produce pressure on zakah payers and somehow guide their compliance 
behavior. Therefore, if the zakah authority desires to gain a high level of 
zakah compliance among zakah payers, a significant degree of positive 
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opinions toward the behavior of complying with the zakah authority is needed 
among zakah payers and community members, especially religious leaders 
and business peers.  
Fourth, rather than auditing each zakah payer to ensure a high level of 
compliance, the perceived level of probability of auditing and the magnitude 
of penalties associated with zakah non-compliance should be increased, as 
perceptions of these have a significant effect on the compliance intention and 
behavior of zakah payers. In other words, the zakah payers’ perceptions of 
the detection risk and penalty magnitude associated with non-compliant 
behavior should be increased in order to raise the level of compliance among 
zakah payers, rather than raising the objective number of zakah audits and the 
non-compliance penalties.  
However, the current practice of the DZIT in this study’s scenario seems to 
have eliminated the influence of detection risk on zakah compliance behavior 
and intention. Currently, for zakah payers who do not submit audited financial 
statements, the procedure is to estimate the due zakah, rather than audit the 
financial statements. In other words, if a zakah payer submits a zakah form 
without an audited financial statement, the zakah authority tends to 
subjectively determine the due zakah, in which no significant audit activities 
are done by the DZIT. Therefore, the possibility of a business being audited 
is lower. Thus, to rectify this situation, the DZIT is recommended to invest in 
acquiring professional auditors and implementing high-tech zakah revenue 
calculations. However, what is more important is the transformation of these 
investments into a higher detection risk perceived by zakah payers. 
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Additionally, zakah authorities in Saudi Arabia or elsewhere are encouraged 
to revisit their audit objectives and monitor audit practices, because the 
objectives must be toward increasing the compliance level among zakah 
payers and audit practices should be in line with the objectives. 
Moreover, zakah charities in any country could also benefit from the findings 
of this study when struggling for excellence in zakah collection. However, 
they should consider a model based on the TRA rather than the TPB in order 
to understand zakah compliance behavior, as compliance with zakah charities 
is commonly a voluntary behavior.  
Finally, a behavioral intervention for maximizing zakah compliance should 
be designed based on the aforementioned factors. The intervention’s purpose, 
according to the theory, would be to change the beliefs that underlie these 
factors, as these beliefs ultimately guide the performance of the behavior.  
The zakah authority may consider a number of methods for efficient 
behavioral interventions that could result in stronger compliance intention 
and behavior. These could include persuasive communications (J. Hasseldine, 
Hite, James, & Toumi, 2007) in the form of social media broadcasts that aim 
to change beliefs regarding: the zakah system’s fairness, paying due zakah to 
the DZIT, and encouraging others to pay due zakah to the DZIT. They could 
also include maximizing the ability of the zakah system to detect non-
compliant zakah payers and increasing the penalty severity. Perhaps 
persuasive communications in the form of TV shows, newspaper 
advertisements, or direct SMSs to zakah payers’ cell phones may also work. 
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6.5 Limitations of the Study 
In spite of the fact that this study has provided quite good insights and several 
contributions to the zakah literature, there were a number of limitations that 
should be considered when discussing the results of the present study.  
First, the scope of this study was limited to sole proprietors in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia (i.e. the individual level), while other groups of zakah payers 
(i.e. the organizational level) were not included, such as limited liability and 
limited partnership companies. This limitation could reduce the 
generalizability of the results of this study for other types of zakah payers. 
However, sole proprietors represent the majority and least compliant group 
of zakah payers among the groups subject to mandatory compliance with the 
DZIT.  
The second limitation pertained to the methodological approach in that this 
study adopted a cross-sectional research design in order to examine the 
relationships among variables at a single point of time. A time gap can change 
human psychological aspects. In fact, a longitudinal research design could 
generate better results than the cross-sectional research design applied in this 
study. In line with this approach, the conclusions revealed in this study cannot 





In fact, the study concluded the significance and directions of the 
relationships among the variables at one point in time. For instance, if a zakah 
payer had recently observed a negative image of the zakah system’s fairness 
before being surveyed, after a period of time, he or she may have forgotten 
that image, thus altering his or her perception of the zakah system’s fairness. 
Therefore, studying the relationships among variables at a single moment of 
time leads to less accuracy. Thus, a longitudinal design of study is 
recommended to investigate the cause–effect relationships among the study’s 
variables on zakah compliance. 
Third, due to the small sample size in the present study, the predictive power 
of the zakah compliance model could be limited. Even with this limitation, 
the zakah compliance model developed in this study has shown a good ability 
to explain and predict, to some extent, zakah payers’ compliance behavior, as 
the approach of PLS-SEM was employed. Further validation of the model 
using a larger sample size is desirable in future studies. 
Finally, an important limitation of the study was the lack of previous studies 
applying the same underpinning theories in Saudi Arabia. The scarcity of 
similar studies limited the researcher’s ability to compare the results of this 
study with those of other studies in the same context. In other words, to the 
researcher’s knowledge, no studies had previously examined a similar model 
in the context of zakah in Saudi Arabia. Therefore, the findings of this study 




Even with the limitations above, the findings of the present study are still 
valid to explain and predict zakah payers’ compliance behavior for zakah on 
business in Saudi Arabia and accordingly provide some insightful details for 
the zakah authorities in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere on how to address issues 
related to enhancing the compliance behavior of zakah payers. 
6.6 Recommendations for Future Research 
This study has created various prospects for future studies to further examine 
some important areas of zakah compliance. First, there is a need to further 
validate the acceptability and applicability of the zakah compliance 
conceptual model developed in this study in future studies, in which empirical 
testing of the study’s variables should be carried out in different contexts, 
such as among corporate zakah payers or other types of zakah payers. 
Second, a longitudinal research design would be ideal to understand the 
causal relationships among the study’s variables, which could not be yielded 
by the cross-sectional research design of the present study.  
Third, the R2 values reported in this study show that there are other additional 
variables that might contribute in shaping zakah compliance behavior in 
Saudi Arabia, especially among sole proprietors. Therefore, future studies are 





Fourth, alternative approaches, such as persuasive communications, 
dedicated to encouraging zakah payers’ compliance behavior might be an 
optimal solution, as found in the tax literature (J. Hasseldine et al., 2007). 
However, this needs to be empirically proven in a zakah environment. 
Moreover, the influence of governance and its quality have an observable 
impact on tax compliance (Cummings et al., 2009). Therefore, future studies 
should discuss the issues of zakah compliance in light of zakah governance.  
Fifth, the present study employed a quantitative research method for data 
collection. Therefore, it is recommended for future studies to apply qualitative 
techniques for data collection, such as observation, in-depth interviews, and 
projective methods or triangulation, so the researchers can understand the 











The findings from this study provide interesting insights into the factors that 
affect zakah compliance behavior, especially zakah on business among sole 
proprietors in Saudi Arabia. Indeed, ensuring a high level of zakah 
compliance would be a major element of increasing zakah revenue for the 
country. Even though the issue of zakah compliance is still very important, 
the issue has not been given adequate attention within the literature.  
This study has contributed to the emerging body of knowledge and has 
extended the continuing trend of research on zakah compliance carried out 
based on the TRA and the TPB. Further, this study combined the TPB with 
deterrence theory and the theory of equity to develop a conceptual model in 
order to explain the phenomenon and then tested the proposed model 
empirically. The results from this study have been discussed based on 
theories, previous studies, and the context of zakah on business in Saudi 
Arabia. Limitations and contributions have been highlighted, as well as 
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University Utara Malaysia 
College of Business 
Questionnaire about Zakah on Business Compliance among 
Sole Proprietors in Saudi Arabia 
Dear valued respondent, 
I am a doctoral candidate in the Colleague of Business at Universiti Utara Malaysia 
(UUM) under the supervision of Associated Professor Dr. Zainol Bin Bidin. The 
questionnaire is about your perception towards business zakah payment to DZIT.  
The purpose of this survey is to understand the factors that influence the compliance 
toward paying zakah on business to DZIT in Saudi Arabia.  
I am seeking your assistance in completing the questionnaire attached as this study 
is important for me, the zakah literature, and for improving zakah administration in 
Saudi Arabia. Your participation is completely voluntary. Your response will be 
treated confidentially and for the academic purpose only. 
Completing the survey should not take more than 10 minutes at most.  
For more information about the study please do not hesitate to email me at 
mushari787@gmail.com, or instead call me (Saudi Arabia: 00966509662280\ 
Malaysia: 0060173938695).   
Thank you for your cooperation. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
Alosaimi Mushari Hamdan 
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SECTION A: Demographic Information  
Please place an (√) in the block that relates to you.  
Gender: Your age: 
Male 
 




21 – 30 years 
 
 31 – 40 years 
 




51 – 60 years 
 
Intermediate level  
 







How many years you run your 
business? Bachelor's degree  








11 – 20 years  
 
Type of your business:  More than 20 years  
 






Food and beverage 
 
Estimated annual income from your 




Less than 200,000 SAR. 
 
Other (please specify)  200,001 SAR – 500,000 SAR. 
 
  500,001 SAR – 3 million SAR. 
 
 More than 3 million – to 5 
million. 
 




 More than 10 million SAR. 
 
Where did you pay your due 
business zakah? 
Who prepare zakah form? 
DZIT Personally 
Other channels Management service 
DZIT and  Other channels Certified Public Accountant 











SECTION B:  
Please indicate your opinion for the below statements by circling 
appropriate number/answer. There are no right or wrong answers, just your 
opinion. Your privacy will be protected, and all responses will be reported 


















1 I am pleased to pay zakah on business to the DZIT because by 
doing so I am fulfilling my responsibility. 
 
2 I am confident that zakah on business needs to be paid to the DZIT 
when one has met its conditions. 
 
3 I would be upset if I did not pay my business zakah to the DZIT.  




















People who influence my behavior believe that I should pay 
business zakah to the DZIT. 
 
2 
People who are important to me prefer me to pay business zakah 
to the DZIT. 
 
3 
People whose opinions I value advise me not to pay business 
zakah to the DZIT. 
 
4 
People who are close to me support me in paying business zakah 
























1 Business peers think that I should pay zakah on business to the 
DZIT. 
 
2 Business peers agree that I should not pay zakah on business to 
the DZIT. 
 
3 Business peers advise me to pay zakah on business to the DZIT.  






















1 The religious leaders who influence me believe that I should pay 
zakah on business to the DZIT. 
 
2 The religious leaders whose fatwas I follow disapprove of my 
zakah on business payment to the DZIT. 
 
3 The religious leaders who are important to me support me in 
paying zakah on business to the DZIT. 
 
4 The religious leaders whose opinions I value advise me not to 






























1 I will pay zakah on business to the DZIT this year (Insha’Allah).  
2 I intend to pay zakah on business to the DZIT every year 
(Insha’Allah).  
 
3 I would contact the DZIT to pay zakah on additional business if I 
had any. 
 





















1 The DZIT would find out if I didn’t pay some zakah on business.  
2 It is very likely that the DZIT would find out if I didn’t pay some 
zakah on business. 
 
3 It is very unlikely that I would be caught by the DZIT if I didn’t 



































1 I would be in serious trouble if I did not pay some zakah on 
business to the DZIT. 
 
2 I would be severely punished if I did not pay some zakah on 
business to the DZIT. 
 
3 It is very mild would be the punishment if I did not pay some 





















1 I believe that the government utilizes zakah revenue to achieve 
zakah goals, such as giving money to poor families. 
 
2 I believe that every zakah payer (i.e. those subject to the DZIT) 
had paid their fair due zakah on business under the current zakah 
system. 
 
3 I think that the government spends too much zakah revenue on 
unnecessary welfare assistance. 
 



































1 I am satisfied with the amount of benefits that the beneficiaries 
of zakah receive from the government compared to the amount 
of zakah that I have paid. 
 
2 The benefits that the beneficiaries of zakah receive from the 
government in exchange for the zakah amount I have paid are 
reasonable. 
 
3 I am not satisfied with the amount of benefits that the 
beneficiaries of zakah receive from the government compared to 






















1 The zakah I have paid to the DZIT is fair when compared to other 
zakah payers with more income. 
 
2 Zakah payers like me pay fair zakah to the DZIT compared with 
other zakah payers with more income. 
 
3 The zakah I have paid to the DZIT is not fair compared to the 
































1 The zakah distributed by the government to those who have better 
economic means is unfair compared to that distributed to those 
with worse economic means. 
 
2 Zakah recipients with low income receive fair zakah from the 
government compared to those with more income. 
 
3 Zakah recipients at different economic levels receive fair zakah 
based on their needs. 
 
 


















1 I pay the DZIT about the same amount of zakah as other zakah 
payers who make about the same income as me.  
 
2 Most zakah payers who earn about the same income as me pay 
the DZIT about the same zakah as me. 
 
3 The zakah I have paid to the DZIT is higher compared to the 
zakah paid by other zakah payers who make about the same 





































1 The zakah distributed by the government to those with about the 
same economic means is unfair compared to each other. 
 
2 Zakah recipients with about the same incomes receive about the 
same zakah from the government. 
 
3 Zakah recipients at about the same economic level receive 






















1 I believe that the current zakah system is the fairest kind of system 
that the government can use to collect and distribute zakah. 
 
2 The current zakah system requires me to pay more than the due 
zakah. 
 
3 Other zakah payers pay their fair due zakah on business under the 







































1 The correction of errors in the calculation of my due zakah, if 
necessary, is available through a number of ways at no additional 
cost. 
 
2 The administration of the zakah system is consistent across years 




















1 I paid zakah on business to the DZIT last year.  
2 I paid zakah on business to the DZIT in previous years.   






ARABIC RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 جامعة اوتارا الماليزية
 �����ال
استبيان عن ��لتزام بزكا������دى المنشآت الفردية في المملكة 
 العربية السعودية
 عزيزي صاحب المنشأة,
الزكببببباة أطلبببببب تكببببباعمال  ذبببببت يامببببباق لبببببما اباببببب لياو المثذببببب  لل  ببببب  ت ببببب   النكبببببل  لبببببت  أ  بببببا  
عم تببببابئ ا لال بببب  ابابببب لياو  الشبببببرك الببببمي كمهببببك    ببببب    ببببث   يلببببي  ت   ببببب  لبببب  المث بببب  تنببببب ئ 
علببب  كبببك حببباق, تشبببابك   ذبببت لبببما اباببب لياو لبببت ان عيببب   شبببرك كاتبببك  اكببب ني  ال   ببب  عببب  
 .المشابك    ت تا اشاءئ ي اب   ا  الج  كثي  اات   لإلا خمام األاادكمت ذقط
 باا  اجبببببا  دذببببب  ككببببباة تنشبببببأا  لم بببببل   الزكببببباة  البببببم كئ ال بببببم  لبببببما اباببببب لياو لببببب  عببببب  ا ببببب
تبببب  لببببما المكببببه  المباابببب   لبببب  ذ بببب  ال  اتببببك ال ببببت ابببب  ث علبببب  ابت هبببباق الزكبببب ي اجببببا  دذبببب  ككبببباة 
 .المنشآت لم ل   الزكاة  الم ك ذت المملل  ال ثبي  الك  دك 
د يقببببب  ًاللبببببابئ  ا لالببببب  لبببببما اباببببب لياو كجبببببب أو بككببببب  ثش تببببب  عشبببببث د بببببا   يلببببب   مكببببب  عشبببببث
للمزيببببببم تبببببب  الم ل تببببببات عبببببب  المباابببببب     ا ج ببببببا اب بببببب  أو با ببببببثد ا ذببببببت تثااببببببل ت علبببببب  عنبببببب او 
 0509662280\ الكبببببببببببببببببببببببببببب  دك  )gmail.com787mushari@(بثيبببببببببببببببببببببببببببمي ا لل ث  ببببببببببببببببببببببببببببت 
  ئ0060173938695-تاليزيا:\
 
دابة األعمببببباق  جات ببببب  الشبببببماق الماليزيببببب  اخ ببببب ت اابببببل  طالبببببب ذبببببت تثحلببببب  البببببمك  با   رليببببب  ي
 ا ت يشثا  األا اذ المشاب  دئ كين ق ب  بمي ئ
 شرثاب ل  ا  ل   اقلل ا ذا   ا يااتئ




 القسم )أ(: المعلومات الشخصية )الديموغرافية(.
 :ال���ت العلمية العمر سنة :الجنس
 ابتدائي أو أقل20  ذكر
 متوسط 30 - 20 أنثى
 ثانوي 40 - 31 
 دبلوم 50 - 41 
 جامعي 60 - 51 
 دراسات عليا 60أكثر من  
 �يوجد  
 نشاط المنشأة عدد سنوات عمر المنشأة
 تجارة الجملة أو التجزئة أقل من خمس سنوات
 إقامة سنوات 10 – 5
 مأكو�ت ومشروبات سنة 20 – 11
 تحويليةصناعات  سنة  20أكثر من 
 
 خدمات
 أخرى )الرجاء التحديد( 
 الدخل السنوي المتوقع من منشأتك )����ودي(
 مليون 5مليون إلى  3أكثر من  �����عودي أو أقل 200
 مليون 10مليون إلى  5أكثر من  ألف 500إلى  –ألف  200أكثر من 
 مليون  10أكثر من  مليون 3إلى  –ألف  500أكثر من 
يقوم بإعداد إقرارك الزكوي المقدم من 
 لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل؟
ة ادارية شخصيا   محاسب قانوني  خدم
 معتمد
ة ادارية شخصيا   من يقوم بإعداد حسابات منشأتك؟ محاسب قانوني  خدم
 معتمد
 أين تدفع الزكاة المستحقة على منشأتك؟





 القسم )ب(: الموقف.
الث اء ا  ياب بأك  ذت ال لابات اد ا  ت   الق  ض  دا ثة عل  الث   المناابئ ب ي  م ا ا    اطال  أ  







موافق  موافق محايد
 بشدة
أ ا تكث ب بمذ  ككاة أعمالت لم ل   الزكاة  الم ك, 
 أل ت    ك ذل  أا و  م  مت ب ا لتئ
1 2 3 4 5 
أ ا تنمال  بمذ  ككاة أعمالت لم ل   الزكاة  الم ك 
 عنم اا ي اء الشث ط ئ
1 2 3 4 5 
أش ث  ابا ياء عنمتا ب أ  م بمذ  ككاة أعمالت 
 5 4 3 2 1 لم ل   الزكاة  الم كئ
أش ث ب أ يب الضميث يذا دذ ت ككاة أعمالت 
 لم ل   الزكاة  الم كئ
1 2 3 4 5 






موافق  موافق محايد
 بشدة
ا�شخاص الذين يؤثرون علي� يعتقدون وجوب دفع 
 5 4 3 2 1 زكاة أعمالي لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل.
همون لي يفضلون دفع زكاة أعمالي  ا��اص الم
 5 4 3 2 1 لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل.
رهم ينصحونني بعدم  ة نظ ا�شخاص الذين أُقد �ر وجه
 5 4 3 2 1 دفع زكاة أعمالي لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل.
ا��اص المقربون مني يساعدونني في  دفع زكاة 
 5 4 3 2 1 أعمالي لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل.






موافق  موافق محايد
 بشدة
قرنائي من رجال ا�عمال  يرون وجوب دفع زكاة 
 5 4 3 2 1 أعمالي لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل.
قرنائي من رجال ا�عمال موافقون على عدم وجوب 
 5 4 3 2 1 دفع زكاة أعمالي لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل.
قرنائي من رجال ا�عمال  ينصحون بدفع زكاة 
 أعمالي لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل.
1 2 3 4 5 
قرنائي من رجال ا�عمال  يساعدونني بدفع زكاة 










موافق  موافق محايد
 بشدة
يؤثرون علي� يعتقدون وجوب دفع  رجال الد� ين الذين
 5 4 3 2 1 زكاة أعمالي لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل.
اهم قرروا بعدم وجوب  رجال الد� ين الذين أتبع فتو
 5 4 3 2 1 دفع زكاة أعمالي لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل.
رجال الد� ين الثقات لدي يدعمون دفع زكاة أعمالي 
 5 4 3 2 1 لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل.
رهم ينصحون بعدم  رجال ة نظ الد� ين الذين أُقد� ر وجه
 5 4 3 2 1 دفع زكاة أعمالي لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل.






موافق  موافق محايد
 بشدة
سأقوم بدفع زكاة أعمالي لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل هذا 
 5 4 3 2 1 العام )إن شاء ���
على دفع زكاة أعمالي لمصلحة الزكاة  أنا عازم
 والدخل كل عام )إن شاء ���
1 2 3 4 5 
سأقوم بالتواصل مع مصلحة الزكاة والدخل ��م 
 5 4 3 2 1 بدفع زكاة أعمالي ا�ضافية إن وجدت.
 5 4 3 2 1 لن أقوم بدفع زكاة أعمالي لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل.






موافق  موافق محايد
 بشدة
مصلحة الزكاة والدخل ستكتشف عدم دفع بعض 
 5 4 3 2 1 زكاة أعمالي.
من المحتمل جدا  أن مصلحة الزكاة والدخل ستكتشف 
 عدم دفع بعض زكاة أعمالي.
1 2 3 4 5 
هناك نسبة ضئيلة جدا  أن أُكتََشُف من قبل مصلحة 
الزكاة والدخل، إذا لم أقم بدفع بعض زكاة أعمالي. 
 زكاة أعمالي.  
1 2 3 4 5 










سأكون في مشكلة حقيقية، إذا لم أقم بدفع بعض 
 5 4 3 2 1 الزكاة والدخل.زكاة أعمالي لمصلحة 
سأعاقب بأساليب متعددة، إذا لم أقم بدفع بعض 
 5 4 3 2 1 زكاة ا�عمال لمصلحة الزكاة والدخل.
ستكون العقوبة جدا  خفيفة، إذا لم أقم بدفع بعض 
 5 4 3 2 1 زكاة أعمالي.  







موافق  موافق محايد
 بشدة
أعتقد أن الحكومة تستخدم أموال الزكاة لتحقيق 
هداف الزكاة مثل إعطاء المال للعا��ت الفقيرة.  5 4 3 2 1 أ
أعتقد أن كل مكلفي الزكاة )الخاضعين لنظام مصلحة 
الزكاة والدخل( يقومون بدفع الزكاة المستحقة العادلة 
 تحت نظام الزكاة الحالي.
1 2 3 4 5 
أعتقد أن الحكومة تقوم بصرف أموال الزكاة على 
 5 4 3 2 1 مساعدات اجتماعية غير ضرورية.







موافق  موافق محايد
 بشدة
ها الحكومة  أنا راض عن أموال الزكاة التي أوصلت
 5 4 3 2 1 للمستحقين مقارنة بما قمت بدفعه. 
ة  دها مستحقوا الزكاة من الحكوم الفائدة التي استفا
 5 4 3 2 1 مقارنة بما قمت بدفعه منطقية.
أنا غير راض عن مبالغ الزكاة التي أوصلتها 
 5 4 3 2 1 الحكومة للمستحقين مقارنة بما قمت بدفعه. 






موافق  موافق محايد
 بشدة
ها للمصلحة عادلة مقارنة بما يدفعه  ة التي أدفع الزك
 المكلفون الذين يحققون دخ�  أعلى. 
1 2 3 4 5 
المكلفون الذين هم مثلي يدفعون للمصلحة زكاة 
عادلة مقارنة بما يدفعه المكلفون الذين يحققون دخ�  
 أعلى.
1 2 3 4 5 
232 
 
ها للمصلحة غير عادلة مقارنة بما  ة التي أدفع الزك












موافق  موافق محايد
 بشدة
ها الحكومة على المستحقين ذي  ة التي توزع الزك
ا��وال ا�قتصادية الجيدة نسبيا  غير عادلة مقارنة 
ن هم أسوء حا�  منهم.   بما يُعطَى للمستحقين الذي
1 2 3 4 5 
مستحقوا الزكاة ذو الدخل���ل يحصلون على زكاة 
ة مقارنة بما يتحصل عليه  عادلة من الحكوم
 ا�على منهم. المستحقون ذو الدخل
1 2 3 4 5 
مستحقوا الزكاة على مختلف مستوياتهم���تصادية 
يحصلون من الحكومة على زكاة عادلة وفقا  
 ��تياجتهم.
1 2 3 4 5 






موافق  موافق محايد
 بشدة
ها للمصلحة قريبة من المقدار الذي  ة التي أدفع الزك
يدفعه المكلفون ا���ن الذين يحققون قريب من 
 الدخل الذي أحققه.  
1 2 3 4 5 
معظم المكلفين الذين يحققون قريب من  الدخل الذي 
أحققه يدفعون للمصلحة قريب من مقدار الزكاة الذي 
 أدفعها. 
1 2 3 4 5 
ها ة التي أدفع للمصلحة أكثر مقارنة بما يدفعه  الزك
 5 4 3 2 1 المكلفون الذين يحققون قريب من الدخل الذي أحققه.










ها الحكومة على مستحقي الزكاة  ة التي توزع الزك
ل���تصادية المتساوية غير عادلة مقارنة  ذي���
 بين بعضهم البعض. 
1 2 3 4 5 
مستحقوا الزكاة ذو الدخل المتساوي تقريبا  يحصلون 
 5 4 3 2 1 من الحكومة على زكاة متساوية.
اهم���تصادي متقارب  مستحقوا الزكاة الذين مستو












موافق  موافق محايد
 بشدة
أعتقد أن نظام الزكاة الحالي هو أعدل نوع من أنظمة 
ة أن تستخدمه لجباية  الزكاة الذي يمكن للحكوم
 وصرف الزكاة. 
1 2 3 4 5 
الحالي يطلب مني أن أدفع أكثر من نظام الزكاة 
 5 4 3 2 1 الزكاة المستحقة شرعا .
مكلفوا الزكاة ا���ن يدفعون الزكاة المستحقة 
 بشكل عادل تحت نظام الزكاة الحالي.
1 2 3 4 5 






موافق  موافق محايد
 بشدة
تصحيح ا��طاء في حساب الزكاة المستحقة، عند 
الحاجة، متوفر من��ل عديد من الطرق بدون أي 
 تكاليف إضافية. 
1 2 3 4 5 
ؤها ثابت على مر�  السنين وعلى  إدارة الزكاة مبد











بدفع كامل زكاة منشأتي المستحقة لمصلحة  قمت
 5 4 3 2 1  .الزكاة والدخ للعام الماضي
قمت بدفع كامل زكاة منشأتي المستحقة لمصلحة 
 5 4 3 2 1 .الزكاة والدخ للسنوات الماضية
لم أقم بدفع زكاة منشأتي المستحقة كاملة لمصلحة 






List of Items and constructs codes 
 
Items 
code Item First Order 
Second 
Order 
Att1 I am pleased to pay zakah on 
business to DZIT because by doing 
so I fulfilled my responsibility. 
Att (Attitude) None 
Att2 I am confident that zakah on business 
needs to be paid to DZIT when one 
has met its conditions. 
Att3 I would be upset if did not pay my 
business zakah to DZIT. 
Att4 I would feel guilty if pay my business 
zakah to DZIT. 
SN1 People who influence my behavior 
believes that I should pay business 
zakah to DZIT 
SN (Subjective 
Norms) None 
SN2 People who are important to me 
preferred that I should pay business 
zakah to DZIT 
SN3 People whose opinions I value advise 
me not to pay business zakah to 
DZIT  
SN4 People who are close to me support 
me in paying business zakah to DZIT 
BP1 Business peers think that I should pay 
zakah on business to DZIT 
PB (Business 
Pears) None 
BP2 Business peers agree that I should not 
pay zakah on business to DZIT 
BP3 Business peers advise me to pay 
zakah on business to DZIT  
BP4 Business peers support me in paying 
zakah on business to DZIT 
RL1 Religious leaders who influence me 
believe that I should pay zakah on 
business to DZIT. 
RL (Religious 
Leaders) None 
RL2 Religious leaders whose Fatwa I 
follow disapprove my zakah on 
business payment to DZIT. 
RL3 Religious leaders who are important 
to me support me in paying zakah on 
business to DZIT. 
RL4 Religious leaders whose opinions I 
value advise me not to pay zakah on 





I1 I will pay zakah on business to DZIT 
this year (Insha'Allah). 
In (Intention) None 
I2 I intended to pay zakah on business at 
DZIT every year (Insha'Allah).  
I3 I would contact DZIT to pay 
additional zakah on business if any. 
I4 I would not pay zakah on business to 
DZIT. 
DR1 DZIT will find out if I don’t pay 
some zakah on business. 
DR (Detection 
Risk) None 
DR2 It is very likely that the DZIT would 
find out if I don’t pay some zakah on 
business. 
DR3 It is very low that I will be caught by 
DZIT if I don’t pay some zakah on 
business. 
PM1 I would be in serious trouble if I did 




PM2 I would be severely punished if I did 
not pay some zakah on business to 
DZIT. 
PM3 It is very mild would be the 
punishment if I did not pay some 
zakah on business to DZIT. 
GF1 I believe that the government 
utilizing zakah revenue to achieve 












GF2 I believe that every zakah payers (i.e. 
subject to DZIT) pay their fair due 
zakah on business under the current 
zakah system. 
GF3 I think the government spends too 
much zakah revenue on unnecessary 
welfare assistance. 
GF4 Generally, I feel that the current 
zakah system is fair. 
EF1 I am satisfied with the amount of 
benefits that the beneficiaries of 
zakah receive from government 
compared to the amount of zakah I 
paid. EF (Exchange Fairness) EF2 The benefits that the beneficiaries of 
zakah receive from the government in 




EF3 I am not convinced with the amount 
of benefits that the beneficiaries of 
zakah receive from the government 
compared zakah amount I paid 
 
 
VFC1 Zakah I paid to DZIT is fair when 





VFC2 Zakah payers like me pay fair zakah 
to DZIT compared to other zakah 
payers with more income. 
VFC3 The zakah I paid to DZIT is not fair 
compared to zakah paid by other 
zakah payers with more income. 
VFB1 Zakah distributed by government to 
those who have better economic 
means is unfair compared to those 
with worse economic means. VFB (Vertical 
Fairness 
“benefit”) 
VFB2 Zakah recipients with low income 
receive fair zakah from government 
compared to those with more income. 
VFB3 Zakah recipients at deferent 
economic level receive fair zakah 
based on their needs. 
HFC1 I pay to DZIT about the same amount 
of zakah as other zakah payers who 





HFC2 Most zakah payers, who earn about 
the same income as I do, pay to DZIT 
about the same zakah as I do. 
HFC3 The zakah I paid to DZIT is more 
compared to zakah paid by other 
zakah payers who make about the 
same income as I do. 
HFB1 Zakah distributed by government to 
those with about the same economic 





HFB2 Zakah recipients with about the same 
income receive about the same zakah 
from government. 
HFB3 Zakah recipients at about the same 
economic level receive different 
zakah from government. 
PF1 I believe that the current zakah 
system is the fairest kind of system 
that the government can use to collect 





PF2 Current zakah system requires me to 
pay more than the due zakah. 
PF3 Other zakah payers pay their fair due 




AF1 Correction of errors in the calculation 
of my due zakah, if necessary, is 
available through number of ways 
with no additional cost. 
AF 
(Administrative 
Fairness) AF2 The administration of the zakah 
system is consistent across years and 
zakah payers. 




AB2 I paid zakah on business at DZIT for 
previous years. 
AB3 I did not pay zakah on business to 
DZIT. 
 
 
 
